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 Anpetu Waste Tribal Advocate:

The SD Tribal Tobacco Policy Toolkits were developed to assist tribal community advocates in 
the important conversations they have with their community members, tribal health, and tribal 
leadership on commercial tobacco policies. Commercial tobacco policies are very important  
and will help ensure that our children are not the first generation of children that will die younger 
than their parents. 

The U.S. Surgeon General’s report, “The Health Consequences of Involuntary Exposure to 
Tobacco Smoke,” shows indisputable scientific evidence that secondhand smoke causes premature 
death and serious disease in non-smokers. Secondhand smoke is a serious health hazard and there  
is no risk-free level of exposure. 

Commercial tobacco use is the number one cause of all cancers and emphysema, and is a 
leading preventable cause of heart disease and stroke among American Indians in South Dakota. 
Secondhand smoke exposure to infants and children is a major contributor to sudden infant death 
syndrome, asthma, ear infections and upper respiratory illnesses. 

In 2009, in South Dakota the median age of death for American Indians was 58 years 
compared to the rest of the population at 81 years of age. This is a 22 year difference! You might 
be wondering, why is there such a difference in age of death? Many of the leading causes of death 
among South Dakota tribal people are due to tobacco related illnesses like cancer, heart disease, 
complications of diabetes and SIDS. 

The best way to protect our youth, elders and loved ones from tobacco-related diseases is for 
our tribes to adopt policies that prohibit smoking commercial tobacco in schools, tribal buildings, 
restaurants, parks, casinos and public places. We must advocate for our tribes to keep tobacco 
sacred to honor health and eliminate commercial tobacco use.

As a community advocate you already realize the importance of empowering communities  
to make decisions that promote personal health and well-being. It is our hope that you will turn  
to the SD Tribal Tobacco Policy Toolkits as a concise and helpful resource in addressing commercial 
tobacco policy changes in your community. Wopila (Thank you) for all your hard work on this very 
important and sacred issue!

Respectfully,

Jerilyn Church, MSW
Executive Director
Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health Board

Donald Warne, MD, MPH
Principal Investigator, Northern Plains Tribal 
   Tobacco Technical Assistance Center
Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health Board
Director, Master of Public Health College,  
   North Dakota State University
Board Member, American Cancer Society
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Use of sacred Tobacco 

For tribes throughout North America, the use of 
traditional tobacco for spiritual, ceremonial, and 
medicinal purposes goes back thousands of years. 
There are many types of what is called “tobacco.” 
The most commonly known form is tobacco 

derived from the tobacco plant (Nicotiana tabacum). This type of tobacco is commercially grown in the 
Southern United States (as well as in Africa and South America) and used to make commercial tobacco 
products. Commercial tobacco products are known to have many added chemicals that are harmful. 
There are also types of tobacco known as natural tobacco, wild tobacco, or mountain smoke which were 
used by traditional Indian people. Because of the increased accessibility and marketing of commercial 
tobacco, many tribes are losing the practice of planting, harvesting and preparing tobacco for traditional 
or spiritual purposes. There are now fewer people who know the proper way and attitude to care for true 
natural tobacco. 

Traditional tobacco among the Northern Plains tribes is not the same 
as commercial tobacco such as cigarettes or spit tobacco. South Dakota 
tribes use ċanśaśa which comes from red willow bark. Growing along 
creek beds, these red willow trees have a deep red bark that makes them 
easy to find during winter harvest. Larger branches are cut and the outer 
bark is shaved off exposing a green film which is stripped off, and the green 
shavings are then dried. Ċanśaśa may contain a mixture of herbs and 
berries and can be mixed with kinnikinnik, bear root, berries, rosehips  
and petals, grape leaves or white ash. 

Among South Dakota tribes, tobacco is an important part of spiritual 
life. Tobacco helps connect the human experience by providing a means  
of communicating with the spirit world and the Creator. Traditional uses 
of tobacco include:

• Helping in the journey back to the spirit world
• Offerings and gifts to Elders and others
• Offerings to Mother Earth
• Blessings
• Ceremonial pipe
• Prayer
• Bug repellant
• Keeping evil spirits away

Tobacco is also used for healing and medicinal purposes. Some uses include relieving chills and 
fevers, headaches, toothaches, healing cuts or burns, muscle soreness, and ear infections.

Traditional tobacco is smoked using ceremonial pipes and the smoke is not inhaled. Pipe design 
varies among the different tribes, with pipe stems often made of ash or sumac and pipe bowls carved 
from various types of stone and clay. 

Stories of tobacco’s origins are as varied as 

the Tribes that used tobacco, but these stories 

all have a single common theme: Tobacco is 

sacred and ought to be used with respect.

“ It has no chemicals, there’s nothing 

in there that a person can get addicted 

to other than prayer.”
– Jess Taken Alive  
   Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 

“ The equivalent of Christian sin in 

the Indian traditional sense is breaking 

ones commitment to the Pipe. When  

one prays with the Pipe, he is obliged  

to do it in a good way, not for evil 

purposes. The Pipe brings harmony 

between men when they smoke it.  

You can’t lie through the Pipe. To go 

against these things is a sin.”
– Richard Moves Camp  
   (Lakota) - Pine Ridge
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 Ċanśaśa is used to pray to the 4 directions and the Creator.  
It also is used in tobacco ties as an offering to the spirits. A tobacco 
tie is a small sacred bundle to hold the tobacco. Making a tie for 
the tobacco makes it easier to carry, to make an offering of tobacco 
to another person, and to hold on to for longer periods of time. 
Offerings of loose tobacco are made as well, in particular to the 

Sacred Fire. The ties are also burned so that spirits can receive the ċanśaśa. When ċanśaśa is smoked, 
prayers are carried up in the form of smoke. Ċanśaśa is sacred and the smoke is not inhaled. There are no 
known health risks when native tobacco is used in a sacred and respectful manner.

The age at which sacred tobacco is typically introduced to children and when adolescents start to 
use ċanśaśa varies. Children who are involved in Lakota traditional customs are introduced to sacred 
tobacco at a very young age through prayer offerings and tobacco ties. As for actually smoking ċanśaśa 
with the sacred pipe – this is usually done after the child completes their man and/or womanhood 
ceremony (when the child reaches puberty) or if the traditional healer sees that the child has reached  
a certain maturity level. If the child is too young to smoke the sacred pipe, the pipe holder will touch  
the child on the head with the pipe to receive those prayers. 

seven Uses of Ċanśaśa (Sacred Red Willow)

1. ceremonial
• Opaġi (fill a pipe with tobacco)
• Offering as a gift to the spirits
• Strengthening the house or Tipi
• A form of binding a contract
• Marriage ceremonies
• Naming ceremonies
• Wopila (thanks, joy, gladness)
• Vision Quest
• Seven Sacred Rights
• Sundances

2. social
• Intertribal and interpersonal gatherings  

(i.e. enemy tribes or for trading)
• Marriage counseling
• Binder of contract with treaties (i.e. 1860 Treaty)
• As a means of forming relationships or bonding  

with families and peers
• Political or diplomatic gatherings
• Source of social cohesion for the Lakota people

“ I started smoking Ċanśaśa with 

my Father on Crow Creek reservation. 

The first time I smoked it with my 

father there was a strong presence 

of my grandfather being there with 

us. After I quit smoking and drinking 

about 30 years ago, a young man 

gave me Ċanśaśa and I smoked it.  

Since then I smoke Ċanśaśa regularly 

and it keeps my relationship with 

loved ones that have passed on.” 

– Melvin Grey Owl

“ The importance of pipes 

throughout the Americas speaks  

to the symbolism of ritual smoking. 

This sharing of a pipe affirms peaceful 

relations among individuals and 

between nations. Smoking has also 

always been seen as a way for human 

prayers to reach spirit beings.”
  National Museum  
  of the American Indian
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3. Prayer
Ċanśaśa is used to pray to the 4 directions and Ťuŋkaśila (God, the 
Supreme Being or Great Spirit). It is used in tobacco ties as an offering for 
the spirits for asking them to do something for whoever is praying. They 
are burned so that the spirits can receive the ċanśaśa. When ċanśaśa is 
smoked, whoever is smoking should think about their prayers and when 
they exhale, their prayers are carried up in the form of smoke. What makes 
the ċanśaśa sacred is when it is smoked, the smoke is NOT inhaled.

4. smudge
When burned, ċanśaśa gives off a really pleasant aroma. But it is also used 
to smudge or purify oneself and it cleanses the spirit and body.

5. Medicinal
• Cut, wound or burn: ċanśaśa cleanses the wound
• Headache
• Flu
• Soreness, ear infection or muscle ailments
• Helps individuals to stay sober, happy, to be stronger spiritually  

and put them on the ċaŋku luta (Red Road; to be on a good path)

6. Gift
A way of saying thank you and exchanging ċanśaśa for what is being asked:

• Wamakaśkaŋ oyate (the animal kingdom in general; all things that 
move on the earth)

• Spirits
• Medicine Man
• Drum
• Seven Directions
• Ťuŋkaśila (God, the Supreme Being or Great Spirit)

7. Trade
In earlier years, a handful of ċanśaśa would be traded for a horse. It is seen 
as gold to indigenous peoples because of its scarcity.

Source: Sacred Willow: Keeping Tobacco Traditional

“ My son came home from Iraq. 

He went to the VA doctors and here 

they found cancer below his knee.  

It was devastating news and they  

were going to cut off his leg. He said,  

‘What do you think’?’ I said, ‘We have 

prayers. We have a way of life.’ So we 

went to ceremony and gave medicine 

(tobacco ties). We made them. We  

hung them up and everybody knew,  

all the friends that went to sweat  

and Sundance. They started praying  

and then I went to the Sundance tree 

and offered tobacco. And a week later, 

the doctor calls him and said you’re 

cancer free.”
– Bryant High Horse 
   Oglala Sioux Tribe

South Dakota Cansasa Coalition
 

American Indians, like people of other 

origins, have vast experiences in their 

physical, behavioral, and societal 

development. These experiences 

in turn can affect the individual to 

various degrees and at various levels. 

The information, considerations and 

tips contained herein, will not always 

be applicable to working with all 

American Indians but will assist in  

the basic overall understanding  

of the culture.
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Most Indigenous nations have traditional stories explaining how tobacco was introduced to their 
communities, many of which emphasized the sacred properties of the plant, which holds both the power 
to heal if used properly and the power to cause harm if used improperly. An example of one of these 
traditional stories is the Lakota creation story from Chief Arvol Looking Horse of the Cheyenne River 
Sioux Tribe, keeper of the sacred caŋnuŋpa (pipe).

At that time, not long after the Flood, the People still followed the buffalo, but they 
had forgotten the Creator and the teachings of the buffalo. They were trying to control 
one another, be more than who they are. The buffalo disappeared and the People were 
starving and crying. They grew too weak even to move camp, and so they sent out 
scouts to look for buffalo or other game. But always they returned empty-handed.

Then one day they sent out two scouts, who saw not even a rabbit the whole 
day. Dejected, they started back to camp from their failed hunt, traveling 
through the woods and rolling hills, northeast of the sacred Black Hills.

It was a beautiful day, the sky blue with few white clouds. As the two 
scouts were returning to the camp, they saw a woman come over a hill, 
and they watched in awe, wondering what a woman alone could be doing 
out here in the middle of nowhere. Dressed in a beautiful white buckskin 
dress, this woman approached them carrying a bundle in her arms.
One of the scouts, seeing the beauty of the woman, felt lust for her. 
He said, “She’s so beautiful. I think I’ll take her for a wife.”

As they were talking, she came closer and she pointed to the one with the bad 
thoughts, as if beckoning him. He went towards her, thinking to take her.

The other scout tried to stop him saying, “She’s sent by the Great Spirit. She’s the 
answer to the People’s prayers for help. She must be a Spirit-woman. Don’t approach 
her with such thoughts on your mind.” But the lustful scout refused to listen.

As he reached for the woman, a swirling cloud suddenly came down 
and enveloped him. When the cloud lifted, he was laying there at her 
feet all bones, a skeleton with snakes crawling from his head.

Then the Spirit-woman pointed to the other scout, who trembled before her, 
and she said, “Go, tell your People what you have seen here. Tell them to build an 
altar of sage and cherry branches, and also to put up a great tipi, and I will come 
tomorrow from where the sun sets. Tell them I have a great gift to give them, 
a gift kept in this sacred bundle. And she told him, “Tell them just what I have 
said. Don’t make more than what it is and don’t make less than what it is!”

The scout thanked her for the Message. Still filled with fear, he backed slowly 
away from the woman, then ran back to the camp and told the People what had 
happened and what the Spirit-woman had told them – no more, no less.
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In the camp, the Buffalo People followed the 
instructions given by the scout and put up 
their tipi and prepared the altar with sage and 
cherry branches to each cardinal direction. 
Behold- the very next day, as she had promised, 
she returned out of the sunset. As she moved 
toward them, carrying the Bundle in her 
outstretched arms, she sang a beautiful song 
that we still sing today. Walking clockwise 
around the altar of sage and cherry branches, 
she set down the Sacred Bundle in the altar, 
then opened it to reveal the sacred caŋnuŋpa. 
She told them, “This caŋnuŋpa, you will make 
direct personal contact with Wakaŋ Taŋkaŋ.”

She said, “Following the way of this sacred caŋnuŋpa, you will walk in a sacred 
way upon the Earth, for the Earth is your grandmother and your mother and she is 
sacred.” She told them, “The red stone of the caŋnuŋpa’s bowl represents the blood 
of the People, and it also represents the female. And the wooden stem represents 
the Tree of Life, and it also represents the male. The Tree of Life also represents the 
root of our ancestors, and as this Tree grows so does the spirit of the people.” She 
said “When you put the caŋnuŋpa’s bowl and stem together, you connect the world 
above and the world below. The only time the caŋnuŋpa is put together is when you 
are in prayer. And when you pray with the caŋnuŋpa, humble yourself. Present your 
prayers to all 4 Sacred Directions, and then pray to the Great Spirit above and Mother 
Earth below. Sing your songs and pray for life, peace, harmony and happiness.”

She warned, “You must have a good heart and a good mind to go to the 
ceremonies. Honor the Sacred Places, the Sacred Ceremonies and the Sacred 
Sites. Each Sacred Site is an altar to the Great Spirit. Gather there often and pray 
the prayers and sing the songs I have taught you. In time, you will understand 
the meaning of the Seven Sacred Rites that come with this sacred bundle.”

She left in a clockwise motion returning to where the sun sets. On top of the  
hill, she stopped and looked back, then rolled over and became a young 
beautiful black buffalo. The second time she was a red buffalo, then a 
yellow buckskin buffalo, and finally a white buffalo. This is where she 
received her name Pte Saŋ Wiŋ and our Seven Rites were given.

Source: Sacred Willow: Keeping Tobacco Traditional

White Buffalo Calf Woman
Rogue Guirey Simpson, 1992
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Historically, Northern Plains tribal culture includes the use of traditional tobacco, which is not the 
same as tobacco found on the commercial market. However, the distinction between traditional and 
commercial tobacco uses has become blurred over time which contributes to the misunderstanding, 
normalization, and addiction to commercial tobacco.

TradiTional Tobacco vs coMMercial Tobacco

Traditional Commercial

Not inhaled Inhaled

Sacred Not sacred

Not easy to get or convenient, scarce Easy & convenient

Simple, humble, common, not flashy fast/rushed

Spiritual for profit

Not addictive Addictive

Natural / Ikċe  
(wild, in a state of nature)

Unnatural, processed, has additives, harmful

No additives & absence of negative  
health consequences

diseases related to product include cancer, 
emphysema, heart disease, breathing problems,  
pre-term birth, mouth cancer, SIdS

Used in a respectful manner Not used with respect

Red Brown

deliberative, thoughtful Broad consumption by general population

Appropriateness Recreational

With awareness for pleasure

Used in moderation Casual

Generosity Wakaŋ siċa  
(Satan, a devil, the bad spirit)

Used in community and social context Used individually as a personal choice

Source: Sacred Willow: Keeping Tobacco Traditional
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Tobacco companies have tied themselves and their  

fortunes to American Indians for over two centuries.

This started with the first known tobacco advertisement which 
ran in a New York newspaper in 1789. This ad for Lorillard’s 
Snuff & Tobacco featured a drawing of an American Indian 
holding a pipe alongside a barrel of tobacco. The Lorillard 
family made the first American tobacco company fortune  
and became one of the earliest millionaires in the history  
of the country.

Throughout the 1800’s and 1900’s, tobacco companies 
often used images of American Indians in their advertising. 
The “Prince Albert” ads developed by the R.J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company usually featured American Indian warriors 
and were especially offensive. One such Prince Albert Tobacco 
advertisement from 1913 showed an American Indian 
smoking a pipe in the foreground with a war scene in the 
background between Plains Indians and settlers in a covered 
wagon. Here is the text of the ad: 

“Prince Albert, the national joy smoke, just everlastingly buries the hatchet over pipe-
grouches. You sheath your scalping knife, old scout. Pack that favorite jimmy pipe tight 
with P.A. Tease it with a little fire and watch the old dream stuff come back in clouds of 
fragrant, cool smoke. No bite, no sore tongue – that’s removed by our patented process.”

Another Prince Albert ad from 1915 featured an Indian 
warrior smoking a pipe. The ad compared the “joy of smoking 
Prince Albert” commercial tobacco to that of those who have 
gone on before to the spirit world.

 

Another Prince Albert ad from 1915 featured an Indian 
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The images of the wooden 
Indians and product images are 
demeaning portrayals of American 
Indians and culture. Brand names 
like “Red Man” chewing tobacco 
have been around for a long time.  
The terms “red skin” and “red man” 
are offensive to American Indians. 
And it is equally offensive that 
tobacco companies use that term 
for their tobacco products. 

Wooden Indian carvings 
were created to advertise tobacco 
companies in shops in the early 
1600’s. They began as countertop-
size carvings to advertise a 
particular tobacco company.  
The carvings then grew to be  
used as a figurehead on the bow  
of trading ships and then for larger 

wooden statues outside a tobacco store. They are somewhat like barber poles that advertise for barber 
shops. However, the images often exaggerate or distort American Indian features, feathers, ceremonial 
items and culture. They are offensive and dehumanizing to American Indians and misrepresent tribal 
peoples and culture. An interesting thing to note is that feathers, ceremonial items, etc. were illegal for 
American Indians to use until 1978 (The American Indian Religious Freedom Act passed on August 
11, 1978 to protect traditional and religious rights and cultural practices of American Indians, Alaska 
Natives and Native Hawaiians). But it was legal for tobacco companies to use those images to sell their 
deadly products long before tribal members could use them openly. The tobacco companies’ use of 
these images do not respect or honor American Indians or sacred tobacco and are only used to promote 
unhealthy products. 

It seems that the tobacco companies have used increasingly offensive images of American Indians 
over the years. However, some recent efforts are of greater concern to American Indian communities. 
Tobacco companies are focusing even more on American Indians as a target of their marketing 
campaigns – not just as symbols to use in their advertisements. Tobacco companies are more deliberately 
exploiting American Indian images and cultural symbols such as warriors, feathers, regalia and words like 
“natural” in the brand names. Some companies have even used copies of religious artifacts to sell more 
tobacco. Tobacco companies have even sought to manipulate the sacred use of tobacco and to imply that 
their commercial cigarette and smokeless tobacco products are easily obtained substitutes for tobacco 
approved by elders for ceremonial use.
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One of the most barefaced examples 
of commercial tobacco company 
misrepresentation of their products comes 
from Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company 
(SFNTC). This company manufactures 
Natural American Spirit brand cigarettes 
which are marketed as a natural tobacco 

product. This is not a small company that produces an  
additive-free, tobacco-only product. SFNTC is a large-scale 
manufacturer of cancer-causing commercial cigarettes –  
which is now a division of Reynolds American, Inc.  
(formerly RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company).

Many consumers think that SFNTC is owned by American 
Indians. But as the company notes on its website, “we are not an 

American Indian enterprise and we’re not affiliated with any American Indian groups, but a portion of 
our sales of every pack, pouch and tin is donated to support American Indian causes.” It appears that they 
are trying to buy the support of tribal groups with donations from their foundation.

The “Indian” and “Natural” 
advertising campaigns used by 
SFNTC are designed to make 
people think that their products 
are somehow safer and more 
enjoyable to smoke. A company 
spokesman noted in a letter to 
a potential retailer that “This 
unique combination of ‘Indian’ 
and ‘Natural’ gives us, and you, 
a solid competitive edge, creates 
intense media interest, and 
reinforces our basic message – 
The Smoke Speaks for Itself !” 
The company even developed a 
marketing campaign that included 
“an exclusive line of authentic 
reproductions of American Indian 
pipes, snuff containers, tobacco 
pouches, and other natural tobacco 
implements….” Another promotion 
that they used was a series of “Spirit 
of the Old West pack cards” that 
had different images and facts about 
the American frontier. Some of 
these cards used images of American 
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Indian spiritual leaders – such images are very 
disrespectful to tribes. Would you want a picture 
of your tribe’s spiritual leader to be used to sell 
commercial tobacco and to help make a rich 
company even richer?

In addition to promoting their commercial 
tobacco products using Native imagery, tobacco 
companies have actively worked to target 
American Indians and gaming patrons through 
promotions at casinos, bingo and tribal tobacco 
outlets. Heavy discounting of commercial 
tobacco products is a common strategy that  
the industry uses.

American Indians are also targeted heavily 
by the smokeless or chew tobacco industry.  
The industry sponsors American Indian events 
such as Pow-wows and rodeos where they 
provide product samples and other giveaways.

The tobacco industry also particularly 
targets male adolescents with its aggressive 
advertising. Ads associate smokeless tobacco 
with rodeos, rock stars, and sports heroes. These 

companies also sponsor rock concerts, rodeos, auto racing and tractor pulls.
So it seems that American Indians have moved from being an image 

that is exploited in tobacco industry advertising to being a target of their 
advertising. Why does the industry continue to advertise so aggressively 
to bring in new customers – especially American Indians? Because it works.

Advertising is essential for the tobacco industry because it brings in  
new smokers. 

Every day the tobacco industry loses 
customers who quit using their products. 
Many of these customers die as a result of 
using commercial tobacco products. So the 
tobacco industry is always trying to find new 
customers. In fact, the tobacco industry calls 

these new customers “replacement smokers.” Most of these new customers 
are young people. Research shows that more than 80% of all smokers 
begin before age 18. Much of the tobacco industry’s advertising efforts are 
targeted at youth. Tobacco advertising includes Pow-wow give-aways and promotional items, magazine 
ads for cigarettes or spit tobacco, rodeo and other sport sponsorships, free samples, store signs and 
displays (many are placed at a child’s eye level), coupons, events, movies in which people are smoking, 
entertainment sponsorships, internet marketing and more. The tobacco industry is always thinking  
of new and creative ways to market its products and addict a new generation.

“ Why, then, are younger 

adult smokers important to RJR  

[R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company]? 

Younger adult smokers are the only 

source of replacement smokers.”
– RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company  
   Internal Analysis, 1984
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There are many efforts underway 
across the country where states and 
communities are trying to counteract 
the tobacco industry’s advertising 
campaigns but it is very difficult to do. 
Despite all of these efforts to counter 
pro-tobacco influences, the tobacco 
industry continues to heavily market  
its products with 2008 annual spending 
of $10.5 billion nationwide and an 
estimated $23.4 million in South 
Dakota alone (Campaign for  
Tobacco-Free Kids, 2011). 

Their huge investment in 
advertising pays off. The tobacco 
industry brings in billions of dollars 

in profits every year. The money that they make comes at the expense of those that buy their product  
and those that are exposed to secondhand smoke. American Indians bear a large share of the burden  
of health effects from tobacco use. One way that American Indians can fight back is by not buying  
or using commercial tobacco products.

American indians Are Far Less healthy Than Other Populations
Reducing and eliminating commercial tobacco-related health disparities poses a major challenge to the 
country. Use of commercial tobacco is the single most preventable cause of death in the United States, 
killing more than 443,000 people each year. Unfortunately, certain groups including racial and ethnic 
minorities, workers exposed to occupational hazards, blue-collar and service workers, and others with 
low levels of education remain at high risk for commercial tobacco use and exposure. They also bear a 
greater burden of commercial tobacco-related illnesses and deaths. These differences in health outcomes 
– or “disparities” – are a growing concern among health advocates. Tobacco-related health disparities 
have been defined as follows:

Differences in patterns, prevention, and treatment of tobacco use; the risk, incidence, morbidity, 
mortality, and burden of tobacco-related illness that exist among specific population groups  
in the United States; and related differences in capacity and infrastructure, access to resources, 
and environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) exposure (also known as secondhand smoke). Disparate 
populations may be defined by race and ethnicity, gender, age, geography, sexual orientation, 
disability, religion, occupation, mental illness, income, social class, education,  
and institutionalization. (HHS, 2002)

Cigarette smoking remains the single most important behavioral risk factor for cancer. This  
is especially true for the American Indian and Alaska Native population, in which the use of both 
cigarettes and smokeless tobacco are much higher than in any other racial or ethnic population  
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in the U.S. Although American Indians have cultivated and used tobacco since pre-Columbian times,  
the recreational, daily or addicted use of commercial tobacco products is fairly new. 

By many measures, American Indians have much worse health statistics than other population 
groups. If you just look at the age of death in South Dakota, American Indians die 22 years earlier 
than the overall population of the state: 

MediAn Age OF deATh in SOuTh dAkOTA (2007)

general Population = 81 years

American Indian Population = 59 years

According to the Indian Health Service, cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death among 
American Indians and Alaska Natives, and commercial tobacco use is an important risk factor. Cancer  
is the second leading cause of death for those ages 45 and older, and is the 3rd leading cause of death 
for all age groups. Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death. American Indians and Alaska 
Natives (AI/AN) were the only population group to experience an increase in respiratory cancer death 
rates between 1990 and 1995. Northern Plains tribal members, who have the highest smoking rates, 
additionally have the highest rates of lung cancer and heart disease. Also in the Northern Plains, the  
rate of lung cancer among AI/AN women was nearly double that among White women. 

TOP Ten cAuSeS OF deATh 
FOr AMericAn indiAnS in 
SOuTh dAkOTA (2004-2009)

1. heart Disease
2. Accidents
3. Cancer
4. Diabetes
5. Liver Disease
6. Suicide
7. Chronic Respiratory Disease
8. Stroke
9. Flu/Pneumonia
10. Assault

Source: South Dakota Department of health, 2011 

Studies have shown that AI/AN 
populations have been diagnosed with cancer 
later and have relatively poor 5-year survival 
compared with other populations. These 
studies show that AI/AN populations may 
not have benefited from available screening 
technologies and generally are diagnosed 
with cancer later than White populations.
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The low household incomes of American Indians also put them at risk. In the annual report issued 
on cancer in the United States, it was noted that poverty among the AI/AN population was 3 times  
that of the White population. The most recent US Census data on per capita income in the US show 
that of the 25 poorest counties in the US, eight of those counties are in South Dakota and all of them  
are predominately found within American Indian reservation boundaries. 

A few other factors have also been shown to affect health outcomes: AI/AN adults were less likely 
to graduate from high school and were more likely to have less than a ninth grade education than White 
adults. The percentage of AI/AN persons under 65 years with no health coverage was twice that of 
White adults. More AI/AN 18 to 64 years had no usual source of health care, and men were more likely 
than women to have no usual source of medical care. 

commercial Tobacco as a Social Justice issue
Combating commercial tobacco use is clearly a matter of social justice – which means that a society 
values and understands the meaning of human rights and recognizes the dignity of every human being. 

Dr. Cheryl Healton, President and Chief Executive Officer of the American 
Legacy Foundation, was one of the first to raise the issue of commercial tobacco 
use as being one of social justice. Her comments in 2001 at the National 
Conference on Tobacco or Health are still as on target today as they were  
10 years ago:

The tobacco industry has succeeded in addicting those who have 
the least information about the health risks of smoking, the  
fewest resources, the fewest social supports, and the least access  
to cessation services. The link between smoking and low income 
and lower levels of education cannot be overemphasized. 
Tobacco is not an equal-opportunity killer. Americans below the 
poverty line are over 40 percent more likely to smoke than those 
at or above the poverty line. The poor are not only more likely to 
smoke, they are less likely to quit. The link between smoking and 
heart disease and cancers has serious health implications for the 

poor, women, and minorities. Multiple researchers have found that women, minorities, and those  
of lower income are diagnosed later for heart disease and cancer than well-off white men and receive 
fewer interventions. The pattern is clear: these groups are more likely to start to smoke; more likely  
to continue; less likely to receive timely intervention; more likely to die younger. (Legacy, 2001)

The human and Financial Toll of commercial Tobacco
Commercial tobacco use remains an important public health problem nationwide, in South Dakota,  
and especially among South Dakota’s tribal communities. Commercial tobacco use continues to be  
the single largest preventable cause of death and disease across the United States. The health 
consequences of commercial tobacco use include heart disease, multiple types of cancer, lung and 
respiratory disease, negative reproductive effects, and the worsening of chronic health conditions 
 such as diabetes and asthma.

“ Tobacco is not an 

        equal opportunity killer.”
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Cigarette smoking kills more people each 
year than alcohol, AIDS, car crashes, illegal 
drugs, murders, and suicides combined. 
Thousands more die from other commercial 
tobacco-related causes such as fires started by 
cigarettes (more than 1,000 deaths per year 
nationwide) and smokeless tobacco use. 

Heart disease is the leading cause of 
death among American Indian and Alaskan 
Native populations in the US. Evidence 
shows that smokers who smoke a pack or 
more of cigarettes each day are twice as likely to die of heart disease as nonsmokers. Lung cancer is the 
leading cause of cancer death among American Indians (IHS, 2009) with 80% of lung cancer being 
linked to cigarette smoking. It is clear how both of these diseases are directly linked to commercial 
tobacco use.

Each year, approximately 443,000 persons in the United States die from smoking-related illnesses. 
South Dakota loses more than 1,000 residents each year as a result of their own smoking. This number 
includes American Indians. That means that nearly 3 people die each day in the state as a result  
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of commercial tobacco use. Unfortunately the news gets worse – at the current rate of commercial  
tobacco use, 18,000 kids now under age 18 and alive in South Dakota will ultimately die prematurely 
from smoking. 

Commercial tobacco takes a very large toll in this country both in human terms and in dollars. 
Smoking has been estimated to cost the United States $193 billion in direct healthcare expenses and in 
productivity losses each year. Productivity losses come from when a person dies when they are still young 
enough to be working. Men who smoke lose an average of 13.2 years of life. Women who smoke lose an 
average of 14.5 years of life.

This huge cost is all due to premature death. South Dakota is faced with nearly $275 million  
in health care costs directly caused by smoking. One out of every five dollars spent comes from us –  
the taxpayers – covering these costs through Medicaid. Here’s a breakdown of some of the smoking-
caused costs for the state:

TABLe 1: The cOST OF SMOking in SOuTh dAkOTA

Annual health care costs in South Dakota directly 
caused by smoking 

• Portion covered by the state Medicaid program

$274 million

$58 million

Residents’ state and federal tax burden from smoking-
caused government expenditures

$567 per household

Smoking-caused productivity losses  
in South Dakota

$233 million

Source: Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids, 2011

current commercial Tobacco use
Despite these negative health effects and huge costs, many people still use commercial tobacco. Among 
adults in the U.S., 19.3% of the population smokes (CDC, 2011). South Dakota’s rate is lower – 15.4% – 
which is an all-time low (SD DOH, 2011). However, among the state’s American Indian population, the 
rates are much higher. Estimates range from just over half (50.5%) of South Dakota’s American Indian 

adult population currently smokes (CDC 
2011) to more than 60% (AIATS, 2011). 

One thing to bear in mind is that some 
of these estimates of the number of smokers 
or the smoking rates could be low. Many 
American Indians smoke but do not consider 
themselves to be “smokers” because they only 
smoke when they are stressed, they don’t buy 
their own cigarettes, they only smoke with 
friends, they only smoke when they are being 
social or when they gamble. We know that 
they are stressed and are with friends a lot – 
so they really are smokers but they may not 
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admit it in a survey. In addition to not identifying as a “smoker” in a survey, many American Indians do 
not see the need to try to quit. Unfortunately this is not the case – science has shown that there is no safe 
level of tobacco use or exposure to secondhand smoke, and any commercial tobacco use or exposure to 
secondhand smoke causes immediate damage to the body.

Chart 1 compares the smoking rates by age group in the U.S., South Dakota overall and South 
Dakota American Indians. Note that data is not available for high school age American Indians. 

Spit tobacco use in the state is higher 
than the national average – 3.5% of the US 
adult population uses spit tobacco compared 
with 5.3% of South Dakota adults. Among 
American Indian adults in South Dakota, 
7.2% use spit tobacco – double the national 
rate. Chart 2 compares spit tobacco use 
rates by age group in the U.S., South Dakota 
overall and South Dakota American Indians. 
Note that data is not available for high 
school age American Indians. 

For youth, the problem is also troubling. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, among high school students nationwide, 17.2% smoke and in South Dakota, the rate is 
much higher at 23.9% (CDC, 2011). Commercial tobacco use among American Indian youth in South 
Dakota is much higher than the general population of the state or the nation as a whole. More than 3 
times as many American Indian South Dakota youth are smokers and 6 times as many American Indian 
middle-school students use spit tobacco than the national average for the same age. Information for both 
Charts 1 and 2 is found on Table 2 below.

helpful definitions used in Surveys
Current smoker: An adult who has smoked 100 cigarettes in his or her 

lifetime and who has smoked cigarettes in the past 30 days. This group  

is divided into “everyday” smokers or “some days” smokers.

Some days smoker: An adult who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes 

in his or her lifetime, who smokes now, but does not smoke every day. 

Every day smoker: An adult who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes 

in his or her lifetime, and who now smokes every day.

Never smoker: An adult who has never smoked, or who has smoked 

less than 100 cigarettes in his or her lifetime. 

Former smoker: An adult who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes in his 

or her lifetime but who had quit smoking at the time of interview. 

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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TABLe 2: cOMPAring cOMMerciAL TOBAccO uSe rATeS

u.S. South Dakota
South Dakota

American Indians

Smokers

Adult 19.3% 15.4% 50.5% - 60.8%

high School 17.2% 23.9% not available

Middle School 5.2% 6% 19%

Spit Tobacco users

Adult 3.5% 5.3% 7.2%

high School 6.1% 15% not available

Middle School 2.6% 4% 12%

Sources: CDC, 2011; South Dakota Department of health, 2011; great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s health Board, 2011

Some good news! American indians Quit Smoking More Than Other groups!
There is a bit of good news though. Despite the higher rate of cigarette smoking among American 
Indians in the state, the desire to quit among this population is much stronger than it is among Whites 
in South Dakota. Based on the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey, a health survey conducted by 
the South Dakota Department of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, American 
Indians are much more likely to have tried to quit smoking than Whites in the past year. Chart 3 shows 
the difference between the two groups.

Why do American indians Smoke More?
There are many possible explanations for the reasons 
American Indians in South Dakota have a higher rate 
of commercial tobacco use. It is a very complex issue 
with many factors coming together at one place. The 
list provided here offers some reasons why dealing 
with commercial tobacco issues are so complicated. 
One very important factor is that many American 
Indians have lost the understanding of traditions 
involving the use of sacred tobacco in a traditional 
way. More information on traditional tobacco can  
be found in Section 1. 
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What is Secondhand Smoke and What’s So Bad About it?
Secondhand smoke is the combination of smoke from the burning end 
of the cigarette and the smoke breathed out by smokers. When a person 
smokes near you, you breathe secondhand smoke. When you breathe 
secondhand smoke, it is like you are smoking. When you are around a 
person who is smoking, you inhale the same dangerous chemicals as he  
or she does. Breathing secondhand smoke can make you sick. Some of  
the diseases that secondhand smoke causes can kill you. 

The U.S. Surgeon General has issued two reports on secondhand 
smoke – in 2006 and 2010. In these reports, the message was very clear – 
secondhand smoke is dangerous. Here are a few of the important points 
from the reports:

• There is NO safe level of exposure to tobacco smoke. Any exposure 
to tobacco smoke is harmful. 

• Whether you are young or old, healthy or sick, secondhand smoke  
is dangerous. We now know that:
 º There is no safe amount of secondhand smoke. Breathing even  

a little secondhand smoke can be dangerous. Secondhand smoke 
has been designated as a known human cancer-causing agent by 
the US Environmental Protection Agency and other federal  
safety regulators.

 º Breathing secondhand smoke is a known risk factor for sudden 
infant death syndrome (SIDS). Children are also more likely to 
have lung problems, ear infections, and severe asthma from being 
around smoke. Even brief exposure to secondhand smoke can 
trigger an immediate and severe asthma attack in children.

 º Secondhand smoke causes lung cancer. 
 º Secondhand smoke causes heart disease in non smokers. 
 º People who already have heart disease are at especially high risk 

of having immediate health problems from breathing secondhand 
smoke, and should take care to avoid even brief exposure. 
Secondhand smoke can cause heart attacks and stroke.

 º Separate “no smoking” sections DO NOT protect you from  
secondhand smoke. Neither does filtering the air, ventilating  
buildings or opening a window. 

There is no safe amount of secondhand smoke. Children, pregnant 
women, older people, and people with heart or breathing problems  
should be especially careful. Even being around secondhand smoke for  
a short time can hurt your health. Some effects are temporary. But others 
are permanent.

Why are American indian 
Tobacco issues So complex?
• US government policies restricted 

American Indian/Alaska Native 

religious freedom until 1978

• Historical trauma [ Current issues 

(alcoholism, suicide, addiction)

• Boarding schools [ Loss of culture

• Economic Issues

o Poverty

o Tribal profits: Smoke shops 

and casinos

• Identity

o American Indian imagery on 

commercial tobacco products

o Smokeless tobacco tied to 

rodeo culture

• Social Norms

• Commercial use in cultural practices 

and ceremonies

o Funerals

o Limited access to traditional 

tobacco

• Sovereignty = government to 

government relationship with states 

and the Federal government

Source: Steven Fu, Minneapolis  
Veterans Affairs Medical Center and  
the University of Minnesota (2008)  
and Kris Rhodes, American Indian  
Cancer Foundation (2011)

I believe that people should be 

tobacco free because it hurts loved 

ones, by giving them cancer. I am 

exposed to secondhand smoke 

everyday and with my asthma it makes 

me even more vulnerable to attacks.

– Kiaunna 
   Student, Red Cloud Indian School
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Protect yourself: do not breathe secondhand 
smoke. But completely avoiding secondhand smoke 
is very hard to do. Most of us breathe it whether we 
know it or not. You can breathe secondhand smoke 
in restaurants, around the doorways of buildings, 
and at work. When someone smokes inside a home, 
everyone inside breathes secondhand smoke. Some 
children even breathe smoke in day care. 

Many states and communities have passed laws 
making workplaces, public places, restaurants, and 
bars smoke-free. But millions of children and adults 
still breathe secondhand smoke in their homes, cars, 
workplaces, and in public places.

The Personal impact of commercial Tobacco use 
Life is very precious and sacred. In our tribal communities we have lost so many of our loved 
ones—our grandmothers, our grandfathers, our mothers, our fathers, our sisters, our brothers, our aunts, 
our uncles and our friends too early to diseases caused by smoking commercial tobacco. The statistics 
of commercial tobacco abuse and tobacco-related diseases in tribal communities are shocking. But it is 
even more shocking to see how diseases such as lung cancer destroys the human body and to witness how 
much pain our loved ones endure as a result of commercial tobacco addiction. This is the Big Picture  

of commercial tobacco in South Dakota. The loss of our family members 
due to a product that when used as directed will kill 30% of its customers. 

The pain of losing a loved one is overwhelming and devastating.  
It is made even harder to bear by the fact that tobacco-related death and 
disease is completely preventable. It is not just the ones who have smoked 
cigarettes or have used other commercial tobacco products that are at risk. 
There are those that we have lost that did not smoke but had been exposed 
to secondhand smoke. Workers and people with breathing problems are 
also at risk of heart disease, cancer and lung disease even if they are only 
around secondhand smoke for short periods of time. 

Sadly even our children are at risk. Infants are at risk for Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome (SIDS) when they are exposed to secondhand smoke. 
In South Dakota an average of 79 babies die each year before their first 
birthday, many of them being Native babies. American Indians have infant 
death mortality rates that are twice that of the White population in South 
Dakota. South Dakota also ranks the fifth highest in the United States for 
mothers who smoked during pregnancy – 30% of American Indian women 
smoked during pregnancy vs. 16.6% for White population.

Despite the challenges that face American Indians and the large burden 
that the addiction to commercial tobacco places on the community, there 
are many opportunities to make a difference. This toolkit will describe ways 
that you and your community can come together to tackle the problem  

“ I think everyone has a defining 

moment that gives them motivation to 

quit. For me and several of my family 

members it was the day we found out 

that my grandmother was diagnosed 

with lung cancer. She was never much 

of a smoker, but did tell us that in her 

younger years they would smoke when 

they played cards with friends, and was 

often around smoke at public places 

and different workplaces…. No one 

associated smoking with the possibility 

of lung cancer.… It has been almost 3 

years since my grandmother passed 

away, and not a day goes by that I 

don’t miss her and wish that I could 

have done something to prevent it.”
– Michelle Powers 
   Physician Assistant,  
   Wagner health Clinic 
   Yankton Sioux Tribe
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of commercial tobacco by creating policies to help reduce how many people 
abuse it. When we think of tribal tobacco policy development, we are 
directly affecting the health of our children and the health of our future 
generations. This is what our ancestors did. They taught us to think seven 
generations ahead and to plan for the welfare of our people. When we 
develop policies at the tribal level that decrease exposure to secondhand 
smoke this truly is in step with traditional philosophy and it will have a 
positive impact on the health of future generations. The toolkit will also 
describe ways that you can work to protect our loved ones from deadly 
secondhand smoke. In the next section we’ll talk about some of the best 
practices or proven methods that have worked in other places to help your 
community reduce the harm that commercial tobacco causes.

“ Good things do come out 

of bad things. It was after 40+ years 

of smoking and six weeks before my  

uncle died of lung cancer, that I quit 

smoking. I always told myself I could 

never quit but, with determination, 

changing my way of thinking and  

the support of the Sisseton-Wahpeton 

Oyate Second Wind Smoking Cessation 

Program, I am proud to say I am  

still smoke-free today after almost  

two years.”
– Linda Crawford 
   Member, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
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commercial tobacco USe  
among 18 to 24 year oldS

Each year, South Dakota loses more than  
1,000 residents as a result of their own  
cigarette smoking.

Cigarette smoking rates among many 
groups have declined in South Dakota but 

smoking among young adults (18 to 24) continues to increase. While the state’s overall rate decreased, 
the smoking rate for 18 to 24 year olds actually increased from 22.2% in 2009 to 24.1% in 2010! This  
age group has the highest smoking rate of any other age bracket in the state.

South Dakota does not face this challenge alone. Nationwide, this age 
group is experiencing some of the largest increases in cigarette smoking. 
But there is a reason why these increases are occurring – following the  
1998 Master Settlement Agreement, the tobacco industry was no longer  
as free to target children with its advertising in youth-oriented magazines 
and other avenues. As a result, they focused on a new target audience –  
18 to 24 year olds. 

College students are heavily targeted by the tobacco industry as 
potential, young “replacement” customers. One need only look at 
promotions held in bars near college campuses all over the country to 
realize that 18 to 24 year olds are important to the tobacco industry. 
Commercial tobacco products of all forms remain the most widely used 
lethal substance on campus and these products affect both cigarette 
smokers and non-smokers. 

For the tobacco industry to use bars to promote its products is 
no stretch of the imagination. Alcohol consumption and smoking are 
frequently related. Based on a recent survey, the more one drinks, the  
more likely one is to smoke cigarettes. More than half of heavy drinkers 
(age 12 and older) are current smokers. However, for non-binge drinkers  
or non-drinkers, only one out of five are smokers.

The most recent data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 
Survey for South Dakota show that American Indian young adults smoke 
cigarettes at a substantially greater rate than Whites. The chart (Chart 1) 
shows that more than twice as many 18 to 24 year old American Indian 

males smoke cigarettes than Whites. The smoking rate for young American Indian women is nearly 
3 times that of White women in South Dakota.

American Indian-specific data on spit tobacco and other tobacco product use is not available. Since 
American Indians tend to use these products at a higher rate, it is likely that they use these other tobacco 
products more than Whites in this age category as well. This is disturbing because information from 
the most recent National Survey on Drug Use and Health (2010) raises concerns regarding young adult 
commercial tobacco users overall:

Every day about 1,600 young adults  

ages 18 to 25 become daily smokers.

2010 National Survey on Drug Use and 
Health: Summary of National Findings

Younger adult smokers are the only 

source of replacement smokers...  

If younger adults turn away from  

smoking, the industry must decline,  

just as a population which does not  

give birth will eventually dwindle.

-RJ Reynolds, 1984

Post-secondary students are the  

youngest legal targets of tobacco  

industry marketing. 

Commercial tobacco use remains the leading cause 

of preventable death in South Dakota killing more 

people each year than alcohol, AIDS, car crashes, 

illegal drugs, murders, and suicides combined. 
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• 11.2% of young adults (18 to 25)  
smoke cigars

• 6.4% of young adults (18 to 25) use 
smokeless tobacco, the highest rate of any 
age group

• 24.8% of full-time college students smoke
• 39.9% part-time college students smoke
• 12.0% college-aged males (18 to 22) 

enrolled in school full-time used smokeless 
tobacco, compared with 12.7% of those 
not enrolled full-time.

at-risk Student Populations
Students that are most likely to use commercial tobacco and are heavily targeted by tobacco industry 
marketing and advertising include these groups:

• First year Students 
Away from home and exploring their new freedom, first year students may represent the most 
at-risk population to start smoking on college. The lack of parental control or adult supervision, 
combined with a desire to fit in, may turn students who rarely smoked before college into addicted 
users. Smoking is also seen as a way to socialize with others who are clustered together outside.  

• Fraternity and Sorority members 
Fraternity and Sorority members are highly social and may combine smoking with their party 
behavior. Studies from Virginia Commonwealth University and the University of Maryland 
(unpublished data) found approximately 60% of sorority women smoke. We also know that 
smokeless tobacco companies have targeted fraternities with their promotions. [NOTE: We 
realize that this is more of an issue at state or private colleges and universities than it is at tribal 
colleges but we wanted to include it so that others would be aware of this at-risk group.] 

• college baseball Players and other men’s teams 
Athletes, especially baseball players and rodeo club members, may use spit tobacco more 
frequently than others. On many campuses, spit tobacco use is highest in these groups. Athletes 
may also smoke cigarettes while not in training. 

• art Students/theater Students 
Smoking is often subconsciously reinforced for art students. While in long studio classes, 
instructors may dismiss students for regular breaks. When the entire class takes a break, it can turn 
into one large smoking club. For theater students, what’s more dramatic than a tortured character 
puffing on a smoke? Whether used as a prop or as a symbol for artistic freedom, theater students 
often have a much higher rate of commercial tobacco use. 
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• glbt Students 
Among the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender (GLBT) community, 
there is evidence that suggests commercial tobacco use is much  
greater than that of the general population. In fact, early studies  
show that lesbians and gay men are 40-70% more likely to smoke  
than heterosexuals. Smoking is often a stress management tool, 
particularly for those in the process of beginning to openly expressing 
their homosexuality. 

• Women (especially those in majors where weight is an issue) 
Smoking is often associated with maintaining a lower weight. So 
for women students in majors where body weight is an issue, such 
as performance, fashion or even health-related fields, smoking may 
become common. 

The consequences of commercial tobacco use are significant for both 
health and academic performance. College students who smoke have higher 
rates of respiratory infections and asthma as well as a higher rate of bacterial 
meningitis, especially among freshman living in dorms. Smokers have 
lower grade point averages (GPA) than nonsmokers. The Harvard College 
Alcohol Study found that smokers are 27.0% less likely than nonsmokers 
to have an above B grade average. Daily smokers had even lower GPAs than 

high-risk drinkers. As a result, smoking can lower a school’s reputation in terms of academic performance 
and possibly detract from its ability to raise student achievement and attract top students. 

best Practices in commercial tobacco Use Prevention in Post-Secondary institutions
Over the past 20 years, much has been learned about what works to keep young people from using 
commercial tobacco. States such as California and Massachusetts led the way in figuring out what 
really works. The results of their programs along with other progressive states have been carefully 
studied and several best practices have come from this research. The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) recommends comprehensive tobacco control programs that are evidence-based, 
sustainable and accountable and has developed specific guidelines for states and tribes to use. CDC has 
recommended four key areas for states to focus on in their commercial tobacco control efforts. These 
areas are as follows: 1) preventing initiation of tobacco use among youth and young adults, 2) promoting 
quitting among adults and youth, 3) eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke, and 4) identifying and 
eliminating tobacco-related disparities among population groups. These major goals can apply directly  
to campus interventions. A powerful underpinning strategy for all four of these is policy to support 
smoke-free places.

The BACCHUS Network, an international association of college and university peer education 
programs, has developed an excellent guide to help colleges develop a tobacco-free campus. Journey 
of a Lifetime: One Step at a Time to a Tobacco-Free Campus outlines how these goals can serve as the 
foundation for campus commercial tobacco policies. Much of the following information is drawn from 
this publication and a link to this guide will be found in Section 8: Resources.

“ It’s important for us to serve as 

role models for younger students –  

it’s one of the most important things 

we can do.”
– georgianne Larvie  
   Member of Teens Against  
   Tobacco Use at white River  
   high School

   She is also the current  
   Miss Teen Rosebud, an honor  
   bestowed to her during  
   the Rosebud Sioux Tribe’s  
   annual Fair.
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Using Social norms to Support Policy change
Most college students overestimate the number of their peers who participate in high risk health 
behaviors such as cigarette smoking. Surveys show that college-age smokers feel that they are in the 
majority and if they didn’t smoke that they would be left out and would have to find new friends.  
Based upon this misperception, students accept smoking as the norm and may actually begin or continue 
smoking cigarettes because of this misperception. In many cases, students would rather fit in with their 
peers than be healthy. The good news is that research looking at actual student behavior shows that 
most students are making healthy choices. Most college students choose not to smoke. “Social norm 
marketing” attacks the misperception of cigarette smokers being in the majority by using positive, 
credible, norm-based data, which inform students of the actual behavior of their peers. The result of this 
approach has been that students start to believe and move towards the true norm (most students don’t 
smoke), which results in positive, healthy behavior change.

Unfortunately many of the typical actions that are taken with cigarette smokers may tend to 
reinforce those misperceptions – so care is needed. For example, when students, staff or faculty are sent 
outside of campus buildings to smoke and are allowed to smoke next to or in front of building entrances, 
it may look like large numbers of people are using commercial tobacco. Some may incorrectly perceive 
it as being that a majority of the campus are smokers. This is an issue that needs careful attention when 
designing and enforcing campus tobacco-free policies. This kind of misperception highlights the need to 
make an entire campus smoke-free instead of just buildings.

Another caution with campus policies is that they need to focus on 
all commercial tobacco products, not just cigarettes. The tobacco industry 
has been very aggressive in developing and marketing smokeless tobacco 
products (spit tobacco, chew, snus, spitless tobacco, dissolvable tobacco 
products, e-cigarettes, etc.) as an alternative to cigarettes “when you can’t 
smoke indoors.” By focusing a campus policy totally on cigarettes, it may 
inadvertently shift use to these smokeless products.

how tobacco Use Prevention and control best Practices and Social norms Work together

goal one: Prevent initiation of Use
For years, prevention efforts have been aimed at youth under the age of 18 because research showed 
that if people reached the age of 18 and had not smoked it was unlikely that they would begin. This 
is still mostly true but there is a trend showing that students are beginning to use tobacco after they 
come to campus. This new trend has been attributed to an increase in tobacco industry targeting 
following the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement which does not allow tobacco companies to 
market to youth (under 18 years old).

Social norm marketing has the potential to play a role in addressing this trend. The true norm 
on campus and in communities is that most students do not smoke. By using this as your basic 
message, there is reinforcement for those who do not smoke and a possible deterrent for those  
who are considering starting to use tobacco. This positive social norm holds true for other forms  
of tobacco as well, such as cigars, bidis and smokeless tobacco.

Avoid making your campus appear  

to have more smokers than you do  

by creating huddles of smokers outside  

a building. Policies that consist of  

only smoke-free buildings can create  

that misperception.
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goal two: Promote cessation
While prevention is the foundation for developing a tobacco-free campus, cessation also needs 
to be a concern. The social norm theory can also be used to reach out to those who smoke and 
encourage quit attempts. Strong norms have been discovered in adult populations that most 
smokers would like to quit – more than 70% of South Dakota adults say they want to quit smoking 
cigarettes. These norms have also been reported with college students when asked if they would like 
to quit by the time they graduate. Most students say that they will quit by the time they graduate 
because they won’t have as much stress in their lives. A message that focuses in on most smokers’ 
desire to quit is very useful and may help quit attempts among smokers.

The desire to quit is even higher among American Indians in South Dakota. In 2009, 2 out 
of 3 American Indian cigarette smokers said that they actually tried to quit smoking – 
which is higher than White smokers. There are two cessation programs that are tailored for 
American Indians – “Second Wind” and “All Nations Breath of Life” in addition to the free South 
Dakota QuitLine service. Information on all of these programs will be found in Section 8.

goal three: eliminate exposure to Secondhand Smoke
Many campuses have started to recognize the importance of creating smoke-free environments 
based on the Surgeon General’s report on secondhand smoke which determined that there  
is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke. As campuses are looking to change policy to 
address the issue of smoke-free buildings and housing and to create tobacco-free campuses, it is 
important to remember that the majority of the campus community does not smoke. Additionally, 
other studies have noted that most students say they prefer to be in a smoke-free environment.  
This information may provide supporters the leverage needed to create and pass stronger  
tobacco-free policies.

goal Four: eliminate disparities among Populations 
It is necessary to eliminate the disproportionate burden tobacco has on certain population groups 
in terms of risk, disease and death. Historically, American Indian and other minority populations 
have been heavily targeted by the tobacco industry. Tribal colleges are in a unique position to 
directly work with students and staff to address commercial tobacco. Tribal colleges also need to 
work with the community near the campus to create opportunities to address tobacco control. 

It is clear that the burden of commercial tobacco use weighs heavily on the American Indian 
population in the Northern Plains and South Dakota. According to the Indian Health Service, 
cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death among American Indians and Alaska Natives, 
and commercial tobacco use is an important risk factor. Cancer is the second leading cause of death 
for those age 45 and older, and is the 3rd leading cause of death for all age groups. Thirty percent  
of all cancer deaths are a result of commercial tobacco use. Lung cancer is the leading cause of 
cancer death – 80% of lung cancer is a result of smoking cigarettes. American Indians and Alaska 
Natives were the only population group to experience an increase in respiratory cancer death rates 
between 1990 and 1995. Northern Plains tribal members, who have the highest smoking rates,  
also have the highest rates of lung cancer and heart disease. Also in the Northern Plains, the rate  
of lung cancer among AI/AN women was nearly double that among White women. The evidence  
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is unmistakable – the reason that so much of the death and disease  
is found among American Indians is commercial tobacco use.

As with any approach, social norm marketing certainly has a 
useful place as one piece of a comprehensive tobacco control program 
on campus. It is not the only message that is effective. 

tobacco Use Prevention media campaigns:  
lessons learned from youth in nine countries
The Office on Smoking and health of the Centers for disease Control and
Prevention (CdC) reviewed evaluation data on tobacco use prevention media 
campaigns from Australia, Canada, England, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Scotland, and the United States. The research looked at message content 
and classified the effectiveness of each message theme into one of four categories:  

1. Effective

2. Effective but with limited research data

3. Inconclusive

4. Not effective 

The following information is from the report and summarizes the effectiveness  
of message themes. Even though colleges and universities are not likely to create 
a paid mass media campaign, some of these lessons can be useful in crafting your 
message on campus.

In general, successful youth tobacco use prevention mass media campaigns: 

• Are most effective when they are part of broader, comprehensive tobacco 

control programs designed to change a community’s prevailing attitudes 

concerning tobacco use.

• Include ads with strong negative emotional appeal that produce, for 

example, a sense of loss, disgust, or fear.

• Introduce persuasive new information or new perspectives about health 

risks to smokers and non-smokers. 

• Use personal testimony or graphic depiction formats that youth find 

emotionally engaging but not authoritarian.

• Feature multiple message strategies, types of advertising, and media 

channels to consistently attract, engage, and influence diverse youth with 

varying levels of being at-risk to smoking.

• Provide adequate exposure to media messages over significant periods  

of time.

“ I smoked for about 15 years 

and quit because of a television 

commercial. The commercial was on 

the ingredients in tobacco products. 

I did not know there was rat poison, 

pee, battery acid, other chemicals, 

poisons, and metals. I believe that 

health education materials are very 

important, and they do work.”
– Leroy “J.R.” LaPlante 
   Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
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eFFective meSSage

theme: health effects
Media campaign and message evaluation research has consistently shown 
that portraying the serious negative consequences of smoking in a credible 
manner is effective. In some instances, these messages were shown to have 
a positive influence on attitudes or behaviors concerning not using tobacco. 
Simply presenting health information is not enough. New information or new 
perspectives need to be presented in ways that engage viewers emotionally.

theme: deceptions of the tobacco industry
The effectiveness of messages in a mass media campaign emphasizing the 
deceptive practices of the tobacco industry have been reviewed mainly in  
the United States. Many, but not all, of the studies find that this message  
can successfully influence youth knowledge about the tobacco industry, 
attitudes toward smoking and the tobacco industry and, in some cases, 
smoking behaviors.

eFFective bUt With limited reSearch

theme: Social approval/disapproval
Messages addressing social approval of not smoking or social disapproval 
of smoking or that introduce refusal skills have been found to be effective 
in increasing awareness of tobacco prevention issues among youth and 
reducing intentions to smoke. Results on the effectiveness of secondhand 
smoke message content are positive, but the secondhand smoke message  
has rarely been used as a sole or major focus in a youth tobacco use 
prevention campaign.

inconclUSive meSSage

theme: cosmetic
Findings on cosmetic, short-term effects, addiction, and athletic performance 
ad content are limited and results were inconclusive.

not eFFective meSSage

theme: individual choice
Research indicates that the individual choice message is not effective in 
preventing youth from using tobacco.
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Standards for a tobacco-Free campus Policy
A tobacco-free campus policy should be comprehensive and include more than just having smoke-free 
buildings. A group of colleges and universities in New England worked with the American Cancer 
Society to come up with a list of essential elements for a campus policy. The elements are as follows:

• Prohibit smoking within all college/university-affiliated buildings and at all university sponsored 
events – both indoor and outdoor. Classrooms, student housing, offices, living rooms, etc. should 
all be explicitly stated. 

• Prohibit the sale of commercial tobacco products on campus. The availability of commercial 
tobacco products in campus stores serves only to reinforce the notion that cigarette smoking  
is a normal, sanctioned adult behavior. 

• Prohibit the free distribution of tobacco products on campus, including at fraternities and 
sororities or at sports events. Tobacco companies are attempting to lure would-be smokers by 
providing free “samples” of tobacco products at functions sponsored by college social groups 
like fraternities and sororities, as well as at nearby clubs and bars. These giveaways are especially 
prevalent in settings where alcohol is being used because smoking experimentation is more likely 
when one’s judgment is impaired.

• Prohibit tobacco advertisements in college-run publications. 
• Provide free, accessible tobacco treatment on campus and advertise it. Encourage students  

and staff who smoke to get help quitting, and make it easy for them to access free services.  
As noted earlier, there are two cessation programs that are tailored for American Indians –  
“Second Wind” and “All Nations Breath of Life” in addition to the free South Dakota QuitLine 
service. Information on all of these programs will be found in Section 8. If existing services aren’t 
being used, conduct research to find out why. Then adapt the program accordingly. Make sure that 
tobacco treatment is included in college health plans as a covered benefit. Having help quitting 
commercial tobacco is very important. The evidence shows that less than 5% of smokers trying 
to quit “cold turkey” (with no help) will be successful. Smokers who use either tobacco cessation 
medication or coaching increase the likelihood of success to approximately 10%. But smokers who 
use both coaching and medications are about 20% likely to quit successfully. The SD QuitLine has 
a success rate of 50%.

• Prohibit campus organizations from accepting money from tobacco companies. For example, 
do not allow organizations receiving money from the university – such as rodeo clubs – to hold 
events sponsored by tobacco companies at which they give out free samples and gear. Although 
the Food and Drug Administration’s new regulations on tobacco product advertising and 
marketing prohibits brand sponsorships (i.e. Skoal or Copenhagen) at these activities, there is  
still a possibility that they could continue the practice especially at small rural colleges. By the 
college prohibiting any tobacco company advertising or sponsorships, there would be no gray  
areas of interpretation.

• Prohibit the university from holding stock in or accepting donations from the tobacco industry. 
Divest all institutional stock holdings in tobacco companies. Educational institutions should 
prohibit the practice of profiting from investments in tobacco companies as those investments are 
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directly tied to the intentional addiction of individuals, ultimately leading to premature illness and 
death for many consumers. In addition, colleges and universities should enact policies prohibiting 
the acceptance of any donations or grants from the tobacco industry, whether the money  
is intended for scholarships, research funding, or other university-sponsored programs. 

Experience has shown that it is actually easier to approve a new comprehensive policy than it is  
to try and improve a badly written but current policy. The best guidance for colleges and universities  
is to do it right the first time, and not settle for anything less than a comprehensive policy.

Policy enforcement is essential
It has been said that a policy without enforcement is not worth the paper it is written on. An essential 
element for any smoke-free policy implementation is enforcement. Sometimes people shy away from 
enforcement because they don’t want to become the “smoking police.” Many years of experience with 
tobacco-free policy implementation has clearly shown that most policies are self-enforcing especially 
when people are aware of the policy. Here are a few helpful hints for things to remember when 
developing your tobacco-free campus policy:

notify everyone of the policy well in advance.
• Get information about the policy into all campus newspapers and newsletters. Encourage the 

administration to include information about the policy in preparation materials sent to students 
and faculty at the start of the term. 

• Set a date, which will allow sufficient time for people to prepare for implementation. Many 
colleges have used the beginning of a school year or a semester to implement a policy. This gives 
ample time to inform the public about the new policy before it’s actually implemented.

• Inform the surrounding community about the upcoming policy change.
• Encourage students, faculty and staff to take pride in the new policy.
• Enlist support of community law enforcement agencies that work sporting events and other 

events on campus to support and help enforce the policy. 

Post signs. 
This is a major component of compliance. Frame the message in a 
positive way. People are more likely to obey the policy when they 
understand why it’s in place and what is required of them to comply. 
One message that works is “Keep Tobacco Sacred — Welcome to our 
commercial tobacco-free campus.”

• Prominently post tobacco-free signs/decals at all entrances to 
school buildings, school grounds, parking lots, athletic facilities, 
and in vehicles, in addition to postings near high-traffic areas like 
restrooms, loading areas, stairwells, and lounges.
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establish a complaint procedure and enforce the policy in a non-discriminatory way.
Compliance with smoke-free policies is generally not a problem if you are well prepared but there 
may be a short period of adjustment as people become aware of the new policy and how  
to comply.

• Place policy details in student and staff handbooks.
• Make announcements over loud-speaker systems at all school related events, including athletic 

events, meetings, concerts, plays, etc.
• Request support from school-related and community organizations.
• Ask students, staff, and community volunteers to assist in distributing informational flyers  

at school sponsored events.
• Empower students and staff to ask community members to comply with new policy.

The next section will discuss what policies actually exist in South Dakota tribal colleges and 
universities. Sections 6 and 7 will provide guidance on how to bring about a commercial tobacco-free 
campus at your college.





Section 4: 
Lay of the Land – assessing the Current status  

of CommerCiaL tobaCCo PoLiCies
Post-seCondary institutionsPost-seCondary institutions
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The largest college is OLC which has 
nearly 1500 students on 11 campuses 
across the state but mostly on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation. SGU has a student 

body of over 800 full- and part-time students and has two satellite campuses. SWC has nearly 250 
students at one campus.

In addition to the tribal colleges, Presentation College, a private Catholic specialty health science 
baccalaureate institution has a campus in Lakota and in Spring 2012, Sitting Bull College is projected  
to open a new campus in Mobridge. Many South Dakota American Indian students attend college  
at Sitting Bull’s Ft. Yates campus in North Dakota. 

OLC’s tobacco-free policy took effect January 1, 2008 and SGU was effective January 1, 2009.  
It is not known when the SWC policy was adopted. The tobacco-free policies at these institutions vary 
somewhat. Both OLC and SGU’s policies cover buildings and grounds and cover all commercial tobacco 
products. SWC’s applies to smoking only and covers smoking in buildings. Requirements for signage  
or enforcement are not stated in any of the schools’ policies. 

The table to the right provides the text of the five schools’ policies:

There are three tribal colleges in South Dakota: 

Oglala Lakota College (OLC), Sinte Gleska University 

(SGU) and Sisseton Wahpeton College (SWC). 

Oglala Lakota Colleges

Sinte Gleska Universities

Sisseton Wahpeton College

Sitting Bull College

Presentation College 
Lakota Campus

Standing Rock

Cheyenne River

Oglala

Rosebud

Yankton

Crow Creek

Lower Brule

Lake Traverse

Flandreau

SOUTH DAKOTA

sinte gleska university, mission, sd
• Lower Brule, SD
• Marty, SD

sisseton Wahpeton College, sisseton, sd

sitting bull College, ft. yates, nd

Presentation College, eagle butte, sd

oglala Lakota College, Kyle, sd
• Allen, SD
• East Wakpamni, SD
• Eagle Butte, SD
• Manderson, SD
• Porcupine, SD
• Martin, SD
• Oglala, SD
• Pine Ridge, SD
• Wambli, SD
• Rapid City, SD
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CoLLege CommerCiaL tobaCCo PoLiCy

Oglala Lakota College smoke and tobacco free Campus Policy 
Effective January 1, 2008, Oglala Lakota College will become a smoke and tobacco 
free campus. Smoking and tobacco products will not be permitted anywhere 
on the campus; this includes all College facilities, including buildings, sidewalks, 
parking lots, building entrances, and common areas. The Administration shall fully 
implement this policy, and all applicable laws, regulations, and local ordinances 
related to smoking and tobacco products. No sale or “give away” or other 
promotion of tobacco products is allowed on campus. Oglala Lakota College and 
its student organizations will not allow distribution of materials with tobacco 
products and/or company images. Ceremonial tobacco use for American Indian 
religious practices will be excluded from this policy.

Presentation College tobacco-free Campus Policy
Tobacco use of any kind is prohibited on Presentation Campus including parking 
lots, college vehicles, and personal vehicles. No exceptions are allowed for tobacco 
use in prohibited areas, and there are no designated smoking facilities or locations 
on campus. No sale or “give away” or other promotion of tobacco products is 
allowed on campus. Presentation College will not allow distribution of materials 
with tobacco products and/or company images.

Sinte Gleska University non-smoking Policy: (effective January 1, 2009)
Sinte Gleska University recognizes the need to provide an environment free of 
tobacco and to protect and promote the health and well-being of all employees, 
students and visitors. Therefore, effective January 1, 2009, Sinte Gleska University 
will become a smoke and tobacco-free campus.

Smoking and tobacco products will not be permitted anywhere on campus, 
including all buildings owned by the university, classrooms, sidewalks, doorways/
entryways, the Multipurpose Building or the Commons Area of the Multipurpose 
Building. There will be no provisions made available to build any type of “smoking 
hut” on campus.

The university respects the rights of employees and students who choose to smoke 
and to make personal decisions without interference as long as those decisions do 
not interfere with the rights of other persons; therefore, smoking and tobacco use 
is only allowed in privately-owned vehicles. 

The Administration shall fully implement this policy and all applicable laws, 
regulations and local ordinances related to smoking and tobacco products.  
No sale or any type of advertisements that promote smoking or tobacco usage,  
or that promote tobacco companies, will be distributed on campus.

In addition, Sinte Gleska University will implement a revised smoke and tobacco-
free campus policy on January 1, 2010, where smoking will be prohibited 
anywhere within the campus buildings and grounds, including all vehicles parked 
on Sinte Gleska University property.

Sisseton Wahpeton 
College

smoking: (from 2011-2012 student handbook)
SWC is designated as a smoke free facility. There is no smoking permitted  
in the building.
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assessing tobacco-free Policies
A careful review of a college’s smoke-free/tobacco-free policy (or proposed policy) is an important step 
to ensure that the policy contains all of the critical elements in order to be effective. Periodic review of 
existing policies is also a good idea to determine if the policy reflects current best practices and if it could 
be strengthened by adding a few additional elements such as signage requirements or how the policy will 
be enforced. The American College Health Association (ACHA) has issued guidance on how to develop 
a strongly worded commercial tobacco policy that reflects the best practices in tobacco prevention, 
cessation, and control. They recommend the following elements should be included in any college  
or university’s policy:

a. Commercial tobacco is defined as “all tobacco-derived  
or containing products, including, but not limited to, cigarettes 
(clove, bidis, kreteks), electronic cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos, 
hookah- smoked products, and oral tobacco (spit and spitless, 
smokeless, chew, snuff ).”

b. Tobacco use is prohibited on all college and university grounds, 
college/university owned or leased properties, and in campus-
owned, leased, or rented vehicles.

c. All tobacco industry promotions, advertising, marketing,  
and distribution are prohibited on campus properties.

d. The sale of tobacco products and tobacco- related merchandise (including logo containing 
items) is prohibited on all university property and at university- sponsored events, regardless  
of the operating vendor.

e. The distribution or sampling of tobacco and associated products is prohibited on all university 
owned or leased property and at university-sponsored events, regardless of the location.

f. Tobacco industry and related company sponsorship of athletic events and athletes is prohibited.
g. The college/university does not permit tobacco companies on campus to conduct student 

recruitment or employment activities.
h. The college/university does not accept any direct or indirect funding from tobacco companies.
i. The campus provides and/or promotes cessation services/resources for all members of the 

college/university community.

An additional element that should be included in a tribal college policy is a provision that provides 
for any form of traditional tobacco used for ceremonial or sacred purposes is exempt from the policy.

 
The ACHA recommends a few other important steps that the college/university should also take:

1. Inform all members of the campus community by widely distributing the campus tobacco policy 
on an annual basis. The tobacco policy is clearly posted in employee and student handbooks, on 
the college/university website, and in other relevant publications. Key components of the policy 
are also shared with parents, alumni, and visitors. The general policy should be included  
in prospective student materials in both printed and electronic formats.
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2. Offer and promote prevention and education initiatives that actively support non-use and 
address the risks of all forms of tobacco use.

3. Offer and promote programs and services that include practical, evidence- and theory-informed 
approaches to end tobacco use, including screenings through health and counseling services, 
free/reduced-cost tobacco-cessation counseling, free/reduced-cost nicotine replacement therapy, 
and medication options on campus. The South Dakota QuitLine services would be important 
for the college/university to promote.

4. Encourage the inclusion of tobacco use cessation products, 
medications, and services in student health insurance plans.

5. Provide a comprehensive marketing and signage effort to 
ensure that all college/university visitors, vendors, guests, and 
others arriving on property owned or leased by the institution 
are aware of the tobacco-free policy.

6. Plan, maintain, and support effective and timely implementation, administration, and consistent 
enforcement of all college/university tobacco-related policies, rules, regulations, and practices. 
Provide a well-publicized reporting system for violations.

7. Collaborate with local, state, and national organizations in 
support of maintaining a healthy tobacco-free environment.

8. Develop and maintain a tobacco task force or coalition on 
campus to identify and address needs and concerns related to 
tobacco policy, compliance, enforcement, and cessation. Key 
individuals and departments to invite/include:
• Undergraduate and graduate students (particularly  

from student-elected/representative organizations)
• Health and counseling center professionals
• Faculty (including faculty senate or other faculty  

governing bodies)
• Residence life/housing
• Judicial affairs
• Campus safety/police 
• Human resources
• Neighborhood liaisons
• Facilities
• Other important stakeholders specific to your campus

A complete copy of the ACHA Guidelines can be found  
in Appendix A.

The Michigan Department of Health has developed an excellent 
assessment tool that steps interested parties through elements of a 
comprehensive smoke-free/tobacco-free college campus policy.  
A copy of the tool can be found in Appendix B.

“ I am proud to attend a tobacco-free 

college that promotes a safe, clean  

and healthy environment for me and  

all of the students, staff and visitors. 

 

Colleges with smoke-free policies have  

a great impact on the students because  

it makes them begin to reflect on the 

effect smoking has on their health and  

the health of other people around them. 

 

I am trying to quit smoking, which  

is a very stressful thing to do during 

college. Attending a smoke-free  

college has made it easier for me to 

continue my recovery of addiction  

with tobacco use.”
– Tammy Clark 
   Student, Medical Assisting 
   Presentation College- Lakota Campus 
   Member of Rosebud Sioux Tribe
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Overview Of Tribal GOvernmenTS

Today, the 564 federally recognized 
tribes have governments that 
are diverse in structure and in 

decision-making processes. Because some tribal constitutions were patterned after the model constitution 
developed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs – in response to the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934 
– some similarities exist among tribal governments. 

These standard tribal constitutions include sections that describe tribal territory, specify eligibility 
for citizenship, and establish tribal governing bodies and their powers. About 60 percent of tribal 
governments are based on IRA constitutions. Tribes that have chosen other structures and constitutions 

frequently have made the decision to do so in favor of a governance 
structure that is more traditional to the tribe. Within South Dakota,  
eight of the nine tribes have an IRA constitution.

Most tribes give legislative or law-making authority to a Tribal 
Council. In some tribes, the Tribal Council members are elected by 
district; in others, they are elected at large. The council generally has 
authority to write tribal laws, and in some tribes the council members 
have administrative duties. Most tribal constitutions also provide for 
an executive officer, called a Tribal Chairman, president, governor, or 
chief. In some tribes, the Tribal Council elects the chief executive, while 
in others the voting citizens directly elect him or her. In most cases, the 

duties and powers of the chief executive are not specified in the constitution, but are set in the bylaws. 
Consequently, the role of the chief executive varies greatly among tribes. Many tribes also have created 
their own court systems that administer codes and laws passed by the Tribal Council. In many tribes, 
judges are elected by popular vote; in others, judges are appointed by the Tribal Council.

Tribal Governments in South Dakota
Figuring out how to navigate your tribal government system can be 
confusing and frustrating, so here are some suggestions to make the process 
easier. South Dakota tribes are sovereign nations defined by a government-
to-government relationship with the United States. Most Tribal Councils 
or executive committees in South Dakota are made up of 4-20 elected 
Council members or trustees. There is also a president or chairman, a vice 
president or vice chairman, and a secretary and/or treasurer. Depending 
on the tribe, some of these positions are elected at large and some are 
appointed from within the members of Tribal Council. In addition to the 
Tribal Council members, there are also support and/or administrative staff 
to assist the Council. The Council members often choose or are appointed 
to sit on several committees that focus on specific areas such as health, 
budget/finance, judiciary, education, land, gaming, etc. In order for any 

committee meeting or Tribal Council meeting to be held, they must reach quorum, which usually means 
about 2/3 of the members must be present. If quorum is not met, the meeting will not be held. Typically 

Traditional tribal governments existed in the United States 

long before European contact and have evolved over time.

“ The United States Constitution 

recognizes that Indian Nations are 

sovereign governments just like 

Canada and California...The essence  

of tribal sovereignty is the ability  

to govern and to protect the health, 

safety, and welfare of tribal citizens 

within tribal territory.”
– National Congress  
   of American Indians

Passing policy varies from tribe to tribe 

just as it varies from state to state. 

Just like states, legislative bodies have 

committees that focus on various 

issues (health, housing, etc.) within 

a particular committee’s jurisdiction. 

Recommendations that come out  

of those committees will then go to  

the full legislative body (Tribal Council) 

for consideration.

– Ron His Horse Is Thunder 
   Former Tribal Chairman of the 
   Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
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any legislation, budget or major decision must first be passed by the appropriate committee(s), and then 
has to be reviewed and approved by the entire Council. In order to pass, there must be a majority vote by 
members present. 

legislative Process
Each tribe has its own process, language, and format for passing legislation or making big decisions. 
Often times, tribal governments will ask that new legislation be reviewed and approved by the tribe’s 
legal department before they will consider it. 

There are two main types of legislation your tribe may use: resolutions and ordinances. Here is  
a brief description of the differences between the two:

• resolution – this is a written motion that usually begins with standard language from the 
tribe. Supporting statements on the background of what is being proposed follow this standard 
introduction with “WHEREAS” and the actual proposed change begins on a new line with  
“BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED.” It is a good idea to ask for an example of a resolution that  
has been passed by your tribe and follow the same format. Refer to Appendix C for an example  
of a tribal resolution. Here is an example of the standard introduction of a Resolution from the 
Oglala Sioux Tribe: 

reSOlUTiOn Of THe eXecUTive cOmmiTTee Of THe OGlala SiOUX Tribe
(An Unincorporated Tribe)

wHEREAS, the Executive Committee has the authority under Article I, Section 5 of the  
Tribal By-Laws, to decide on “routine matters” when the Oglala Sioux Tribal Council is not  
in session, and

wHEREAS, the Oglala Sioux Tribe, in order to establish its Tribal Organization; to conserve 
its tribal property; to develop its common resources and to promote the general welfare  
of its people; has ordained and established a Constitution and By-Laws, and…

• Ordinance – this is a written document to change tribal law. They usually begin with a title 
of the proposed law and the statement “BE IT ENACTED.” Then there are standard sections  
that outline what the law does. These sections typically include the following: 

• Background
• Intent
• Definitions of terms
• Enforcement
• Violations
• Effective dates

An example of a tribal ordinance can be found in Appendix D.
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Because every tribe is unique, it is important to talk to someone who has successfully worked with 
your tribal government in the past. If you are unable to make a connection, contact someone within your 
tribal government administrative office to answer your questions. Tribal governments have immense 
responsibilities, so they appreciate it if you save them time by coming prepared and showing that you 
have done research on how to correctly follow their process for passing legislation.

In addition, by using local data that shows what is happening with your tribe, you will likely have 
more of an impact with Tribal leaders. This data can be found either through the Great Plains Tribal 
Chairman’s Health Board or from the South Dakota Department of Health Tobacco Control Program 
(see Section 8 for contact information).

Simply said, the Tribal Council identifies the needs of the tribe and its members, selects and 
approves programs to meet the identified needs, and allocates the required resources to provide needed 
services to tribal members. The Tribal Council is the policy-making body for the tribe.

Presentation to Tribal council
All things considered, how does one make a presentation to the Council? Claire Miller, Council  
Member from the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community provided these recommendations  
at a presentation for the Corporation for National and Community Service. She offered the following 
steps when making a presentation to a Tribal Council. These steps have been useful to South Dakota 
Tribes and are recommended for communities’ use.

• Determine the steps for getting material to the Council. Contact the tribal secretary to ask for 
information on when to get the materials to her for distribution to the Council. The Council 
may receive a document one week and act on it in the next week or two depending on whether 
or not additional information is required. Sometimes action on a request is delayed because the 
information provided to the Council is incomplete.

• Remember that the Council receives mountains of documents and 
information on a weekly basis, so develop a summary of the information 
packet or a simple fact sheet. This is most helpful to a Council member 
who would prefer this over reading an entire document or report.

• Is there additional information which would help convey your request? 
It may help to include a map, previous language if requesting an 
amendment, a clean copy of a resolution (having used the spell-check 
function), and a brief background on the issue.

• There is formality in addressing the Council. Usually the protocol is to 
greet the Council in this manner: “Good evening, [afternoon, morning] 
President ______ , Vice- president ______ and members of the Council. 
Thank you for this opportunity to come before you today to present...” 
or words to that effect. Introduce yourself and relax! It can be nerve-
wracking for some people to be in front of the Council and the audience. 
A lot of people get nervous but remember there is no need to be 
concerned that the Council is judging you and your presentation. If your 
information was complete and included all the points that needed to 
be covered, they most likely will ask questions or may feel comfortable 
enough to entertain a motion to approve your request.

what should people expect?

• Presenters should have factual data 

on why the policy is necessary and/ 

or being considered;

• Presenters should show how  

the policy will benefit the tribe;

• It is important to remember that 

protocols vary from tribe to tribe 

– for example, some tribes will not 

let women present, a man will have 

to present on behalf of the group/

organization and some Tribal  

Councils will require you to speak 

their language.

– Ron His Horse Is Thunder 
   Former Tribal Chairman of the 
   Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
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• Justify your request briefly. Speaking at a Council meeting is a good opportunity to highlight your 
program and its successes to the Council and to the community members in the audience. While 
it is a great opportunity, it is wise to keep your presentation short and conclude long before the 
members of the Council get that glazed look in their eyes. You want to be remembered for having 
great ideas and not for being that “long-winded” person. If you have to go before Council again  
in the future or on a regular basis, this makes a big difference!

Getting any form of legislation passed by your Tribal Council can take a significant amount of time 
and may take several attempts before you are successful. As you plan your presentation to the Tribal 
Council, consider who the most effective spokesperson is for your group. This may be someone with 
experience speaking to this group, someone who is an expert in the field such as a health care provider,  
or maybe a young person or an elder who has an interest in improving the health of all tribal members  
by making their reservation smoke-free.

Other expectations you should be prepared for when working with South Dakota tribes include:

• Gather together a planning committee who will provide input 
and support. It is important the committee support you with their 
attendance at important presentations and meetings.

• Plan to spend around 1-6 months (or more) to complete the Council 
approval process.

• Attend several committee and/or Council meetings prior to your 
presentation to become comfortable with the process.

• Speak in front of an audience. It is important to practice your 
speech. The more you practice, the more the information is familiar 
and you feel more comfortable with it. Preparation is the key to 
success and will help wipe away any nerves.

• Read your entire proposal out loud.
• Present your idea to at least one committee and the entire Council.
• Anticipate concerns the policy makers will have and address those prior to being asked.  

Answer questions respectfully and provide information requested right away.
• Have a brief summary of your proposal – no more than one sheet – that you can leave  

with Council members.
• Reply to opposition from Council members or the public in a respectful way.
• Be patient – understand that your tribal government has many issues it must consider.
• Make changes and do the approval process again if your proposal does not pass.
• Be persistent – it may take several attempts before you reach success.

All in all, a tribe is grateful that its members are concerned about community issues. Your presence 
shows your dedication and willingness to assist the tribal members in some way. The members of 
each Tribal Council are elected from the membership of their own communities and are individuals 
committed to improving the lives of the people of the tribe. Their efforts to do this are made easier 
 by people like you.

In the CRST Council Chambers I 

have been asked to read my entire 

proposal/resolution/ordinance into 

the microphone. They do this because 

each meeting is recorded so they have 

whatever is being proposed on record.

– Rae O’Leary 
   Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
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South Dakota Tribes – information Sheets and websites
In the Appendix (see Appendix E), you will find profiles of South Dakota’s nine tribes which provide 
a brief summary of the tribe’s size (land area and enrolled members), employers, language, government 
structure (governing body, election and meeting schedule), as well as information about education  
and media in the area and a brief list of tribal leaders past and present. These profiles are developed  
by the South Dakota Department of Tribal Relations.

In addition to the profiles, here is a list of the tribes’ websites:

• Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe - http://www.sioux.org/index.php/main/static
• Crow Creek Sioux Tribe - http://www.sdtribalrelations.com/crowcreek.aspx
• Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe - http://www.fsst.org/fsst_tribalgov.html
• Lower Brule Sioux Tribe - http://www.lbst.org/newsite/files/tribalgovernment.htm
• Oglala Sioux Tribe - http://www.oglalalakotanation.org/Oln/Home.html
• Rosebud Sioux Tribe - http://www.rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov/index.php?option

=com_content&view=article&id=48&itemid=55
• Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate - http://www.swo-nsn.gov/Government.aspx
• Standing Rock Sioux Tribe - http://www.standingrock.org/government/
• Yankton Sioux Tribe - http://www.sdtribalrelations.com/yankton.aspx

A listing of current Tribal Council members and chairmen for each tribe can be obtained from South 
Dakota Tribal Relations, 711 E. Wells Ave., Suite 250, Pierre, SD 57501 or by calling (605) 773-3415. 
The website for the department is www.sdtribalrelations.com.
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building PartnerShiPS tO create change

If a policy is viewed as being just one 
person’s idea, then it is likely not to  
be supported or followed. In order  

to develop a truly effective policy, it will take the involvement of 
people both within and outside of the college. It takes the backing  
of faculty, staff and students in order to create a strong policy that 
will be supported by the campus community and the community  
at large. These partnerships will help you reach your desired goal –  
a healthier college and community.

Forming a work group, committee, task force or coalition is a 
great way to formalize these partnerships and is the best approach 
to make policy change on your campus. A coalition brings together 
individuals and organizations with a variety of skills and experience 
in order to address a specific issue. Communities and institutions 
need to work together to change the way commercial tobacco 
is perceived, promoted, sold, and used. Through advocacy and 
education, coalitions play important roles:

• exposing the tobacco industry’s predatory marketing tactics,
• returning traditional tobacco back to its sacred place, and
• helping communities develop and implement policies and programs. 

These efforts help create the view that a tobacco-free campus or community is the norm,  
making commercial tobacco less desirable, less acceptable, and less accessible on your campus and  
in your community. 

Working on commercial tobacco issues on a college campus can be very inspiring and motivating 
to many students. This issue presents an opportunity to fight against an industry that targets their 
generation and has caused so much disease and death to their families and communities. Working  
on this issue is an opportunity to work on social justice by holding a multi-billion dollar industry 
accountable for over 50 years of illegal and harmful practices. Working on this issue helps achieve social 
justice by holding an industry accountable for deceiving the public about the health risks of smoking,  
the addictive nature of nicotine and marketing to children while they have produced billions in profits. 
And working on this issue especially helps to hold the tobacco industry accountable for targeting 
American Indians and other minority groups with a deadly product which has created huge health 
disparities among these populations.

Building a coalition, core group or committee to work on your policy takes some time – but don’t 
worry, you are not alone. There are many groups on campus that may take a special interest in the 
commercial tobacco issue. The issue of social justice may motivate some groups to join your efforts. 
Other groups may respond to the fact that the tobacco industry has targeted 18 to 24 year olds or  
women as one of its primary marketing groups. Concerns about environmental issues may motivate  
some groups to get involved with your cause.

Developing a commercial tobacco-free policy for your 

campus cannot effectively be done by just one person.
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Some potential allies include:

• Health education groups
• Networks of people with disabilities (i.e. respiratory diseases, asthma)
• Sports teams or athletic organizations
• Environmental organizations
• Groups educating the campus about addictions
• Organizations that promote traditional American Indian culture
• Service clubs
• Organizations for students interested in careers in health professions
• Student government

Building partnerships with campus groups will give your effort strength and voice. Campus groups 
can be active at varying levels of commitment. Some ways that these groups can be involved include:

• Lending their names by agreeing to be listed as signers of letters to the administration, 
letters to the editor, etc.

• Giving you their membership list so you can distribute information to their members
• Allowing you to use their meeting time as an opportunity to speak about your efforts
• Serving as actively working members of the group to get petitions signed, visit administrators, 

write letters as individual members, etc.

There is a lot of information available about establishing, working with 
and maintaining coalitions. Section 8 will describe some of these resources 
in more detail.

What if college administrators are leading the effort?
On some college campuses, the effort to promote a commercial tobacco-
free environment comes from the administration instead of from the 
student body. That’s great! If this is the case on your campus then you 
don’t have to do all of the labor-intensive work to build and maintain a 
coalition but you still need to follow many of the steps outlined in this 
section in order to build a broad base of support for the policy. Buy-in from 
all corners of campus is important in order for the policy change to be 
successful. Remember you are doing more than just enacting a new rule – 
you are contributing to a wider system of social change and development  
of social norms in your community. You’ll need help to get this done.

Steps for developing a commercial  
tobacco-free campus Policy
Whether the move to a completely tobacco-free campus is started by 
administration or by students, it is essential that you allow plenty of 
time for your coalition or committee to learn about the issues, discuss 

“ Oglala Lakota College (OLC) 

adopted a commercial tobacco-free 

policy about 4 years ago because 

smoking is not good for your health.  

I felt it was important to promote good 

health for the students and staff of OLC. 

I also thought that having a smoke-

free policy in place might lead to fewer 

people smoking and less cigarette 

butts littering our campus’. Nationwide, 

there is a movement to become 

tobacco-free because there is a benefit 

to your own life and the other people 

around you. I introduced the initiative 

because I thought it was important 

for our college. From there it had to be 

approved by the board and was then 

printed in the student handbook.”
– Tom Shortbull 
   President of Oglala Lakota College
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the solutions and the benefits, and prepare for this change. The process will take time. National 
organizations such as Americans for Nonsmokers’ Rights (ANR), American Cancer Society’s Smoke-
Free New England Initiative, American Lung Association, the California Youth Action Network and the 
BACCHUS Network have worked with many colleges across the country to help them develop a strong 
tobacco-free or smoke-free campus policy. 

Momentum for commercial tobacco-free campuses is building. According to Americans for 
Nonsmokers’ Rights, a national leader in smoke-free policies, there are over 600 campuses across  
the nation that are 100% smoke-free indoors and out (i.e. no designated smoking areas on campus).  
In addition, the California Youth Advocacy Network reports there are nearly 250 campuses across  
the US that are 100% tobacco-free which prohibit smoking and all forms of commercial tobacco  
use everywhere on campus. More information about these resources will be found in Section 8. 

There are basically three stages to the process of developing and enacting your campus policy.  
Section 3 provided you some information about best practices to consider when developing your 
tobacco-free campus. This section will help you with more of the practical considerations of actually 
getting your policy passed. Here are some tips from ANR and Smoke-Free New England to guide you 
through these steps: 

Stage 1: beginning Stage

Goals:
1. Organize a work group, committee or coalition (call it whatever you want!).
2. Assess the status of the campus regarding commercial tobacco use on campus.

• Determine who makes the decisions on campus. If your policy effort is coming from students, 
find out who in the college administration has the power to pass a tobacco-free campus policy. 
Who is the chief administrator? Which other administrators would be involved in the decision-
making process?

• Decide on policy goals and deal-breakers. Develop a written policy to present to the decision 
makers. Several examples of model policy for a tobacco-free/smoke-free university are included  
in the Resource list in Section 8. Be sure to choose a common-sense start date like the beginning  
of the year or term. Think about what kind of policy would not be acceptable to your coalition 
and that you would not support such as designated smoking areas or a building-only smoke-free 
policy (“the deal-breaker”).

• Survey students, faculty, and staff to determine the level of support, both from smokers 
and nonsmokers that exists on campus. A simple online survey tool would provide adequate 
information. Identify any areas of particular concern and work on ways of addressing it. 
Understanding what people are worried about will help with implementation of the policy  
as well. Sample surveys can be found in Appendix F.
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Stage 2: interim Stage

Goals:
1. Campus has a basic understanding about commercial tobacco use and secondhand smoke.
2. Campus has a basic understanding about tobacco industry targeting.
3. Campus has a basic understanding about the need for a strong commercial tobacco policy. 
4. Students begin to demonstrate support for policy.

• Educate the entire campus early about the dangers of secondhand smoke, benefits of smoke-free air, 
tobacco use, litter problems, and cessation options.
 º Educating the campus is essential in order to pass a strong policy and to help enforce it once  

it is passed.
• Start collecting signatures for petition. Widespread support from students, faculty, and staff will 

help convince administrators that the policy is wanted and needed. A sample petition is included 
in Appendix G. 

• Keep gathering organizational support.
 º If possible, get written endorsements from the student government and other student, faculty, 

and employee organizations. Support from outside organizations such as the Great Plains  
Tribal Chairmen’s Health Board can help as well. An example of a letter of support is found  
in Appendix H.

 º Approach other student groups or associations who may be supportive of a tobacco-free campus. 
Make presentations and see who jumps on board. 

• Get information into the campus newspaper.
 º Articles about secondhand smoke and tobacco-free policies can increase awareness on campus, 

leading to stronger support for a new policy.
 º Results of your survey could make a good article.

• Hold preliminary meeting with administration (the ones who can make the decision and those that 
influence that decision). 
 º Meet with the health services or student wellness director.
 º Provide copy of draft policy and information about secondhand smoke and tobacco-free 

policies on other campuses. 
 º Find out how the decision making process works. Will there be a public vote? A hearing?  

Can students and others provide written or verbal testimony? If so, you will want to pack  
the room and prepare your talking points well.

• Get supporters to send emails and letters of support to the appropriate administrators. Personal 
stories with accounts of problems with the current smoking policy are best.

• Use social networking to get the word out. Use all the online tools in your arsenal (Facebook, 
Twitter, Google+, etc.) to recruit supporters and to let them know when to take action  
(send emails, letters to the editor, attend meetings or rallies, etc.).
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Stage 3: final Stage

Goals:
1. Administration commits to passing (or passes) strong commercial 

tobacco-free campus policy.
2. Coalition or work group representatives are appointed to work with 

administration to ensure effective policy implementation.

• Finalize collection of signatures for petition.
• Hold event/rally to demonstrate widespread support for policy.
• Meet with administration to negotiate passage of policy.
• Count your votes. Determine how close you are to passing a 100% 

commercial tobacco-free campus policy. If you don’t have widespread 
support, continue educating your decision makers and building your 
grassroots power base until you are ready to ask for a vote!

Once your tobacco-free campus Policy Passes:
• Congratulations! Now it is time to prepare your campus for 

implementation and ensure people follow the new policy.
• Work with the school officials to help notify everyone of the policy 

in advance.
 º Get information about the policy into your student newspapers  

and on the college website. Encourage the administration to include 
information about the policy in materials sent to students and faculty 
before or at the start of the term.

• Post signs. This is a major component of compliance. 
Frame the message in a positive way. People are much 
more likely to follow the policy when they understand 
why it’s in place and what is required of them to obey it.

• Make sure there is plenty of information available 
regarding quitting resources. The South Dakota 
QuitLine provides free services for residents. This is

a great resource that is available by phone or online. Share information 
about this service broadly! Posters and other materials are free.

• Establish a complaint procedure and enforce the policy in a 
non-discriminatory way.
 º Compliance with tobacco-free policies is generally not a problem  

if you are well prepared but there may be a short period of adjustment 
as people become aware of the new policy and how to comply. 

 º A common complaint on the tribal tobacco policy survey done by  
the Great Plains Tribal Chairman’s Health Board was that policies  
on tribal campuses were not enforced.

• Free telephone quit coach support

• Free medication is available with 

the telephone program.

• QuitLine coaches receive cultural 

competency training so they 

understand traditional use  

of tobacco.

Online support is also available. 

SDQuitLine.com offers South Dakota 

residents free access to online quit 

tools, support from other tobacco 

users who are trying to quit, and  

other information to make quit 

attempts easier. 

www.SdQuitline.com
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The team at the American Cancer Society’s Smoke-Free New England’s Colleges and University 
Initiative developed five important “Lessons Learned” in their work with colleges and universities in  
the Northeast. These lessons can be helpful here in South Dakota as well. Here’s what they found out:

Work with student government and other interested student organizations.
Make sure that students are involved in all stages of policy change. This ensures that the changes are 
relevant to the students, understood that they benefit the student body and are, for the most part, 
student-driven. These groups do not all have to be health-focused. For example, campus women’s 
groups may be enlisted to support commercial tobacco bans, environmental groups for smoke-free 
air campaigns, and social justice groups for the rights of college employees (especially lower-paid 
food service employees) to work in a healthy environment. All of these groups have a potential 
link to a tobacco-free campus policy campaign. Working on these issues gives students real-life 
opportunities to research, present, and promote healthy policies within the institution’s system.

educate, educate, educate before beginning process.
Before enacting a policy and implementing it, make sure staff, faculty, and students understand  
the reasons behind the change. For example, explaining that smoking in campus housing may  
trigger a housemate’s asthma attack gives a tobacco-free/smoke-free housing policy fairness and 
social support.

determine enforcement before implementing policy.
Before implementing the policy, make sure all parties have an agreement on enforcement. Without 
clear enforcement, a tobacco-free policy will exist on paper only. A simple way that has worked with 
other campus policies was to have business cards printed which said something like: 

Students, faculty and staff can hand those cards out to anyone violating the policy. This provides  
a great way to enforce the policy in a non-confrontational and respectful way.

engage existing tobacco control advocates.
There may be students who were involved with tobacco control activism programs in high school 
such as Teens Against Tobacco Use (TATU). Make sure there’s an avenue for these students. Also 
make sure that you tap resources such as the South Dakota Department of Health Regional Tobacco 
Prevention Coordinator and local coalitions. These are tremendous assets that can help you find 
additional support in your community.

____________________________ College/university 

is proud to be a commercial tobacco-free campus, 

please help us to Keep tobacco Sacred

by respecting this policy.
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A way to help engage student involvement is to let them know how important it will be to 
potential employers. Working on smoke-free campaigns is a great way to get experience for a real  
job and will be viewed favorably by potential employers. Encourage students to continue working  
in tobacco control after leaving the college atmosphere. There are many job opportunities with  
state, tribal or non-profit organizations that involve tobacco control such as the state Departments of 
Health, Tribal Health Education or Environmental Health Departments, American Cancer Society, 
American Lung Association, American Heart Association or Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health 
Board. Be sure to include experience with the college coalition or club in their resume  
and application.

Hopefully you have gotten a better idea of how to organize your commercial tobacco-free campus 
efforts. The most important message is that you need to get support and buy-in in order to implement 
effective change – no matter if you are a student activist or a college president. Perhaps the suggestions 
offered in this section will trigger all kinds of ideas for your own college campus. In the next section, 
we will discuss a variety of activities that help support your efforts to make your campus commercial 
tobacco-free.



Section 7: 
Taking acTion – advocacy & 

Policy PromoTion – PosT-secondaryPolicy PromoTion – PosT secondary
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leTTing our voices Be Heard

You are in luck because there are many activities 
that will help raise the visibility of your policy 
efforts! These activities will also help improve  
the likelihood of your policy being adopted by 
the administration.

Another advantage that you have in working 
on a campus policy is that young adults are great partners in these efforts. Young adults get fired up about 
an issue – especially one where a corporation is targeting them and trying to get them to do things.  
The energy that you can get from their outrage can really help your efforts take off.

Well thought-out and planned activities are a part of a comprehensive approach to commercial 
tobacco use prevention and control. The activities described in this section offer a variety of ways to 
conduct effective activities in your community. These are effective activities that impact long-term 
tobacco control goals such as commercial tobacco-free campuses or smoke-free policies. When activities 
are implemented consistently and correctly, they help bring lasting change to your community. Know 
that by your work in your community, you are helping your tribe achieve real change in its health related 
to commercial tobacco use.

This section gives you a list of several activities that can be done on your campus to raise the profile 
of what commercial tobacco is doing in your community. Use these as a guide and encourage students, 
faculty and staff to personalize the activity to make it their own. Several of these activities can be done 
with the broader community. These activities raise awareness and give young adults a way to positively 
channel their outrage at what the tobacco industry is doing to addict and kill tens of thousands of 
American Indians every year.

action Planning guide/checklist
Having trouble getting started?
We understand that there is a lot of work in getting your commercial tobacco policy activities off  
the ground. It doesn’t matter whether you are holding a large or small event, this guide can help you.  
Just follow these simple steps and you’ll be ready to accomplish anything!

Where do i begin?
There are several things to consider as you start planning for your campus activity or event. As you  
sit down with your group, answer these questions and you’ll be well on your way to being event  
planning pros.

What issue/cause are you tackling?
• Commercial Tobacco-Free Campus
• Tobacco Industry Marketing
• Hollywood and the Commercial Tobacco Connection, etc.

Now that you have a better understanding of 

what it takes to develop a commercial tobacco 

free policy for your college campus, you might 

be wondering about what kinds of activities 

can help your efforts be a success. 
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Why are you tackling this issue? How do you know it is an issue?
• Smoking is a problem at your college or university.
• You want young adults in your community to know that the tobacco industry is targeting  

them ($23.4 million spent each year in South Dakota alone).
• You want to spread awareness about Hollywood’s relationship with the tobacco industry.

What do you want to accomplish? What is your ultimate goal?
• Increase awareness among your peers.
• Recruit more members to your group.
• Implement a commercial tobacco-free campus policy for your college or university.
• Offer resources to help young adult tobacco users quit.

What are you going to do?
• Find out if there are local people or groups who would be willing to get involved in your efforts. 

Your local commercial tobacco prevention coalition, campus health organizations, American 
Cancer Society chapter are a few of the groups that can help spread your message.

• Do you think your group can realistically pull it off ? If not, modify your plan to ensure success.
• Be aware that different actions and messages influence different audiences.
 

What’s next?
Now that you’ve figured out what it is that you want to do, who you want to reach, and what message 
you want to send, it’s time to figure out how you’re going to pull it off ! With your group, answer these 
questions and split up these tasks to make sure your event is a huge success.

Who will be doing what? What are the tasks that need to be accomplished  
in order to succeed?

• Choose a leader for your group.
• Make assignments for specific tasks (get supplies, schedule date, find location, etc.).
• Determine due dates for tasks. Set realistic deadlines that you will be able to accomplish.
• Decide how you will hold the group members accountable for their assigned tasks/responsibilities.

When do you want to hold your event?
• Find out what other activities are taking place on your campus or in your community at that time 

(homecoming, state tournaments, pow-wows, etc.).
• Decide if the people at these events are part of the target audience that you identified.
• Attach your event/activity to those campus/community events if possible.

What supplies or materials do you need for your activity?
• Make a budget for these supplies/materials and decide who is responsible for making sure you stay 

within your budget. 
• Are there items that could be donated? Make a list of businesses, organizations or individuals you 

can ask for donations.
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 if you are seeking donations, here are a few tips:

• Be aware that businesses often would like a letter explaining the event,  

what their donation will be used for, how it will benefit the group and 

community and what kind of recognition they will receive.

• Write a letter explaining your activity or event.

• Call and ask for the name of the business manager/owner and ask when 

would be the best time to reach them. You never want to go to a business  

or restaurant when they are busiest.

• Dress appropriately! You don’t have to wear your Sunday suits or dresses,  

but make sure you are not wearing anything that might be offensive to  

some people (clothes that are too revealing or show tattoos, etc.).

• Ask for donations in person and be respectful. This allows the business 

manager or owner to associate a face with the group.

• Take along two copies of your letter: one for you and one for the manager. 

This way you can use your copy as a reference when explaining your activity.

• Follow up your meeting with a thank-you note.

media advocacy
Getting media coverage for your activity is very important. It helps you reach so many more people  
than just those who attend the event. When people hear about your efforts on the radio or read about 
it in the newspaper, it seems to make what you are working on so much more important. Your issue 
becomes a bigger issue than it would if there were no media coverage at all. This section will give you  
a few pointers on how to score the best coverage for your commercial tobacco-free activities and to help 
move your policy efforts forward.

To get your point across to your school’s administration, you’ll use many types of communication.  
As part of your overall strategy, you may meet with your administrators face-to-face, write them letters, 
call them, and email them. Media advocacy is simply another form of communication—but this time,  
it’s indirect.

Media advocacy means communicating with your target audience—in this case, your school’s 
administration is the target —through the media. Newspapers, television, radio, and online news services 
are great ways to get attention for your point of view. Media advocacy also involves gaining public 
support and gathering more volunteers for your effort.

Effective media advocacy requires that you know your audience. Each time you pitch a story or write 
a letter to the editor, think about who will read it and what their concerns would be. Your arguments  
for the faculty’s newsletter will be very different than arguments you would use in a press conference at  
a sports rally.

Media stories need to grab attention. If you send a press release about secondhand smoke that’s 
merely a written lecture on health consequences, it probably won’t get printed. If you send a press release 
that starts out with a story about an asthmatic at your school who suffered a severe attack because a 
housemate was smoking cigarettes—and then gives some quick facts and quotes different people on 
campus—you’ve got a much better chance of being printed.

Remember, whether it’s CNN or your campus newspaper, news is the same all over: make it 
personal, local, fresh, and timely—and people will listen.
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Why is getting media coverage so important?
Media coverage can:

• Publicize your event beforehand, so more people will be there to support it.
• Educate lots of people about your issue and your message.
• Inspire more people to follow your lead and get involved in taking on tobacco companies.
• Attract the attention of public officials who determine commercial tobacco-control policies.

Where To Begin?
The first step is to let the media know about your event.

• Develop your message.
• Choose your media contacts and get in touch  

with them.
• Grab reporters’ attention with tools such as media 

advisories, press releases, and more.
• Make your activity so eye-catching that you’ll  

be sure to attract crowds and cameras.
• Offer to send photos of your event and to write  

an article about what you did. 

develop a strong message
Before you contact any media, you must have a clear, convincing message. Think about what you will say 
so that reporters will understand what you are trying to accomplish, and their coverage will help your 
cause. Here is some advice on how to develop an effective message:

As a group, think about the two or three most important pieces of information you would want 
people to gain. These are usually referred to as key messages.

Key messages should:
• Be very short and easy to understand.

 º For your three key messages, they should be no more than 27 words (total) and take no more 
than 9 seconds to say!

• Spread the facts, such as, “2 out of 5 American Indian deaths are related to commercial tobacco 
use” or “Smoking in public is like peeing in a pool.”

• Inspire people to take some action, like, “We are doing this to restore the health of our family  
and friends by supporting commercial tobacco-free workplaces in our community.”

Your key messages should be specific. Anyone who hears them should understand why your group  
is taking action.

• A more specific message helps the media give more effective coverage.
A specific message would be, “We want our college administration to protect our 
right to breathe clean air by enforcing our existing commercial tobacco-free policy.”

Photo submitted for the Cheyenne River  
Sioux Tribe’s Labor Day Parade.
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A less specific (and less effective) message might be, “We are here because we hate 
commercial tobacco.”

Here is an example of some key messages used by the CDC Office of Smoking and Health:
• Damage from tobacco smoke is immediate.
• The chemicals in tobacco smoke pose a danger right away.
• There is no safe level of exposure to tobacco smoke.

Looking at this example, you can see that there are 26 words in these three messages and you  
can say all three of the messages in less than 9 seconds. It takes work to boil down your thoughts but  
it can be done – and is important to effective communication!

Once you have developed your key messages, make sure everyone in your group knows what they  
are and can explain them in their own words. You want to make sure that everyone is speaking from  
the same page.

develop your media list
After you’ve decided on your key messages, the next thing to do is make a list of media you will contact. 
Start by making a list of all local TV stations (if any – and don’t forget community access TV), radio 
stations and newspapers. Each station and newspaper may have reporters who cover different types of 
news. Think about which ones would want to cover your story. A list of radio stations and newspapers 
along with their contact information can be found in Section 8. Also, don’t forget to send information  
to your tribal newsletter editor as well. This is a great way to get the word out in the community.

Don’t forget about groups that might be interested in what you are doing, such as environmental 
groups, health organizations and various youth groups that might be in your community. Some of these 
may have newsletters that go to their members or their own list of press contacts. Sending these groups  
a news release or advisory could be a great way to get your message out to others. 

Write down all the contact information you can collect for everyone in the media that you have 
decided to contact, including name, title, complete address, email, phone and fax numbers. Start building 
your own media list!

develop The Tools
There are several media tools that are important to use in your efforts to support a commercial  
tobacco-free campus. They are as follows: letters to the editor, op-ed, media advisory, and press release. 
Here are some pointers for each:

1. Letter to the Editor 
Letters to the editor are a powerful way to communicate with your administrators and school 
community. Letters to the editor can be found in your local paper as well as in your campus newspaper.

• Check the paper’s guidelines for writing letters. This should be on the editorial page  
or on the website.

• Include your name, address, email address and daytime telephone number. The contact 
information is not published but it gives the newspaper a way to contact you to make  
sure that you actually wrote the letter.
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• Letters should generally be 150 words or less, but check specific newspaper’s policy –  
short and sweet is best. (Letters are usually subject to editing by newspaper.)

• Write letters about current issues, and respond promptly to stories and editorials.
• Include all relevant information about the issue—most importantly, why it’s important  

to you personally.
• Papers may print letters to the editor each day or once weekly. Check your paper for its policy.
• Letters to the editor may be published right away, can take weeks, or may never appear  

in print.

2. Op-Ed 
Op-Eds are issue-oriented opinion pieces written by local readers, usually appearing opposite the 
editorial page (which is where the name came from). Op-Eds are not the same as columns that are 
written by syndicated columnists or the editorials written by the newspaper itself.

• Read the newspaper to determine if the paper runs Op-Eds and who is writing them.
• Identify the correct person to send your Op-Ed to—it’s usually the newspaper editor  

or the editorial page editor, if there is one.
• Contact that person to make sure that they accept Op-Eds and, if so, what are the guidelines. 

Here are a few things that are frequently requested for Op-Eds:
 º Include your name, organization, address and daytime telephone number. The contact 

information is not published but it gives the newspaper a way to contact you in case  
of questions.

 º Include all relevant information about the issue, including background.
 º Op Eds should generally be 600 words or less, but check for your newspaper’s policy.

• Op Eds are usually published in a timely manner, as most are related to a current issue. 
• The piece is subject to editing by the newspaper.
• Attach a picture of the author to make it more personal. Many newspapers will request this  

if a picture is not included. 

3. Media Advisory 
A media advisory is an alert to the media to be aware of an upcoming event. It’s an urgent invitation  
to a press conference or special event. It’s sent 3 or 4 days prior to the event and must be newsworthy! 

Write up a simple media advisory that lists the basic information about your event: Who, What, 
When, Where and Why. This should be a very simple one-page description that talks about:

• what your event is
• who is sponsoring it
• who is going to be there
• when it is going to be held
• where it is going to be held
• why it is happening
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Some tips:
• Double space your media advisory and leave ample margins.
• Keep to one page.
• Include contact name/position/telephone number in upper right hand corner. List all phone 

numbers where you can be reached (office, home, cell) as well as an email address if you have 
one. Make sure they can reach you when they try to follow up!

• Under contact name, put release date.
• Use a short, catchy headline, in bold letters.
• Include who, what, when, where, why.
• Include special photo note at the end for specific photo opportunities (Example: Will you have 

Kills Many or Mr. Butts there? Children doing things? Parade?, etc.).
• Signal the end with three pound signs (###), centered.

4. Press Release 
A press release is used to announce new information, new facts or milestone accomplishments of your 
program/agenda. A press release gives a bit more information about the event or program. It will 
include background information, quotes from participants, and more detail about what happened 
at the event. Press releases can be written before the event so they anticipate what will happen. Press 
releases can also be written after the event and sent to the media to encourage follow-up coverage.

• Double space your press release and leave ample margins.
• Include contact name/position/telephone number in upper right hand corner. List all phone 

numbers where you can be reached (office, home, cell) as well as an email address if you have 
one. Make sure they can reach you when they try to follow up!

• Under contact name, put release date: (For Immediate Release: Date)
• Your headline should be short, catchy and in bold letters. If you use a sub-headline,  

it should be in upper and lower case and underlined.
• Include all pertinent information. If you’re talking about an event, include specifics.
• Include quotes from relevant parties. Make sure the speaker approves the quote. Note that  

you can make up a witty quote and then ask someone to accept responsibility for saying it  
(sort of like speechwriting!).

• Signal the end of the release with three pound signs, centered. (###)
• After sending/faxing press release, follow up with reporters to see if they will be able to cover 

the event or if they have questions.
• Some tips for writing a successful press release:

 º Shorter is better. Don’t take 5 pages to write a press release. A press release should be no 
more than 1-1 ½ pages long. Be picky when choosing what is important and what isn’t.

 º Make it easy to read – aim for a 3rd grade reading level. Write a few short paragraphs rather 
than one long paragraph.

 º Use punchy sentences. Make them memorable: “Help us kick butts!”
 º Use active voice. Active voice sounds strong and holds interest. Say, “Cigarettes kill people” 

(active voice) rather than “People are killed by cigarettes” (passive voice).
 º Don’t use jargon. Use phrases that people understand—your goal is to communicate,  

not to wow them with your big dictionary words!
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 º In the first paragraph or two, make sure you state the Five W’s: Who, What, Where,  
When, and Why. People often don’t read the entire article, so you need to give them  
all the information quickly.

If you have a budget for running some paid advertisements, focus on tribal newspapers and radio 
stations. Many will “match” the number of paid advertising spots (i.e. for every ad you purchase, they will 
run one – or possibly more – for free). Local newspapers and radio will also frequently run community 
announcements for free if you explain that it’s for a good cause.

Posters and Flyers
Community bulletin boards are an excellent and low cost way to help get out the word in tribal 
communities. Develop a colorful poster or flyer and get lots of copies made. In addition to plastering 
your campus with them, put the posters up wherever possible – tribal offices, community center, library, 
stores, gas stations – you name it! If you’ve seen a poster there, then go there and put one up to highlight 
your event!

deliver The goods
Get the information into the hands of the media as many ways as possible. One of the best ways to 
communicate is in person. Take a copy of the media advisory to the radio station or newspaper. That way 
they are able to associate your face with the issue and event. Personal contact is essential. Usually folks at 
newspapers and radio stations are very busy. Unlike big city locations, our local tribal media tend to have 
very few staff and sometimes the staff is volunteer. Be aware of the time you spend with them but  
be polite and get your message across quickly.

In addition to hand-delivering the information, sending it via fax or email is also an option. Mailing 
is not the best way to get the advisory or release in their hands.

summary oF acTiviTies (in this section)

Type of activity name of activity Page number

Event Great American Smokeout 7-10

Event Great American Spit Out 7-11

Event Kick Butts Day 7-12

Event Bag o’ Butts for a Tobacco-Free Campus 7-13

Event
Campus-Wide Health Carnival  
(includes several activities)

7-15

Event Graffiti Wall 7-22

Event Numbers Campaign/Chalk Outlines 7-23

Event
Wall of Remembrance and Memorial Service 
(including BB Demonstration)

7-25

Classroom Activity BB Demonstration 7-27
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great american smokeout

Type of activity:
• Community Education and Organizing
• Opportunity for Earned Media

description: 
For over 35 years, the Great American Smokeout (GASO) has maintained an annual tradition of 
encouraging people to try to stop smoking for just one day. The Great American Smokeout, and the 
American Cancer Society continues its legacy of providing free resources to help smokers quit. The 
Great American Smokeout was inaugurated in 1976 to inspire and encourage smokers to quit for one 
day. Now, 39.8% of the 43.4 million Americans who smoke have attempted to quit for at least one day 
in the past year, and the Great American Smokeout remains a great opportunity to encourage people to 
commit to making a long-term plan to quit for good.

As part of GASO, a college or university campus could sponsor an event such as the Campus 
Carnival or the Graffiti Wall to draw attention to the topic of commercial tobacco use.

Target Population:
• Adults
• Young Adults

cost:
$0 and up – depends on types of activities planned

What’s needed:
A large number of materials are available from the American Cancer Society http://www.cancer.org/
Healthy/stayawayfromTobacco/greatamericansmokeout/

Time of year or linkage to special event:
Third Thursday in November

2-3 months before event:
• Contact your local/regional American Cancer Society office to get the most up-to-date 

information on GASO materials.
• Recruit local businesses, colleges, and other local organizations to participate in GASO.
• Contact Tribal Chairman to issue proclamation for GASO (see CDC information below  

for sample).
 

6 weeks before event:
Order materials from the American Cancer Society.
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3 weeks before event:
• Send out e-mails to participating organizations. These e-mails can be forwarded to employees  

(see ACS information noted below).
• Send out notice to your local radio station and tribal newsletter and newspaper on the  

GASO events happening in your community.
• Develop public service announcement for your radio station to let community know  

about GASO.

1 week before event:
• Get materials out to participating organizations.
• Finalize event preparations.

resources:
• Centers for Disease Control & Prevention: http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/calendar/index.htm
• American Cancer Society: http://www.cancer.org/Healthy/stayawayfromTobacco/

greatamericansmokeout/Toolsandresources/resources

great american spit out  
(Through with chew Week)

Type of activity:
• Community Education and Organizing
• Opportunity for Earned Media

description: 
Through With Chew Week (TWCW) and the Great American Spit Out were designed to raise 
awareness about the negative effects of spit tobacco use. Through With Chew Week is held the third full 
week of February each year. The Great American Spit Out (GASpO) is held on the Thursday of Through 
With Chew Week. It gives spit tobacco users the inspiration to quit for a day or even longer.

Target Population:
• Adults
• Youth (all ages)

cost:
$0 and up – depends on the types of activities planned

What’s needed:
The Through With Chew Week Toolkit (http://www.throughwithchew.com/) has a wealth 
of information regarding events that can be done in your community.
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Time of year or linkage to special event:
Through With Chew Week is held on the third full week of February each year and the Great American 
Spit Out is held on the Thursday of that week.

2-3 months before event:
Pull together a planning team to determine what activities you will do for TWCW. The TWCW  
Toolkit has a list of over 20 activities that can be done in your community with complete information  
for planning.

 
resources:

• Through With Chew program website: http://www.throughwithchew.com/home.aspx
• “How to Conduct a Through With Chew Week” brochure: http://www.throughwithchew.com/

cms_uploaded/pdfs/TWcWbroFinalweb.pdf
• My Last Dip – an interactive website that helps young spit tobacco users quit: 

www.mylastdip.com (for tobacco users) or http://info.mylastdip.com/index.jsp 
(information about the program)

 
kick Butts day 

Type of activity: 
• Community Education and Organizing
• Opportunity for Earned Media

description: 
Kick Butts Day is a national day of youth activism that helps youth and young adults to speak up and 
take action against commercial tobacco use at more than 1,000 events from coast to coast. Students from 
college campuses across the country hold hundreds of different events and activities that call attention to 
the problems caused by Big Tobacco and its attempts to market to youth and young adults. Thousands of 
youth in every state and around the world will let Big Tobacco know that they will not be controlled by 
the industry.

These events will help mobilize students to raise awareness about the problems of commercial 
tobacco use on your campus and in the community. The event will help empower young adults to stand 
out, speak up and seize control against Big Tobacco with fun, educational activities and events 

Target Population:
• Adults
• Youth (all ages)

cost:
$0 and up – depends on the types of activities planned
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What’s needed:
http://www.kickbuttsday.org/resources/downloads.php has a wealth of information regarding events 
that can be done in your community.

Time of year or linkage to special event:
Kick Butts Day is always held in March.

 

Bag o’ Butts for a Tobacco-Free campus

Time: 
1 hour to 1 day activity; takes about 2 weeks to plan

goals and objectives:
• Increase commercial tobacco awareness
• Increase support for commercial tobacco-free campus

cost: 
Less than $30

materials: 
gloves, clear trash bags

description: 
Just like you can tell a lot about a person by walking into his or her home, you can tell a lot about  
what is valued and supported at a college or university by looking around. Do cigarette butts litter the 
grounds? College campuses should promote health and wellness. Unfortunately many campuses can  
be quite unhealthy due to the large number of cigarette butts found all over the ground. This activity 
will showcase how many cigarette butts there are at a given location and will help publicize the need  
or college campuses to be commercial tobacco-free.

Target Population:
• Adults
• Youth (all ages)

Time of year or linkage to special event:
Can be done at any time but late spring, summer or fall are best. This event is great to do in conjunction 
with Earth Day (April) or it can be linked to the Great American Smokeout.

3 weeks before event:
Line up volunteers to help. Many hands make light work!

 
1 week before event:
Confirm volunteers.
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day of the event:
• Have some food available for volunteers.
• Pick up all trash on campus. Separate the cigarette butts into a separate clear trash bag.  

Dispose of other garbage but keep the bag of cigarette butts.

after the event:
• You should probably have a pretty large number of cigarette butts. Depending on how many 

cigarette butts were collected – if you would like to have more – schedule another clean-up  
day soon.

• After you have collected a large number of butts, schedule a time to meet with your college 
administrator to show the members what you have collected. Let them know over what period  
of time these butts were collected. Share with them the facts about the dangers of cigarette litter 
and the need for smoke-free outdoor recreation facilities. Some suggested talking points:

 º Colleges and universities should promote healthy activities. Colleges need to model  
healthy behaviors, and commercial tobacco-free policies fit with this idea.

 º Secondhand smoke harms everyone. The Surgeon General has determined that  
secondhand smoke is a human carcinogen for which there is no safe level of exposure.  
Exposure to secondhand smoke has immediate health consequences on the cardiovascular  
and respiratory systems.

 º Secondhand smoke is harmful in outdoor settings. According to Repace Associates, secondhand 
smoke levels in outdoor public places can reach levels as high as those found in indoor facilities 
where smoking is permitted.

 º Cigarette litter is dangerous. Discarded cigarettes pollute the land and water and may be 
ingested by toddlers, pets, birds, or fish.

 º Commercial tobacco-free policies help change community norms. Tobacco-free policies 
establish the community norm that commercial tobacco use is not an acceptable behavior  
for young people or adults within the entire community.

 º Commercial tobacco-free environments promote positive community role modeling and 
protect the health, safety, and welfare of community members.

• Let your campus newspaper, local newspaper, tribal newsletter and radio station know that you  
are going to present your findings (literally) to the administration. At the meeting you should have 
a fact sheet that outlines what you found and what action you want taken – this can be given to 
the local media. Take pictures of the “Bag o’ Butts” and send them to your local newspaper and 
tribal newsletter.

resources:
The Billions of Butts (BOB) project of Forget Tobacco (http://forgettobacco.com/portfolio/butts/) 
provides a free butts clean-up kit with gloves and plastic bags.

Source: South Dakota Community Tobacco Use Prevention Toolkit and Kick Butts Day, Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids
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campus-Wide Health carnival

Type of activity: 
Event 

Time: 
Takes about 2-3 months to plan

goals and objectives:
• Increase commercial tobacco awareness
• Increase support for commercial tobacco-free campus
• Create change in individual behavior

cost: 
$50 or more – depends on what kinds of booths you have. 

materials: 
tables, chairs, posters, markers, paper, banners, food – whatever it takes to build a fun health carnival.

description: 
A Health Carnival can be a great and fun way to give people important information about commercial 
tobacco use and how to quit. It’s like a health fair but so much more fun! It is also a great way for youth 
advocates to lead the fight for policies, programs and practices that protect people from commercial 
tobacco use and secondhand smoke. A health carnival lets you combine several different “mini-event” 
ideas into one! 

It is very important to note that the “traditional” health fair is not an effective activity. The 
traditional health fairs are where organizations have a table and hand out lots of brochures. People  
pick up brochures and never really make any change in their behavior. Frequently you will even see  
the brochures in the trash just outside the doors to the event. They can be a waste of time and resources.  
This event is much more interactive, focuses on both policy and individual behavior and gives people  
the opportunity to get involved in policy change.

Planning your event:
• Partner with other tobacco control groups, public health organizations, health care and student 

groups to reach a larger audience. Give each organization a table at your event and ask them  
to bring materials like posters, brochures, banners, gear and other giveaways to their table. Ask 
every organization that participates to make sure that they have at least one interactive element  
to their display (using a teaching model, guess the number of cigarette butts, etc.). For example 
you could invite:
 º A local tobacco coalition
 º A representative from the Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health Board and their Northern 

Plains Tribal Tobacco Technical Assistance Center
 º Your regional coordinator from the South Dakota Tobacco Control Program
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 º A neighboring college or tribal program that is working on commercial tobacco issues
 º Local health clinic or health care provider – ask them to provide free services such as blood 

pressure screening on-site
 º Your tribal substance abuse prevention counselor or coordinator
 º Your local chapter of the American Cancer Society and other health-related groups

• Ask a tribal elder to be present to bless the event and to provide information on the difference 
between traditional, sacred tobacco and commercial tobacco products.

• Invite the community to participate. Spread the word broadly through local radio, tribal 
newsletters, and local newspapers. Posters and signs around the community will also help  
get the word out.

Booth/station ideas:

Mr. Butts and Quit Kits
• For this station, have someone dress up as Mr. Butts and hand out Quit Kits (kits designed to 

help commercial tobacco users quit) and other giveaways to adults and youth. Your Quit Kits can 
include information on the SD QuitLine and other resources to help people quit, chewing gum, 
sugar free lollipops, cinnamon stick, toothpicks, commercial tobacco facts and notes of support 
from the students organizing the event (a hand-written note saying something like: “I know it will 
be hard to quit using commercial tobacco but I believe in you and have faith that you can. Sincerely, 
Kara T.” Such a message would be very inspirational to someone who is trying to quit. Your 
message could actually give someone the boost they need to get over a tough time!

A Mr. Butts costume is available on loan from Youth and Family Services in Rapid City 
(Phone: 605-342-4195 or 800-YFS (937)-9832). Mr. Butts has been renamed “Kills Many”  
by our colleagues at the Northern Plains Tribal Tobacco Technical Assistance Center. 

They Put What in a Cigarette?! Station
Create an interactive display on a table that tells others  
about what’s really in a cigarette. 

Time: 
3-4 weeks to plan

goals and objectives:
Increase commercial tobacco awareness

cost: 
Less than $20 (should be able to find most household items  
at your home, from friends or neighbors or on campus)

materials: 
See list that follows
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description: 
Almost every product has a list of ingredients somewhere on the label. So isn’t it strange that there isn’t 
a list of ingredients on a pack of cigarettes? If there were, it would be a really, really long list! Seriously. 
There are over 7,000 chemicals in a single puff of cigarette smoke, and 69 of them are known carcinogens 
(that means they cause cancer)! No wonder Big Tobacco is ashamed to show what they put in their 
products. If customers knew the kinds of things they were inhaling every day, they probably wouldn’t 
smoke anymore. It is definitely time to expose the truth behind these ingredients! You can check  
http://quitsmoking.about.com/cs/nicotineinhaler/a/cigingredients.htm for a more complete list 
of cigarette ingredients and their alternative uses.

Use the list below to explain some of the chemicals that are in commercial tobacco 
products and secondhand smoke:

• Arsenic: used in rat poison and pesticides
• Acetic Acid: found in vinegar, hair dye, and photo developing fluid
• Acetone: a main ingredient in paint thinner and fingernail polish remover
• Ammonia: a typical household cleaning fluid
• Benzene: found in gasoline
• Butane: chemical found in lighter fluid, pesticides and paints
• Cadmium: found in batteries and artist’s paints
• Carbon Monoxide: a poisonous gas found in car exhaust, as well as from other sources
• DDT: a chemical formerly used as an insecticide
• Formaldehyde: used to embalm dead bodies (This embalming fluid is often used to preserve 

small animals in biology classes, so check with your science teacher to find this one.)
• Hydrazine: used in rocket fuel
• Hydrogen Cyanide: used as a poison in gas chambers and chemical weapons
• Lead: a toxic metal that used to be found in some paints
• Naphthalene: used in mothballs and some paints
• Nitrobenzene: used as a solvent in petroleum refining
• Phenol: used in disinfectants and plastics
• Polonium-210: a highly radioactive element

So, now that you know all the nasty things mixed into cigarettes, spit tobacco and secondhand 
smoke, what can you do? Tell everyone else!

day of event:
• Set up your materials. These should be household products that you have found contain the 

ingredients from the list above. You should have collected these from your house, from friends 
and/or neighbors. Keep in mind that you can use an empty container too (since all you really  
need is the ingredients list!).

• Keep these products tightly sealed at all times. After the event, return them to the people who let 
you borrow them.

• Explain each product to your audience, including the chemicals in it that are also in commercial 
tobacco products. If you are at a health fair or similar event, set the products on a table with a list 
of other ingredients that can be found in cigarettes.
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• Be prepared to answer questions and back up your research. Most of the items are things you find 
in your house, so it shouldn’t be too hard to describe them.

• Point out that the labels on many of the products have distinct warnings that advise emergency 
assistance if the product somehow enters the body. Isn’t it odd that these poisonous ingredients 
are inhaled by smokers, ingested by commercial tobacco users and inhaled by those exposed to 
secondhand smoke every day?

Cold Turkey Trade
• At this station, you will give participants a cold turkey sandwich in exchange for a pack of 

cigarettes or a can of dip or other commercial tobacco product. If the participant does not  
use commercial tobacco, ask him or her to sign a commercial tobacco-free pledge instead.

• To cut your costs, see if you can get donations of the sandwiches or sandwich ingredients.  
By making the sandwiches yourself, you will be able to save money instead of buying them  
if you cannot get them donated. Don’t forget to have a sign at your table which thanks the 
donor(s) of the food!

• Design and print materials to hand out with your turkey sandwiches. Let participants know  
that quitting commercial tobacco “cold turkey” is not recommended by health experts. It has  
been proven that using nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) and counseling really increase the 
success rate of quitting commercial tobacco. See the Resources section (Section 8) for more 
information on quitting tobacco.

• If you have someone in your community that works with people to help them stop smoking,  
invite him or her to participate and to be available to answer questions.

Petition Station
• Before your campus carnival, pick a policy issue as your target. Here are some suggestions:

 º Ask the college administration to adopt a policy to require the campus to be commercial 
tobacco-free 24/7, or if there is a policy in place, to ensure that it is enforced.

 º Ask the Tribal Council to adopt a resolution to make all tribal property and businesses  
to be commercial tobacco-free and smoke-free.

 º Other policies may be under discussion in your community, so use your judgment regarding 
which issue(s) to choose for a petition.

• At your campus carnival, make sure one of your tables is a petition station. Encourage all 
participants to sign a petition. Have a sticker that you give the person after they sign – it could  
say something like “I’m 4 Smoke-Free Air!”.

• After the event, you can present the petition to the appropriate policymakers.

Lungs Exposed
• Set up a display for students to see the lung damage caused by smoking. You could use anything – 

photographs, chest x-rays, or an educational model. The South Dakota Tobacco Control Program 
has lung models available in each region which can be sent for use. Just contact your regional 
Tobacco Prevention Coordinator to arrange to borrow them.

• See if there is a respiratory therapist in your town that could help you get additional information 
for this display table.
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Guess the Number of Cigarette Butts
• Use the cigarette butts you collected from the “Bag o’ Butts for a Tobacco-Free Campus” activity. 

Count the number of butts and then put them in a jar or clear bag. At the health carnival, ask 
people to guess how many cigarette butts there are in the jar. You could have them write their 
answer on a slip of paper along with their name and announce the winner at the end of the day  
(or throughout the day, if you wish).

Got Spit?

Time: 
Less than 1 week to plan

goals and objectives:
Increase commercial tobacco awareness

cost: 
Less than $20

description: 
In this activity, students give a presentation of what is in spit tobacco. A blender and the various 
ingredients (all household items, mocked up to look like hazardous items) are used in this 
presentation. Make Your Own Spit can be done on campus or at any community event (at the 
entrance to a rodeo). Make Your Own Spit can even be done outside a Wal-Mart in the parking lot. 

Time: 
About 10-15 minutes

materials:
Obviously we don’t want you to use any of the “real” ingredients in your demonstration. ONLY USE 
THE ALTERNATIVE INGREDIENTS SUGGESTED BELOW.

• Water (formaldehyde)
• 7-Up (benzene)
• Brown sugar (arsenic)
• Gray/Silver cake-decorating balls (lead)
• Shredded beef jerky (commercial tobacco leaves)
• Blender and extension cord (if you are not close to an electrical outlet)
• Table
• 5 containers (to hold all 5 ingredients)
• Labels for the containers: “Formaldehyde,” “Benzene,” “Arsenic,” “Lead,” “Commercial 

Tobacco.” (Remember, you’ll only use harmless substitutes for these products.)
• Empty “spit” container to present the final product after blending
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set up
Put the five harmless ingredients into each of their own containers with labels on them. Place the 
ingredients to the left and right of the blender, which should be in the middle of the table. If you 
have a banner or sign for your group, place it either on the table front (if small sign) or behind your 
head on the side of a building or some other structure.

suggested script
Step right up and see what ingredients are in spit tobacco. Big Tobacco calls it “smokeless tobacco”  
so it sounds like it’s harmless. Guess again!

This is the story Big Tobacco doesn’t want you to hear. Look at these ingredients.

First, you start with commercial tobacco. We’ve picked a beauty, “Copenhagen.”  
(Put beef jerky in blender.)

But, Big Tobacco doesn’t stop there.

You’ve got lead. That’s right; lead is in spit tobacco. How many of you read every day about the 
dangers of lead poisoning? It can lead to brain damage and even death if taken in large quantities  
or over a long period of time. (Put cake-decorating balls into blender.)

But, Big Tobacco doesn’t stop there.

Spit tobacco also contains benzene. Never heard of benzene? Well, it is a highly flammable substance 
that is used in gasoline and paints...and long-term exposure is linked to leukemia. It can cause 
vomiting, rapid heart rate and red blood cells reduction in your body. (Add 7-Up to blender.)

But, Big Tobacco doesn’t stop there.

Did you know that arsenic is also in spit tobacco? Arsenic. The chemical of choice for murderers  
and mystery writers. It’s used in rat poison and can cause vomiting, abnormal heart rate and death. 
(Add brown sugar to blender.)

But, Big Tobacco doesn’t stop there.

You’ve got formaldehyde. This stuff is used to preserve dead animals. It’s an embalming fluid and, 
you guessed it, it’s in “spit” and “chew” products. (Add water to your blender.)

Big Tobacco doesn’t stop there. They add another 15 to 20 ingredients. Some we know about and 
some we don’t, because they refuse to tell anyone what other ingredients are included in spit tobacco.

But, you wouldn’t have a commercial tobacco product if you didn’t have this one last ingredient. 
What do you think it is? Nicotine. It’s not bad enough that all those dangerous chemicals are in  
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spit tobacco. No, Big Tobacco has to hook you on it so they can slowly rot out your gums, throat,  
cheeks and mouth. (Blend ingredients and put concoction into a “spit” container.)

So, why does Big Tobacco include so much bad stuff in “spit?” Why don’t you ask them?

And if you don’t think it’s a problem among American Indians in South Dakota ...think about this 
although we don’t have information on spit tobacco use for college-age young adults, we do know 
that 6 times as many American Indian middle-school students use spit tobacco than the national 
average for the same age.

Source: Through With Chew Week & The Great American Spit Out 2012 Activity Toolkit

You’re Paying How Much? The Cost of Commercial Tobacco Use

Time: 
Less than 1 week to plan

goals and objectives:
Increase commercial tobacco awareness

cost: 
Less than $15

materials: 
Paper, pens, calculators, poster paper, markers

description: 
Everyone knows that paying for cigarettes can add up. As commercial tobacco products get more 
and more expensive, people’s money is going up in smoke or out in spit! This activity raises awareness 
that smoking not only costs you your health, but also hurts your wallet!

doing the activity:
• Do your research: You need accurate information, so find out what the average price of a 

pack of cigarettes or tin of chew or spit tobacco is in your community.
• Add it up: Figure out how much it would cost someone to smoke a pack-a-day for one week, 

one month, one year, or longer! For example, if a pack costs $5, that comes to $1,825 a year!!!
• Spread the word: Now that you know how much smokers spend on cigarettes and chewers 

spend on spit tobacco, find a creative way to spread your message. You could include ideas 
for what that money could buy instead (like 365 movie tickets, 20 iPods, etc.). Make posters 
or flyers to hand out on campus or in the community. Get permission, if you need, from an 
appropriate adult. 

Sources: Kick Butts Day, Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids and The 84
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Other Ideas?
• Be creative and think of as many interactive displays as you can – you’ll want to keep people doing 

interesting, engaging activities! Table after table of brochures can be very boring to participants.
 
day of the event:

• Make sure you have plenty of helpers to assist exhibitors in putting their displays together.
• Assign someone (or a couple!) to be the designated photographer. The photos can be posted 

to your Facebook page and also sent to the tribal newspaper or newsletter for additional 
coverage of the event.

after the event:
• Send a few photos and a brief description of the event to your tribal newspaper and/or 

newsletter. Make sure you identify who is in the photo.
• Follow-up with a thank you letter to the college administrator to express appreciation  

for use of the campus gym (or whatever space you used) for the event.

Source: Kick Butts Day, Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids 

graffiti Wall

Time: 
Takes about 2-3 weeks to plan

goals and objectives:
• Increase commercial tobacco awareness
• Increase support for commercial  

tobacco-free campus

cost: 
Less than $30 

materials: 
Long poster paper roll or banner paper, markers

description: 
Are you sick of Big Tobacco’s lies and manipulation? Get your thoughts out on paper… lots of paper! 
Create a long paper banner and cover it with anti-tobacco graffiti. A variation on this is to make the wall 
an opportunity for students to show support for a commercial tobacco-free campus policy. Show your 
college administration that you want your campus to be commercial tobacco-free 24/7 and for that 
policy to be enforced!

This Graffiti Wall was done by students who attended  
the Lakota Nation Invitational Basketball Tournament.
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day of event:
• Set up paper banner and markers and other art supplies. Have the banner in a central location.
• On the Graffiti Wall, write a large phrase such as, “Hello, Big Tobacco from [insert your 

college name here]”.
• If you are focusing on showing support for a commercial tobacco-free campus policy, write  

a phrase such as, “The Students and Faculty of [insert college or university name here] 
Support a Commercial Tobacco-Free Campus Policy.”

• Ask everyone to write their personal feelings or personal stories about commercial tobacco  
on the Wall. If doing a policy-focused wall, students and faculty can just sign their names.

• Have commercial tobacco facts available in case someone can’t come up with a personal  
feeling or something to say.

• Take LOTS of pictures of the event – maybe even a video that you can upload to YouTube.  
Send pictures to your local newspaper or tribal newsletter along with a brief description  
of what you did and why you did it. Post pictures on your Facebook page!

• If your wall supports a campus policy effort, take the banner to your meeting with college 
administrators to show campus support for the policy change.

• Ask if you can leave the banner up for a week or more to highlight your school’s efforts  
to reduce commercial tobacco use and to demonstrate support for policy change.

Source: Kick Butts Day, Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids

numbers campaign or chalk outlines 

Time: 
Takes about 2 months to plan

goals and objectives:
• Increase commercial tobacco awareness
• Increase support for commercial  

tobacco-free campus

cost: 
Depends on what kinds of props you use. 

materials: 
Markers, paper, cardboard, sidewalk chalk; may need stickers, t-shirts, lunch boxes, shoes, etc.

description: 
How do you get people to realize just how deadly commercial tobacco use is? By coming up with a 
creative way to show the statistics of commercial tobacco use for your community. Translate these “fatal 
figures” into things that people can understand – use props like t-shirts, shoes, lunchboxes, tombstones, 
chalk outlines of bodies, etc. to illustrate the numbers. Gruesome, perhaps. Sad, definitely. Effective? 
Absolutely. This is a great way to get buzz going on campus about the effects of commercial tobacco 
and the need for strong policies to prevent premature death.
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6-8 Weeks Before the event:
• Determine what statistic you want to use. Will you use the number  

of deaths every year in South Dakota? The number of American 
Indians that die as a result of commercial tobacco use each year?  
The number of youth that start smoking each day? The choice is up  
to you. You can get more information in Section 2: The Big Picture or 
by checking out the Resources listed in Section 8. Make sure you pick 
a statistic that is big enough to be memorable and have an impact.

• Develop your message – what do you want people to remember about 
the event and about your number? This key message will be used 
throughout the event in the things that you say and signs and flyers 
that you will make.

• Determine how you want to illustrate your statistic. Will it be t-shirts, 
shoes, lunch boxes, body bags, tombstones…? Do you want to use 
chalk outlines of bodies, like the ones you would see at a murder 
scene? Be creative! Start collecting the items you will need.

• Talk with the administration to get permission to do this event  
on campus.

2 Weeks Before the event:
• Design a simple handout (1/2 sheet of paper is best) that contains 

your key message as well as some kind of graphic that makes people 
want to read about it.

• Plan how you will set-up your props. Identify the exact location(s) and make sure that you have all 
of the things that you need. Determine how long you will have the display visible (in the morning, 
before a game, at lunch, all day, etc.) If you will have people standing with the props, determine 
who will be there and when. Also decide whether you will be handing out your flyer at that time.

• Contact your campus newspaper and tribal newspaper to let them know about the event. Ask 
them to run an announcement before the event. Offer to write an article afterwards and to  
provide photos.

1 Week Before the event:
• Find ways to post your statistic around campus. Hand out flyers or stickers with the number  

on it, hang posters – whatever you can do to get your message out. Make sure you keep the 
meaning of the number a secret but tell people you will reveal the number on your chosen 
day (Great American SmokeOut, Kick Butts Day, etc.). This helps build the excitement and 
anticipation for your event.

• If you are doing chalk outlines, you will need a clear night with no rain or heavy dew predicted. 
Determine whether you will be putting any information within or next to the drawings.

• Contact your local radio station to see if a representative from your group can go on the air  
to talk about what you did on campus.

• Consider developing a petition to have available by the display for people to sign in support  
of a commercial tobacco-free campus.

In California, the Class of 2013 at St. 

Mary’s College initiated a movement  

to become the next tobacco-free 

campus in California.  They created 

a student survey to gauge support for 

change on campus.   By participating 

in the student survey, students were 

asked to give their opinions regarding 

policy implementation and smoking 

behavior.  In conjunction with the 

Smoke Free Campus survey, peer 

leaders and the Class of 2013 created 

an awareness display to educate  

their peers regarding the dangers  

of tobacco use.
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day Before event
It’s the night to make chalk drawings! Don’t forget that this is weather dependent. Go around campus  
at night in pairs and either use a cardboard cutout of a body or take turns tracing each other!

day of event
• Set up the display as soon as you can get on campus (or the night before) so that people will  

see it when they arrive on campus.
• Have people stationed by the display to hand out information.
• Take lots of pictures!
 

after the event:
• Write up an article and send it along with photos to your campus newspaper, tribal newspaper  

or newsletter. 
• Follow-up with the radio station to arrange having someone describe your event on the air.

Sources: Kick Butts Day, Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids, The American Cancer Society’s Smoke-Free New England Initiative’s 
College and University Project and Saint Mary’s College of California.

Wall of remembrance and memorial service

Time: 
Takes about 2-3 months to plan

goals and objectives:
• Increase commercial tobacco awareness
• Increase support for commercial  

tobacco-free campus
• Create change in individual behavior

description: 
The Wall of Remembrance and Memorial Service is a powerful way to put a face on the impact that 
commercial tobacco has on our communities. The event is designed to memorialize and honor those  
who have died or have been made ill as a result of commercial tobacco use. The event is like a funeral  
or memorial service. Ministers or religious leaders can offer prayers and their own stories of congregation 
members who have died from commercial tobacco use. Speakers can include people who have lost a loved 
one or someone who has suffered the effects of their own commercial tobacco use (e.g. laryngectomy). 
The BB Demonstration (instructions follow right after this description) is a powerful tool to use as part 
of the program.

cost: 
$50 and up
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What’s needed:
• Display Board (4’x6’ bulletin boards work great)
• Photos
• Tape or other adhesive, push pins
• Construction paper or other material for photo backing
• Fabric to cover “wall”

Time of year or linkage to special event:
Event can be done any time of year. It is a good activity to tie to Kick Butts Day (March) and/or  
World No Tobacco Day (May 31).

2-3 months before event:
Make presentations to groups to collect photographs and remembrances of those who have lost a loved 
one as a result of commercial tobacco use. Civic, church and community groups as well as school and 
youth groups are great resources. Health care providers can also provide links to folks who would 
contribute stories or photos. Develop a flyer to publicize effort and provide contact information for 
people to send in photos.

6 weeks before event:
• Find location for event – visible, public place is best. A gymnasium or auditorium is perfect.
• Recruit speakers – ministers and faith community leaders, health care providers, people touched 

by commercial tobacco use, youth.

4 weeks before event:
• Arrange for large poster boards (4’ x 6’) or some other large way to display photos  

and remembrances.
• Continue the call for photos.

3 weeks before event:
• Send a community calendar item to your local radio station.
• Send a media advisory to your campus newspaper and local newspaper (TV if you have).  

Let them know that this is a very visual event and would be worthy of coverage.
• Confirm speakers.

1 week before event:
• Send another media advisory to newspaper and radio.
• Confirm speakers.
• Make signs and other materials necessary for the event.
• Assemble photographs – enlarge those that need to be enlarged, place individual photos on larger 

sheet of construction paper as a “frame.”
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day of the event:
• Be at location 2-3 hours before the event is to start to set-up Wall of Remembrance.  

Need 3-4 people for set-up.
• Take pictures of people at the event. Photos of people looking at the pictures are usually  

very powerful.

after the event:
Write up a brief description of the event and send it to your local tribal newspaper or newsletter  
along with a few photographs.

Source: South Dakota Community Tobacco Use Prevention Toolkit  

BB* demonstration

Time: 
Less than 1 week to plan

goals and objectives:
Increase commercial tobacco awareness

cost: 
Less than $10

description: 
This demonstration provides an auditory (listening) learning experience for the audience. It 
demonstrates how deadly commercial tobacco use is compared to other substances that are abused.

Time: 
About 5-10 minutes

materials:
Metal bowl or metal coffee can
Popcorn kernels or BBs*

Split the popcorn kernels or BBs* into three separate containers and label them:
• 38 representing death from drug use
• 222 representing deaths from alcohol
• 1,200 representing deaths from commercial tobacco use

How it works: 
Read the following script aloud to the group, following the italicized script as you go. Rehearse this 
several times before you put it into action, so you’re not relying heavily on the script for the words,  
and so the exercise goes smoothly.
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steps:
Ask: “How can people can die? What are some causes of death?” (Make sure that suicide, homicide, 
accidents, AIDS, illegal drugs and alcohol are mentioned. After naming these, let them know that 
commercial tobacco kills more than all of these combined.)
Pick up one popcorn kernel or BB.

Say: “Each one of these represents a person with a family, friends, and a life.”

Drop the kernel or BB into the bowl.

Say: “Listen to the sound it makes when I drop it into the bowl. Let the sound of each one represent 
a person’s death.”

Say: “Close your eyes and listen.” (You may want to turn down the lights if possible.)

Say: “First, let’s think for a minute about hard drugs. Cocaine, including crack and heroin. You think 
they are dangerous? They are! They will kill you. Here is how many people will die from a drug overdose 
every day in this country.”

Pour 38 popcorn kernels or BBs slowly into the bowl.

Say: “That represents 38 people who will die in one day from hard drugs; that is about 13,870 people 
each year.”

Pour the 38 popcorn kernels or BBs back into its individual container before moving onto the next step.

Say: “Now, let’s think about alcohol. You think alcohol is bad for you? It is. It will kill you too. Usually not 
right away, but slowly, over time. Here’s how many people die.”

Pour the 222 popcorn kernels or BBs slowly into the bowl.

Say: “That’s 222 people every day and 81,030 people every year.”

Pour the 222 popcorn kernels or BBs back into its individual container before moving onto the next step.

Say: “Now, let’s think about commercial tobacco. Listen and think about how many people commercial 
tobacco will kill today and every day in the United States.”

Pour the 1,200 popcorn kernels or BBs slowly into the bowl.

Say: “That’s 1,200 people who will die every day, who are dying right now. That’s 440,000 people every year. 
If you add people who die from secondhand smoke, that would be another 150 people each day and another 
53,000 people each year. Commercial tobacco kills! You can start to use commercial tobacco and it won’t kill 
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you today or tomorrow or maybe even next year. But think about this, the tobacco industry has to recruit 
5,000 new smokers every day to replace the ones who quit or die. For every person who dies, there are two 
new smokers – young people – who start to smoke. They even try to recruit young kids to get them hooked 
early. Don’t let them hook you!”

*Note: We highly recommend that you use popcorn kernels instead of BBs.

Source: American Lung Association TATU Teen Teacher Manual





Section 8: 
resources
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resources

In this list you will find South Dakota resources, 
national resources, smoking cessation resources, 
coalition building resources, and activity resources 
to enhance your coalition and programming efforts. 

Many resources located in the National Resources category also include information about activities 
that can be planned in your community.

south Dakota resources
south Dakota Department of Health Tobacco control Program
http://doh.sd.gov/Tobacco/Default.aspx
Provides information on the Tobacco Control Program mission, strategic plan, grant and training 
opportunities, and resources to support local commercial tobacco use prevention work.

Free educational material available at:
https://apps.sd.gov/applications/PH18Publications/secure/Puborder.asp
Click on the “Tobacco Prevention” category on the left side of the page to be directed to the Program’s 
materials page.

south Dakota Department of Health Tobacco control Program,  
regional Tobacco Prevention coordinators
http://doh.sd.gov/Tobacco/contacts.aspx
Tobacco Prevention Coordinators deliver services in four regions across the state. A map, along with 
contact information for each region and for the statewide office is provided on this site.

Tobacco rethink It – south Dakota website for youth
http://www.rethinktobacco.com
Provides information on tobacco from a youth perspective and includes a variety of resources  
to provide teens with the tools they need to understand how the tobacco industry is targeting them  
and how to fight back. Includes links to a variety of resources including videos, posters and more,  
all geared toward teens.

Be Free south Dakota
http://www.befreesd.com
Be Free South Dakota is a continuously updated resource that state residents and visitors can use to find 
tobacco-free places to live, work, and play. And if you’re a business owner in South Dakota, this site 
shows the many benefits of having a tobacco-free workplace!

The following list of resources is provided 

to help continue your work in commercial 

tobacco control and prevention.
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Great Plains Tribal chairmen’s Health Board  
(formerly known as the Aberdeen Area Tribal chairmen’s Health Board)
http://gptchb.org/
The Health Board provides public health technical assistance, supports research needs and provides 
advocacy for the 17 federally recognized tribes in the Aberdeen Area, representing the Cheyenne River 
Sioux Tribe, Crow Creek Sioux Tribe, Flandreau Santee Sioux Nation, Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, Oglala 
Sioux Tribe, Rosebud Sioux Tribe, the Santee Sioux Nation, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Spirit Lake 
Nation, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, Yankton Sioux Tribe, Three Affiliated Tribes (Mandan, Hidatsa,  
and Arikara), the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa, the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska, the Omaha 
Tribe of Nebraska, the Ponca Tribe of Nebraska, the Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa,  
and one Indian Service Area – Trenton Indian Service Area, with an estimated enrolled membership  
of nearly 170,000 in the four-state region of SD, ND, NE and IA. 

Northern Plains Tribal Tobacco Technical Assistance center (NPTTTAc)
http://www.sacred-life.org
This site includes fact sheets, newsletters, Comprehensive Tobacco Educator (CTE) training modules, 
services, and other downloadable items.
Phone: (605) 721-1922

NPTTTAC is a program under the umbrella of the Northern Plains Health Promotion Programs 
which is a program of the Great Plains Tribal Chairmen’s Health Board. Services are designed to 
strengthen commercial tobacco and control efforts with tribal leadership, tribal health professionals, 
tobacco stakeholders, tribal schools, Indian Health Service leadership and staff, and other tribally-
based organizations and organizations that serve American Indian populations. NPTTTAC honors 
the difference between sacred tobacco and commercial tobacco; provides culturally relevant health 
education materials; and recognizes the importance of networking and building close relationships  
to share limited resources. The booklet Sacred Willow: Keeping Tobacco Sacred is available through 
this office.

National resources
American cancer society
http://www.cancer.org
In the Stay Healthy/Stay Away from Tobacco section of the American Cancer Society’s website,  
a variety of information related to smoking and its effects is available. Information for cessation,  
creating smoke-free communities, and the Great American Smokeout are also provided at this site.

American Heart Association
http://www.heart.org
The American Heart Association is a national voluntary health agency whose mission is to build 
healthier lives, free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke. AHA encourages Americans to adopt healthier 
lifestyles, and advocates for health issues and research funding to support its mission. 
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American Lung Association
http://www.lung.org
The American Lung Association provides many tobacco control resources and in-depth information  
that emphasizes the risk of smoking to health especially with regard to developing lung conditions 
related to smoking or secondhand smoke.

Americans for Nonsmokers’ rights
http://www.no-smoke.org
Founded in 1976, this organization works to promote the rights of nonsmokers. Smoke-free facts  
and information on how to be protected from secondhand smoke exposure in a variety of venues  
are provided on the website.

california rural Indian Health Board
http://www.crihb.org/health-resources/tobacco-control.html
The California Rural Indian Heath Board, Inc. (CRIHB) was formed in 1969 to enable the provision  
of healthcare to member Tribes in California. CRIHB develops and delivers policies, plans, programs,  
and services that elevate Indians’ health status. CRHIB offers several trainings on tobacco  
and cultural competency.

campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
http://www.tobaccofreekids.org
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids provides a variety of resources that include international, national,  
and state level statistics and reports. The Campaign also has many special reports and other free resources 
available on its website.

centers for Disease control and Prevention, office on smoking and Health
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), through its Office on Smoking and Health 
(OSH), is the lead federal agency for comprehensive tobacco prevention and control. The OSH website 
provides information on a variety of tobacco control and prevention topics including data, health 
effects, quit smoking information, youth prevention, program information, disparities, and media 
communications. Information is available both online and in print form when ordered through  
the website.

center for Tobacco Products, us Food and Drug Administration
http://www.fda.gov/TobaccoProducts/default.htm
The Center for Tobacco Products (CTP) oversees the implementation of the Family Smoking Prevention  
and Tobacco Control Act. Some of the Agency’s responsibilities under the law include setting 
performance standards, reviewing premarket applications for new and modified risk tobacco products, 
requiring new warning labels, and establishing and enforcing advertising and promotion restrictions.
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clearWay Minnesota
http://www.clearwaymn.org
ClearWay is an independent, Minnesota-based nonprofit organization that works to improve health by 
reducing tobacco use and exposure to secondhand smoke through research, action, and collaboration. 
Provides information on secondhand smoke, smoking cessation, and tobacco-related research.

Indian Health service Tobacco control and Prevention Program
http://www.ihs.gov/epi/index.cfm?module=epi_tobacco_main
The mission of the Indian Health Service Tobacco Control and Prevention Program in partnership 
with American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) people is to raise their physical, mental, social, and 
spiritual health to the highest level possible through prevention and reduction of tobacco-related disease.

Keep It sacred
http://www.keepitsacred.org
This site is an online resource for the National Native Network, which is funded by the CDC. This 
website provides a large collection of culturally tailored, Native-specific resources, including The Tribal 
Policy Tool Kit which contains information to help plan and carry out efforts to implement an effective 
smoke-free policy appropriate for your tribal community (including talking points, community readiness 
assessments, sample resolutions and ordinances); a media center (print, audio, video) with tools that can 
be adapted for your community; data on the health impact of commercial tobacco in Indian Country; 
information regarding the traditional use of tobacco; national and local events; links to publications 
regarding tobacco in American Indian communities. 

Keep Tobacco sacred
http://www.keeptobaccosacred.org
This is the website for the Indigenous Cultural Wellness & Native American Tobacco Coalition of 
Montana. Information on policies as well as articles and photographs are available at this site. The 
coalition provides training on a variety of topics including youth organizing and mobilizing, community 
organizing, strategic planning, policy, prevention, coalition building, traditional tobacco, and more.

Kick Butts Day
http://www.kickbuttsday.org
Provides detailed planning guides and other information on how to plan a Kick Butts Day event  
as well as other youth-oriented programming and activities that can be done throughout the year.

Legacy Foundation
http://www.legacyforhealth.org
Founded through the 1998 Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement, the Legacy Foundation provides 
comprehensive information on a variety of tobacco-related topics including current sponsored 
campaigns, research, and news updates.
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National cancer Institute
http://cancercontrol.cancer.gov
http://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/tcrb
The National Cancer Institute coordinates the National Cancer Program, which conducts and supports 
research, training, health information dissemination, and other programs related to cancer treatment 
and prevention. NCI’s Tobacco Control Research Branch (TCRB) seeks to reduce cancer incidence and 
mortality caused by tobacco use through a comprehensive research program. To do this, TCRB provides 
recommendations to the scientific and public health communities by summarizing and publicizing 
research, and providing information on funding opportunities and other key initiatives.

National congress of American Indians
http://www.ncai.org
Founded in 1944, the National Congress of American Indians is the oldest, largest, and most 
representative American Indian and Alaska Native organization serving the broad interests of tribal 
governments and communities.

Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board
http://www.npaihb.org/health_issues/tobacco_abuse/
Established in 1972, the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board (NPAIHB or the Board)  
is a non-profit tribal advisory organization serving the forty-three federally recognized tribes of Oregon, 
Washington, and Idaho. The webpage for the Board’s Tobacco Prevention Project contains data, reports, 
publications, and media.

Through With chew – Wyoming Department of Health
http://www.throughwithchew.com
The Wyoming Department of Health created this website to provide information about tobacco 
prevention, education, activities, and cessation about tobacco chew or spit tobacco. There are  
activity suggestions, multicultural materials, and other information that will assist you in planning  
chew-related activities.

Tobacco Technical Assistance consortium
http://www.ttac.org
The Tobacco Technical Assistance Consortium (TTAC) provides training, technical assistance, and 
products in all areas of tobacco prevention and control. TTAC maintains an excellent resource section 
on its website which links you to a broad network of resources across the country. The following TTAC 
tools are free and downloadable so you can easily share them or use them in your own training activities:

• Basics of Tobacco Control (BOTC) – Pathway to Change 
http://www.ttac.org/services/botc/TTAcindex.htm

• Tobacco 101 Version 3 Training Kit: A comprehensive guide to training public health 
practitioners on the basics of tobacco control 
http://www.ttac.org/services/Tobacco_101/index.html
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u.s. Department of Health and Human services, office of the surgeon General
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/tobaccosmoke/titlepage.pdf
How Tobacco Smoke Causes Disease: The Biology and Behavioral Basis for Smoking-Attributable  
Disease: A Report of the Surgeon General. (2010)

This is the 30th tobacco-related Surgeon General’s report issued since 1964. It describes in detail the 
specific pathways by which tobacco smoke damages the human body. The scientific evidence supports  
the following conclusions:

• There is no safe level of exposure to tobacco smoke. Any exposure to tobacco smoke –  
even an occasional cigarette or exposure to secondhand smoke – is harmful.

• Damage from tobacco smoke is immediate.

• Smoking longer means more damage.

• Cigarettes are designed for addiction.

• There is no safe cigarette.

• The only proven strategy for reducing the risk of tobacco-related disease and death  
is to never smoke, and if you do smoke to quit.

coalition Building resources
The community Toolbox – university of Kansas
http://ctb.ku.edu
The Community Toolbox, provided by the University of Kansas, contains more than 7,000 pages  
of information to help build a healthy community. Example topic areas include developing and 
maintaining a coalition, creating a strategic plan, recruitment, media relations and leadership.

From the Ground Up! A Workbook on Coalition Building and Community Development,
2002 edition – Gillian Kaye and Tom Wolff, editors
Order online; perform a book search through an online book retailer.
This book provides information on coalition building and community development. Many worksheets 
and activities are provided that you can use to help build your coalition and create a healthy community.

Learning center - TTAc
http://learningcenter.ttac.org
The Learning Center, provided by TTAC, consists of six modules that will help build your tobacco 
control advocacy skills. Modules include: Build a Coalition, Policy Advocacy, Media Advocacy,  
Tobacco Basics, Program Planning and Evaluation, and Eliminating Disparities.

Organizing for Social Change: Midwest Academy Manual for Activists, 2001 – 
Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall, and steve Max of the Midwest Academy
Order online: http://www.midwestacademy.com/midwest-academy-manual
This manual provides in-depth knowledge and how-to knowledge in order to create effective change  
within the community.
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Reaching Higher Ground: A guide for preventing, preparing for, and transforming conflict  
for tobacco control coalitions – TTAc, e. Franklin Dukes and Madeleine solomon (editor)
http://ttac.org/services/pdfs/Higher_Ground.pdf
This TTAC guide provides coalition-related information especially with regard to preparing for  
and dealing with conflict. Packed with information, tools, and resources, this guide is an asset to 
coalition work.

Volunteering in America – corporation for National and community service
http://www.volunteeringinamerica.gov
This national government website provides national, regional, and state level data and statistics about 
volunteerism. There is also a tools and training section that provides information on recruitment, 
retention, and other relevant topics when working with volunteers.

cDc Best Practices user Guide for communities 
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/stateandcommunity/bp_user_guide/index.htm

Quitting smoking or spit Tobacco (cessation) resources
south Dakota QuitLine - Phone service: 1-866-sD-QuITs (1-866-737-8487)
The SD QuitLine provides telephone-based tobacco cessation services to help tobacco users in SD quit.  
The QuitLine offers:

• Free written materials to assist tobacco users who are ready to quit or trying to stay quit

• Free telephone counseling delivered by culturally competent, trained health coaches

• Access to free cessation medication

• Referrals to other cessation services (if interested)

www.sDQuitLine.com
Offers SD residents free access to the following resources to make your quit attempt easier:

• Latest information & research-based tools

• Tailored motivational messages

• Links to other resources

All Nations Breath of Life
http://www.anbl.org
Developed by the University of Kansas Medical Center and the American Lung Association, it is the first 
culturally tailored internet website site devoted to Native American lung health and smoking cessation. 
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second Wind
Smoking cessation program created by Cynthia Coachman of the Muskogee (Creek) Nation. The 
Second Wind curriculum is a modification of Freedom From Smoking, and was designed especially for 
American Indian and Alaska Native people. Second Wind incorporates issues relevant to help American 
Indian people successfully quit tobacco and presents a program that is easily understood. Information on 
this program and training opportunities can be obtained from the Northern Plains Tribal Tobacco 
Technical Assistance Center.

smokefree.gov
http://www.smokefree.gov
Online materials, including info on state telephone-based programs.  
Links with 1-800-QUITNOW (1-800-784-8669).

My Last Dip
http://mylastdip.com (for tobacco users)
http://info.mylastdip.com/index.jsp (information about the program) 
An interactive website that helps young spit tobacco users quit.

Become an eX
http://www.becomeanex.org
The EX Plan is a free quit smoking program that helps you re-learn your life without cigarettes. 
Before you actually stop smoking, the program will show you how to deal with the very things that trip 
up so many people when they try to quit smoking, so you’ll be more prepared to quit and stay quit.

Policy resources
Americans for Nonsmokers’ rights (ANr)
http://www.no-smoke.org/learnmore.php?id=738
Located within the “Native Communities” section of the ANR website, there is a link to order the  
new smoke-free tribal gaming brochure. As countries, states, and municipal governments move toward 
securing smoke-free workplaces and public spaces for their citizens, smoke-free policies are becoming  
the norm. Tribal governments also have a unique opportunity to protect those individuals residing, 
working, or visiting in sovereign tribal lands. In a collaborative project with the National Native Network 
and the ANR Foundation, a new publication, Smoke-free Tribal Gaming - Breathe Easy, can now assist 
Native Communities as they advance toward smoke-free gambling. 

Indigenous People’s Task Force, creating Healthier Policies in Tribal casinos (2007)
http://www.indigenouspeoplestf.org/pdfs/casinoTribalreportfinal_8_2007b.pdf
This report aims at providing tribal leaders background information to the complex issue of smoke-free 
policies in tribal casinos in order to generate dialogue and action among themselves and the communities 
they represent.
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Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board, Tribal Tobacco Policy Handbook (2005)
http://www.npaihb.org/images/projects_docs/WTPP//Final%20Policy%20Workbook.pdf
Since 1995, the Tribal Tobacco Policy Workbook has remained among the most comprehensive  
guides for achieving tobacco policy change in Tribal communities. With step-by-step guidance, this 
workbook has served as a resource for tribes throughout North America to write, pass, and enforce 
tobacco-related policies.

Tribal Tobacco Policy Toolkit
http://www.keepitsacred.org/toolkit/
Will assist your efforts to plan and implement an effective smoke-free policy that is appropriate for 
your tribal community. The toolkit contains the benefits of smoke-free policies, community readiness 
assessments, and sample resolutions and ordinances that can be adapted to meet your needs.

smoke-Free casinos
http://www.keepitsacred.org/network/index.php?option=com_
content&view=article&id=377:list-of-smoke-free-casinos&catid=947:smoke-free-
casinos&Itemid=114
Provides an updated list of smoke-free tribal casinos.

Tobacco control Legal consortium
http://www.publichealthlawcenter.org/programs/tobacco-control-legal-consortium
The Tobacco Control Legal Consortium is America’s award-winning legal network for tobacco 
control policy. Drawing on experts in its eight affiliated legal centers, the Consortium works to assist 
communities with tobacco law-related issues, ranging from smoke-free policies to tobacco control 
funding laws to regulation of flavored cigarettes.  The Consortium’s team of legal and policy specialists 
provides legislative drafting and policy assistance to community leaders and public health organizations.  
We are experts in designing, enacting and implementing laws that are evidence-based, workable, effective 
and legally sound.

Tobacco-Free Air
http://www.tobaccofreeair.org/index.php
Valid air monitoring studies have proven to have a profound effect on educating the public and policy 
makers on the dangers of secondhand smoke exposure and informing the debate around smoke-free 
policy initiatives.  This project can provide information on how to conduct these studies as well as how 
to obtain air monitors through the Roswell Park Cancer Institute to conduct air monitoring research  
in their community. 

Tobacco-Free Parks
http://www.cherokee.org/Docs/org2010/2012/1/31664 
Tobacco_Free_Park_Implementation_Guide.pdf
The Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma developed a comprehensive guide to developing a tobacco-free 
policy for their city parks. Useful step-by-step approach to assist communities in creating their  
own policies.
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Tobacco-Free Public Housing
http://healthysaulttribe.com/tobacco/smoke-free-housing
This implementation guide, developed by the Sault Saint Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Strategic 
Alliance for Health Program, provides information on the resources and key steps in working with a 
Tribal Housing Authority to develop, adopt, and implement a policy for smoke-free housing. The guide 
focuses on a specific approach for implementation of a smoke-free housing policy with a Tribal Housing 
Authority, but it is intended to be useful for public and affordable housing in all communities. It may 
even be useful when implementing a smoke-free policy with market-rate housing. 

Post-secondary & Young Adult resources
ATTAcK Tobacco
http://attacktobacco.net/index.html
The ATTACK website serves as a resource for organizations, agencies, college campuses, etc. wanting 
to create an ATTACK plan to counter tobacco industry targeting tactics aimed at young adults. The 
ATTACK toolkit focuses on adult only venues (bars, nightclubs, etc.); fraternities/Greek organizations; 
Internet marketing; and any other emerging tobacco industry promotional tactics. 

BAccHus Network
http://www.bacchusnetwork.org/tobacco.html
The BACCHUS Network™ is a university and community based network focusing on comprehensive 
health and safety initiatives. It is the mission of this 501(C)(3) non-profit organization to promote 
student and young adult based, campus and community-wide leadership on health and safety issues.  
The BACCHUS Network™ has supported tobacco control with campuses and young adults throughout 
its history by providing campuses with best practices, materials, and trainings to address this crucial 
health topic.

california Youth Advocacy Network
http://cyanonline.org/
The California Youth Advocacy Network (CYAN) is dedicated to supporting youth and young adults  
by advocating for a tobacco-free California. We provide tobacco control professionals and young people  
with the tangible tools for action to mobilize a powerful statewide movement. Our staff is committed  
to changing the tobacco use culture in California’s high schools, colleges and universities, military bases,  
and all levels of the young adult community.

Journey of a Lifetime: one step at a Time to a Tobacco-Free campus
http://www.tobaccofreeu.org/pdf/collegiate/journey.pdf
This guide was developed by the BACCHUS and GAMMA Peer Education network to help campuses  
address tobacco issues ranging from policy development, to awareness campaigns, to encouraging 
students who smoke to quit. 
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u.s. Department of Health and Human services, office of the surgeon General
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/preventing-youth-tobacco-use/ 
exec-summary.pdf
Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General

This is the 31st tobacco-related Surgeon General’s report issued since 1964. It describes the epidemic 
of tobacco use among youth ages 12 through 17 and young adults ages 18 through 25, including the 
epidemiology, causes, and health effects of this tobacco use and interventions proven to prevent it. 
Scientific evidence contained in this report supports the following facts:

• We have made progress in reducing tobacco use among youth; however, far too many young 
people are still using tobacco. Today, more than 600,000 middle school students and 3 million 
high school students smoke cigarettes. Rates of decline for cigarette smoking have slowed in the 
last decade and rates of decline for smokeless tobacco use have stalled completely.

• Tobacco use by youth and young adults causes both immediate and long-term damage. One of 
the most serious health effects is nicotine addiction, which prolongs tobacco use and can lead to 
severe health consequences. The younger youth are when they start using tobacco, the more likely 
they’ll be addicted.

• Youth are vulnerable to social and environmental influences to use tobacco; messages and images 
that make tobacco use appealing to them are everywhere. 

• Tobacco companies spend more than a million dollars an hour in this country alone to market 
their products. This report concludes that tobacco product advertising and promotions still 
entice far too many young people to start using tobacco.

• Comprehensive, sustained, multi-component programs can cut youth tobacco use in half  
in 6 years.

Tobacco-Free oregon: Making Your college campus Tobacco-Free
http://www.smokefreeoregon.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/comcoll_bro2011.pdf
An excellent guide developed for community colleges. It walks you through the rationale for  
a tobacco-free policy as well as how to implement one on your campus.

Tobacco-Free u
http://www.tobaccofreeu.org/index.asp
Provides information focused on efforts that colleges and universities can take to create tobacco-free 
environments on their campuses. An updated version of the Journey of a Lifetime guide is S.T.E.P. 
(Student Tobacco Education Program) by STEP: Building a Comprehensive Campus Tobacco 
Prevention Program. This guide is available for order on www.tobaccofreeu.org. It provides resources 
for programming, stakeholder identification, creating your campus resource sheet, and training and 
educating your campus about the importance of tobacco control.
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university of california smoke-Free Policy report
http://www.ucop.edu/riskmgt/documents/smoke-free_policy.pdf
Extensively researched guide which summarizes the rationale for considering a change to a smoke-free 
policy for all UC locations, a proposed timeline, implementation plan, and proposed policy language.

Youth (K-12) resources
Buck Tobacco
http://www.bmsg.org/about/projects/buck-tobacco-sponsorship

 º Media advocacy planning and training.  
The project developed a media advocacy plan to counter the aggressive marketing by the tobacco 
industry at family sporting events, and to shift the focus from arguments that frame tobacco 
marketing as a children’s issue back to an issue of irresponsible industry marketing: Bucking 
Tobacco Sponsorship at Rodeos: Strategies for Media Advocacy and Public Engagement. 
http://bmsg.org/sites/default/files/bmsg_report_buck_tobacco_sponsorship.pdf

cDc Best Practices user Guide: Youth engagement—state and community Interventions 
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/stateandcommunity/bp_userguide_youth/index.htm
This guide focuses on the role youth play in advancing policy as part of a comprehensive tobacco control 
program. The youth perspective and voice is important, because the initiation of tobacco use most often 
occurs before age 18. In addition, the tobacco industry spends millions of dollars every day targeting 
youth to develop its next generation of smokers. Youth have the passion and creativity to fight back  
and to protect themselves from this formidable opponent.

cDc Guidelines for school health programs to prevent tobacco use and addiction (1994). 
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00026213.htm
This report provides the basis for how tobacco use prevention policies and programs should be 
established in school settings.

Fit, Healthy, and Ready to Learn: A school health policy guide.  
Chapter F: Policies to Prevent Tobacco Use. (2007)
http://doh.sd.gov/Tobacco/PDF/NAsBe.pdf
This chapter from a publication of the National Association of State Boards of Education provides 
guidance on developing policies and programs aimed at preventing young people from taking up  
tobacco use and helping current tobacco users to quit.

oklahoma state Department of Health, Tobacco use Prevention service.  
24/7 Tobacco-Free school Policy Guide
http://www.ok.gov/strongandhealthy/documents/247tobaccofreeschoolspolicyguidefinaldraft.pdf
The purpose of this guide is to assist schools in establishing a 24/7 tobacco-free environment for 
students, staff and visitors. The guide is a resource for concerned boards of education, superintendents, 
safe and drug free school coordinators, safe school committees, healthy and fit school advisory 
committees, students, parents, community, and coalition members –anyone willing and interested  
in collaborating together in creating an environment that supports health.
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Preventing Tobacco use Among Young People: A report of the surgeon General. (1994)
http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/NN/B/c/F/T/_/nnbcft.pdf
This significant report laid the groundwork for the importance of keeping youth away from  
tobacco products.

south Dakota Department of education – Youth risk Behavior survey
http://doe.sd.gov/schoolhealth/documents/YrBs_tobaccouse.pdf
The YRBS is a questionnaire consisting of items that assess the six priority health-risk behaviors that 
result in the greatest amount of morbidity, mortality, and social problems among youth. These behaviors 
fall into six categories: behaviors that result in unintentional and intentional injuries; tobacco use; 
alcohol and other drug use; sexual behaviors that result in HIV infection, other sexually transmitted 
diseases and unintended pregnancies; dietary behavior; and physical activity. The link above takes you 
to the tobacco use report for 2009.

south Dakota Department of Health – Youth Tobacco survey
http://doh.sd.gov/Tobacco/PDF/2009Youthreport.pdf
In 2009, the South Dakota Tobacco Control Program conducted a youth tobacco survey among 
middle school students in the state. This survey has been conducted in odd numbered years since 1999 
and can track changes in tobacco related behavior, priorities and policy over time. The South Dakota 
Youth Tobacco Survey (SDYTS) is a comprehensive survey of tobacco use, access to tobacco, cessation, 
knowledge and attitudes about tobacco, and exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke among South Dakota 
youth. The SDYTS provides useful information to guide youth tobacco prevention, cessation, and control 
efforts in the state. It also provides valuable data that can be used to track trends in South Dakota over time.

truth
http://www.thetruth.com
truth is the largest youth smoking prevention campaign in the country – and the only national campaign 
not directed by the tobacco industry. The campaign exposes the tactics of the tobacco industry, the truth 
about addiction, and the health effects and social consequences of smoking. It doesn’t preach. It doesn’t 
judge. Instead it works by allowing teens to make their own informed choices about tobacco use.  
The campaign includes:

• Educational advertising on television, social networking sites and increasing grassroots  
outreach through a summer tour.

• Facts and information about tobacco and the industry, giving teens tools to take control  
and make informed decisions. 

• A highly interactive Web site offers important information about tobacco use.
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u.s. Department of Health and Human services, office of the surgeon General
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/preventing-youth-tobacco-use/ 
exec-summary.pdf
Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General (2012).

This is the 31st tobacco-related Surgeon General’s report issued since 1964. It describes the epidemic 
of tobacco use among youth ages 12 through 17 and young adults ages 18 through 25, including the 
epidemiology, causes, and health effects of this tobacco use and interventions proven to prevent it. 
Scientific evidence contained in this report supports the following facts:

• We have made progress in reducing tobacco use among youth; however, far too many young 
people are still using tobacco. Today, more than 600,000 middle school students and 3 million 
high school students smoke cigarettes. Rates of decline for cigarette smoking have slowed in the 
last decade and rates of decline for smokeless tobacco use have stalled completely.

• Tobacco use by youth and young adults causes both immediate and long-term damage. One of 
the most serious health effects is nicotine addiction, which prolongs tobacco use and can lead to 
severe health consequences. The younger youth are when they start using tobacco, the more likely 
they’ll be addicted.

• Youth are vulnerable to social and environmental influences to use tobacco; messages and images 
that make tobacco use appealing to them are everywhere. 

• Tobacco companies spend more than a million dollars an hour in this country alone to market 
their products. This report concludes that tobacco product advertising and promotions still 
entice far too many young people to start using tobacco.

• Comprehensive, sustained, multi-component programs can cut youth tobacco use in half  
in 6 years.

Youth Tobacco cessation: A Guide for Making Informed Decisions
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/quit_smoking/cessation/youth_tobacco_cessation/index.htm
This document from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is intended to help organizations 
decide whether to undertake youth tobacco-use cessation as a specific tobacco control activity. The 
publication covers topics such as the quality of the evidence base for youth intervention, the importance 
of conducting a needs assessment for the population your organization serves, and the need to evaluate 
your chosen intervention.

Media resources
The Health communicator’s social Media Toolkit
http://www.cdc.gov/socialmedia/Tools/guidelines/pdf/socialMediaToolkit_BM.pdf
A guide developed by the CDC to assist in using social media to improve reach of health messages, 
increase access to your content, further participation with audiences and advance transparency  
to improve health communication efforts. Useful tools and information but is focused more on  
state-level communications.
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Aberdeen American News
124 S 2nd St - PO Box 4430
Aberdeen, SD 57402
605-225-4100 or 800-925-4100
Newsroom: 605-622-2318 
Circulation Type: Daily

(Bowdle) The Pride of the Prairie 
1096 4th Ave - PO Box 514
Bowdle, South Dakota 57428
Telephone: 605-285-6161 or 605-281-0421
Circulation Type: Weekly 

(eagle Butte) West river eagle 
P.O Box 210
Eagle Butte, SD 57625-0210
Telephone: 605-964-2100
Fax: 605-964-2110
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.westrivereagle.com

Faith Independent 
106 Main Street - P.O Box 38
Faith, SD 57626-0038
Telephone: 605-967-2161
Fax: 605-967-2160
Circulation Type: Weekly

(Flandreau) Moody co. enterprise 
107 W 2nd Ave. - P.O. Box 71
Flandreau, SD 57028-0071
Telephone: 605-997-3725
Fax: 605-997-3194
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.moodycountyenterprise.com

(Gettysburg) Potter co. News 
110 S. Exene St. 
Gettysburg, SD 57442-1520
Telephone: 605-765-2464
Fax: 605-765-2465
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.pottercountynews.com

Highmore Herald 
211 Iowa Ave. S. - P.O. Box 435
Highmore, SD 57345-0435
Telephone: 605-852-2927
Fax: 605-852-2927
Circulation Type: Weekly

Hoven review 
P.O. Box 37 - 69 2nd Ave. E.
Hoven, SD 57450
Telephone: 605-948-2110
Fax: 605-948-2578
Circulation Type: Weekly

Isabel Dakotan 
403 N. Main Street - P.O. Box 207
Isabel, SD 57633-0207
Telephone: 605-466-2258
Fax: 605-446-2258
Circulation Type: Weekly

(Martin) Lakota country Times 
316 Main Street - P.O. Box 386
Martin, SD 57551
Telephone: 605-685-1868
Fax: 605-685-1870
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.lakotacountrytimes.com

Mobridge Teton Times
411 3rd Ave E
Mobridge, South Dakota 57601 
(605) 823-4806

south Dakota Newspapers/Magazines
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Mobridge Tribune 
1413 E. Grand Crossing - P.O. Box 250
Mobridge, SD 57601-0250
Telephone: 605-845-3646 or 800-
Fax: 605-845-7659
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.mobridgetribune.com

(Pierre) capital Journal 
333 W. Dakota - P.O. Box 878
Pierre, SD 57501-0878
Telephone: 605-224-7301
Fax: 605-224-9210
Email: news@capjournal.com
Circulation Type: Daily
www.capjournal.com

(rapid city) Native sun News
Mr. Jesse Abernathy Filcaske, BSW
Editor
4447 S. Canyon Rd., Suite 5
Rapid City, SD 57702
Telephone: 605-721-1266
Fax: 605-721-1387
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.nsweekly.com

selby record 
4411 Main Street - P.O. Box 421
Selby, SD 57472-0421
Telephone: 605-649-7866
Fax: 605-649-1126
Circulation Type: Weekly

sicangu sun Times
Gregg-Bear, Chief Editor/Publisher 
BIA Route 1 - Box 750 
Rosebud, South Dakota 57570
http://www.sicangusuntimes.com/contact

sisseton courier 
117 East Oak - P.O. Box 169
Sisseton, SD 57262-0169
Telephone: 605-698-7642
Fax: 605-698-3641
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.sissetoncourier.com

Timber Lake Topic 
806 Main Street - P.O. Box 10
Timber Lake, SD 57656-0010
Telephone: 605-865-3546
Fax: 605-865-3787
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.timberlakesouthdakota.com

(Webster) reporter & Farmer 
516 Main Ave.
Webster, SD 57274-0030
Telephone: 605-345-3356
Fax: 605-345-3739
Circulation Type: Weekly
www.reporterandfarmer.com

Wilmot sota Iya Ye Yapi
P.O. Box 5
Wilmot, SD 57279
Telephone: 605-938-4452
Fax: 605-938-4676
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Aberdeen (KBFo-FM; KsDN-FM; KGIM-FM)
Hub city radio
3304 South Highway 281
PO Box 1930
Aberdeen, SD 57401
Telephone: 605-229-3632

Watertown (KsDr-FM; KIXX-FM)
92.9 KsDr-FM and KIXX 96, The Best Mix
921 9th Avenue SE - PO Box 950
Watertown, SD 57201
Telephone: 605-886-8444

KLXs-FM (Jack-FM)
106 West Capitol Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501-2018
Telephone: 605-224-0095
Fax: 605-945-4270

Krcs-FM
New rushmore radio, Inc.
660 Flormann Street, Suite 100
PO Box 2480
Rapid City, SD 57709-2480
Telephone: 605-343-6161
Fax: 605-343-9012

KFXs-FM
New rushmore radio, Inc.
660 Flormann Street, Suite 100
PO Box 2480
Rapid City, SD 57709-2480
Telephone: 605-343-6161
Fax: 605-343-9012

KDDX-FM
Duhamel Broadcasting enterprises
2827 East Colorado Boulevard
Spearfish, SD 57783-9759
Telephone: 605-642-5747
Fax: 605-642-7849
Or
Box 1760
Rapid City, SD 57709
Telephone: 605-342-2000
Fax: 605-721-5732

KILI-FM
PO Box 150
Porcupine SD 57772
Telephone: 605-867-5002
Fax: 605-867-5634

KKLs-FM
Hot 104.7
Results Radio - Cumulus
5100 S. Tennis Lane
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
Telephone: 605-361-0300

KINI-FM
St. Francis Mission
350 South Oak Street
P.O. Box 499
St. Francis, SD 57572-0499
Telephone: 605-747-2361
Fax: 605-747-5057

KLND-FM
11420 SD Hwy 63
McLaughlin, South Dakota, 57642
Telephone: 605-823-4661
Fax: 605-823-4660

south Dakota radio stations
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KWYr-FM
346 Main Street
PO Box 491
Winner, SD 57580
Telephone: 605-842-3333 
Fax: 605-842-3875

KKYA-FM
202 West 2nd Street
P.O. Box 628
Yankton, SD 57078-4317
Telephone: 605-665-7892
Fax: 605-665-7892

WNAX-FM
1609 East Hwy. 50
Yankton, SD 57078
Telephone: 605-665-7442
Fax: 605-665-8788

KVHT-FM
210 West 3rd Street 
Yankton, SD 57078
Telephone: 605-665-2600

KZMX-AM/FM
Hot Springs, SD

Dakota radio Group
KGFX, KMLo, KPLo (94 country),  
KoLY, 100.1 The eagle, river 92.7, sTAr 99
Pierre Office
214 W. Pleasant Dr.
or PO Box 1197
Pierre, SD 57501
Telephone: 800-658-5439 or 605-224-8686
Fax: 605-224-8984

Chamberlain Office
115 W. Lawler
or PO Box 317
Chamberlain, SD 57325
Telephone: 800-866-0094 or 605-734-4000
Fax: 605-734-6634

Mobridge Office
118 3rd St. East
or PO Box 400
Mobridge, SD 57601
Telephone: 800- 658-3451 or 605-845-3654
Fax: 605-845-5094
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DIVISION OF HEALTH 

AND MEDICAL SERVICES  

 

 
Community Health Services 
Disease Prevention 
Family Health 
Health Promotion 
State Epidemiologist 

 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Monday, April 09, 2012 
CONTACT: Dr. Gail Gray (605) 773-3737 
 

Celebrate a Smoke-Free Mothers Day 
 

PIERRE, S.D. – For many kids, Mother’s Day means taking mom out to breakfast, giving her a gift 
or just saying thanks. On this special day, the South Dakota Department of Health would like to 
remind mothers of the free support available through the South Dakota QuitLine to help them be 
tobacco-free by Mother’s Day 2009. Moms can enroll in the program by calling 1-866 SD-QUITS 
(1-866-737-8487).   
 
“Lung cancer is the leading cancer killer among women, and smoking is attributable to 90 
percent of those deaths,” said Gail Gray, Director of Health and Medical Services. “Women in 
South Dakota need to know that support is available to help them quit smoking.” 
 
When women quit smoking, they improve their own health as well as the health of the people 
around them. Secondhand smoke contains 69 known or probable cancer-causing substances.  
Babies exposed to secondhand smoke face a higher risk of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) 
and a range of other serious health and developmental problems, and exposed older children 
have increased rates of lower respiratory infections, ear infections, and asthma.  
 
In addition to the numerous health benefits for women and children, mothers who give up 
smoking improve the likelihood that their children will grow-up to be tobacco-free and lead 
much longer and much healthier lives. A recent British study also concluded that women who 
quit smoking during pregnancy may be more likely to have an “easygoing” child.    
 
The Department of Health’s Tobacco Control Program coordinates state efforts to reduce death 
and disease caused by tobacco use, South Dakota’s leading cause of preventable death. The 
program works to prevent people from starting to use tobacco products, help current tobacco 
users quit, and reduce nonsmokers' exposure to secondhand smoke. The programs efforts 
include: providing technical assistance and support to individuals, businesses, healthcare 
providers, and educational institutions; offering funding and support to local entities; conducting 
statewide public education campaigns; operating the state’s tobacco QuitLine; and conducting 
surveillance and program evaluation.    
  
Reducing tobacco use and improving birth outcomes and improving the health of infants, 
children, and adolescents are a key objectives of the department’s Health 2010 Initiative. 

### 

sample Press release
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OFFICE OF THE 
SECRETARY  

 
600 East Capitol Avenue 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501-2536 
605/773-3361  FAX:  605/773-5683 
www.state.sd.us/doh  

 
 
 
NEWS ADVISORY: Sept. 6, 2007 
CONTACT:  Barb Buhler, (605) 773-3361 or barb.buhler@state.sd.us  
   

Sec. Hollingsworth Unveils QuitLine  
  
PIERRE, S.D. – Doneen Hollingsworth, secretary of the Department of Health, will unveil the 
expansion of South Dakota’s QuitLine during a media briefing Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 11 a.m. (CDT) 
in Sioux Falls. The press conference will be held in the Schulte Room of the Washington Pavilion at 
301 S. Main Ave. 
  
Joining the secretary will be Dr. Gail Gray, director of Health and Medical Services for the 
Department of Health.  
  

### 

sample News Advisory
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Important Dates with opportunities to support Tobacco-related Activities
Be sure and check with sponsoring organizations, South Dakota Tobacco Control Program, or other 
tobacco programs for exact dates from year to year. Dates are listed in parentheses after the event.

January
• National Birth Defects Prevention Month
• Tobacco-Free Awareness Month
• New Years Day (1st)

February
• American Heart Month
• National Cancer Prevention Month
• National Wear Red Day (1st Friday)
• National Burn Awareness Week  

(1st full week)
• Valentines Day (14th)
• Through With Chew Week  

(3rd full week)
• Great American Spit Out  

(Thursday of Through With Chew Week)
• Academy Awards

March
• Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender 

Health Awareness Month
• Brain Awareness Week (2nd full week)
• National Poison Prevention Week  

(3rd full week)
• Kick Butts Day

April
• National Cancer Control Month
• World Health Day 
• Earth Day (22nd)

May
• Clean Air Month
• Asthma Awareness Month
• World Asthma Day (1st Tuesday)
• Mother’s Day (2nd Sunday)
• World No Tobacco Day (31st)

June
• National Cancer Survivors Day
• National Men’s Health Week  

(week before Father’s Day)
• Father’s Day (3rd Sunday)

July
• Independence Day (4th)

August
• Friendship Day
• Equality Day (Women’s Right to Vote)

september
• World Heart Day

october
• Healthy Lung Month
• Youth Against Tobacco Month
• Native American Day (2nd Monday)
• National Red Ribbon Week
• Lung Health Day 

November
• Lung Cancer Awareness Month
• Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease 

(COPD) Awareness Month
• Great American Smokeout  

(3rd Thursday) 
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         NOVEMBER 2011 

ACHA Guidelines 

Position Statement on Tobacco on 
College and University Campuses 

he American College Health Association 
(ACHA) acknowledges and supports  
the findings of the Surgeon General that 

tobacco use in any form, active and/or passive,  
is a significant health hazard. ACHA further 
recognizes that environmental tobacco smoke has 
been classified as a Class-A carcinogen and that 
there is no safe level of exposure to environmental 
tobacco smoke (ETS), a recognized toxic air 
contaminant. In light of these health risks, ACHA 
has adopted a NO TOBACCO USE policy and 
encourages colleges and universities to be diligent  
in their efforts to achieve a 100% indoor and  
outdoor campus-wide tobacco-free environment.  
This position statement reflects the viewpoint of 
ACHA and serves only as a guide* to assist colleges  
and universities with evaluating progress toward 
becoming or maintaining tobacco-free living and 
learning environments that support the achievement 
of personal and academic goals.   

ACHA joins with other professional health 
associations in promoting tobacco-free 
environments. According to the ACHA-National 
College Health Assessment (ACHA-NCHA) 
conducted in spring 2011, 85% of college students 
described themselves as non-smokers (never smoked 
or have not smoked cigarettes in the last 30 days); 
92% reported being non-smokers for hookah/water 
pipes (never used or have not used in the last 30 
days); and 96% described themselves as non-users 
of smokeless tobacco (never used or have not used 
in the last 30 days). ACHA supports the health goals 
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services’ Healthy People 2020 initiative to reduce 
the proportion of adults who smoke to below  
12% by the year 2020 and to positively influence 
America’s college students to help them remain  
                                           
* Compliance with the elements of this position statement is not and cannot 
be mandated by ACHA; nor is compliance a condition for institutional 
membership in ACHA. 

or become tobacco-free. Additionally, ACHA 
actively supports the Healthy Campus 2020 goals  
to reduce cigarette use (within the last 30 days)  
by college students to below 14% and smokeless 
tobacco use (within the last 30 days) to below 3%  
by the year 2020. 

Efforts to promote tobacco-free environments  
have led to substantial reductions in the number  
of people who smoke, the amount of tobacco 
products consumed, and the number of people 
exposed to environmental tobacco hazards.  
ACHA acknowledges that achieving a tobacco-free 
environment requires strong leadership and support 
from all members of the college/university 
community. Because the improvements to health 
can be so significant, ACHA recommends the 
following positions be taken to address policy, 
prevention, and cessation as it pertains to tobacco 
issues:   
1. Develop a strongly worded tobacco policy that 

reflects the best practices in tobacco prevention, 
cessation, and control. These include the 
following recommendations: 
a.  Tobacco is defined as all tobacco-derived or 

containing products, including, but not limited 
to, cigarettes (clove, bidis, kreteks), electronic 
cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos, hookah-
smoked products, and oral tobacco (spit and 
spitless, smokeless, chew, snuff). 

b.  Tobacco use is prohibited on all college and 
university grounds, college/university owned 
or leased properties, and in campus-owned, 
leased, or rented vehicles. 

c.  All tobacco industry promotions, advertising, 
marketing, and distribution are prohibited on 
campus properties. 

d.  The sale of tobacco products and tobacco-
related merchandise (including logo 

T 
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containing items) is prohibited on all 
university property and at university-
sponsored events, regardless of the  
operating vendor. 

e.  The distribution or sampling of tobacco  
and associated products is prohibited on all 
university owned or leased property and  
at university-sponsored events, regardless  
of the venue. 

f.  Tobacco industry and related company 
sponsorship of athletic events and athletes  
is prohibited. 

g.  The college/university does not permit 
tobacco companies on campus to conduct 
student recruitment or employment activities. 

h.  The college/university does not accept any 
direct or indirect funding from tobacco 
companies. 

i.  The campus provides and/or promotes 
cessation services/resources for all members 
of the college/university community.   

2. Inform all members of the campus community  
by widely distributing the campus tobacco policy 
on an annual basis. The tobacco policy is clearly 
posted in employee and student handbooks,  
on the college/university website, and in other 
relevant publications. Key components of the 
policy are also shared with parents, alumni/ae, 
and visitors. The general policy should be 
included in prospective student materials in  
both printed and electronic formats.   

3. Offer and promote prevention and education 
initiatives that actively support non-use and 
address the risks of all forms of tobacco use. 

4. Offer and promote programs and services that 
include practical, evidence- and theory-informed 
approaches to end tobacco use, including 
screenings through health and counseling 
services, free/reduced-cost tobacco-cessation 
counseling, free/reduced-cost nicotine 
replacement therapy, and medication options  
on campus. 

5. Advocate for requiring the inclusion of tobacco 
use cessation products, medications, and services  
in student health insurance plans. 

6. Provide a comprehensive marketing and signage 
effort to ensure that all college/university 
visitors, vendors, guests, and others arriving  
on property owned or leased by the institution  
are aware of the tobacco-free policy. 

7. Plan, maintain, and support effective and timely 
implementation, administration, and consistent 
enforcement of all college/university tobacco-
related policies, rules, regulations, and practices. 
Provide a well-publicized reporting system for 
violations. 

8. Collaborate with local, state, and national public 
health entities and tobacco prevention and control 
public, private, and national non-profit tobacco-
related organizations in support of maintaining a 
healthy tobacco-free environment. 

9. Develop and maintain a tobacco task force  
on campus to identify and address needs and 
concerns related to tobacco policy, compliance, 
enforcement, and cessation. Key individuals  
and departments to invite/include: 
a.  Undergraduate and graduate students 

(particularly from student-elected/ 
representative organizations) 

b. Health and counseling center professionals 
c.  Faculty (including faculty senate or other 

faculty governing bodies) 
d.  Residence life/housing 
e.  Judicial affairs 
f.  Campus safety/police 
g.  Human resources 
h.  Neighborhood liaisons 
i.  Facilities 
j.  Other important stakeholders specific to  

your campus 

 

  American College Health Association 
1362 Mellon Road, Suite 180 

Hanover, MD 21076 
(410) 859-1500 

(410) 859-1510 fax 
www.acha.org 

 
11/11 
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Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
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Reservation: Cheyenne River Reservation; Dewey and Ziebach Counties
Division: Teton
Bands: Minnecoujou, Two Kettle (Oohenunpa), Sans Arc (Itazipco) and Blackfoot (Si Sapa)
Land Area: 1.4 million acres
Tribal Headquarters: Eagle Butte, SD
Time Zone: Mountain
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 8,000
Major Employers: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: December 17, 1935
Name of Governing Body: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Council
Number of Council members: (15) fifteen council members 
Dates of Constitutional amendments: February 11, 1966, June 18, 1980, July 17, 1992
Number of Executive Officers: (4) Chairman, ViceChairman, Secretary, and Treasurer

Elections
Primary election is the second Tuesday of August and General is first Tuesday in November (coincides with National Elections)
The Tribal Chairman, Secretary, and Treasurer are elected at large for 4 year terms. The Vice Chairman is elected from the Council membership for a 2
year term. Council members are elected from each district every two years. 
Terms of office are staggered, every two years an election for Council members is held.
Number of Election districts or communities: 13

Meetings 
Meetings held: The first Tuesday of each month
Quorum number: 2/3 of the members

Education and Media
Tribal College: Cheyenne River Community College, Eagle Butte, SD
Radio: KLNM 89.5 FM, McLaughlin, SD

Newspapers: Eagle Butte News, Eagle Butte, SD; West River Progress, Dupree, SD

Leaders: Past and Present
Big Foot, a Minnecoujou chief, remained true to the "old ways" throughout his life. He was regarded as a wise leader, who respected the individual rights
of his people. Big Foot, who had settled on the Cheyenne River Reservation, was killed during the 1890 Wounded Knee massacre. He died under the
white flag of truce.

Arvol Looking Horse is a 19th generation keeper of the Sacred Pipe of the Great Sioux Nation. In this position, he cares for the Sacred Pipe, presented by
the White Buffalo Calf Woman many years ago. Looking Horse leads the annual "Sacred Pipestone Run," the purpose of which is to stop the sale of
sacred pipestone. He holds an honorary doctoral degree from the University of South Dakota.

Chairman: Kevin Keckler
PO Box 590
Eagle Butte, SD 576250590
Phone (605) 9644155
Fax (605) 9644151

   View Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
   Visit the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Web site

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 590 
Eagle Butte, SD 57625 
Phone (605) 9644000 
Fax (605) 9641180
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Crow Creek Sioux Tribe
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Reservation: Crow Creek Reservation; Buffalo, Hyde, and Hughes Counties
Division: Santee, Yankton
Bands: Mdewakanton (People of Spirit Lake), Ihanktonwan (People of the End)
Land Area: 125,591 acres
Tribal Headquarters: Ft. Thompson, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Dakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 1,230
Major Industry: Agriculture
Crow Creek Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes
Date Approved: April 26, 1949
Name of Governing Body: Crow Creek Sioux Tribal Council
Number of members: six (6) council members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: February 25, 1963, June 23, 1980, February 4, 1986
Number of Executive Officers: (1) Chairman

Elections
Election of all six council members and the Chair are held every two years on the third Tuesday in April. Chairman is elected at large by all districts. Tribal
Council elects from within a ViceChairman, Treasurer and Secretary.
If terms of office are staggered: No
Number of Election districts or communities: 3

Meetings
Regular meetings are held once a month.
Quorum number: 4 members

Leaders: Past and Present
Oscar Howe, a Yanktonai, pioneered a new era in Indian art. Howe was born on the Crow Creek Reservation in 1915. Throughout his life, he received
many honors, including the title Artist Laureate of South Dakota. When he died in 1983, Howe left behind a legacy of cultural heritage and pride. More
than 20 Oscar Howe originals are on display at the Oscar Howe Art Center in Mitchell.

Elizabeth CookLynn taught native studies for 20 years before becoming a fulltime writer. She is the author of two novels and a collections short stories.
She edits the "Wicazo Sa (Red Pencil) Review," an international Native American studies journal. She's also a traditional dancer on the powwow circuit.
CookLynn grew up on the Crow Creek Reservation.

Chairman: Wilfred Keeble 
PO Box 50
Ft. Thompson, SD 573390050
Phone (605) 2452221
Fax (605) 2452470

View Crow Creek Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)

Crow Creek Sioux Tribe 
    P.O. Box 50 
    Fort Thompson, SD 573390050 
    Phone (605) 2452221
    Fax (605) 2455470
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Reservation: Flandreau Reservation; in Moody County
Division: Santee
Bands: Mdewakanton, Wahpekute
Land Area: 2,356 acres (without boundaries)
Tribal Headquarters: Flandreau, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Dakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 726
Major Employers: Flandreau Indian School, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, Royal River Casino
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: Yes; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: April 24, 1936
Name of Governing Body: Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribal Council
Executive Committee: (4) President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer and 4 additional Trustees who are elected by the tribal members. Tribal
Treasurer is appointed.
Dates of Constitutional amendments: October 16, 1967, November 14, 1984, May 23, 1990, May 13, 1997

 Elections
Primary Election is at least fortyfive days prior to the general election and General Election is held in conjunction with the August General Council
meeting.
Number of Election districts or communities: 1
Executive Officers and Trustees serve four year terms.
Trustee terms of office are staggered.

 Meetings
Quorum number: Executive Committee: 4 Executive members. General Council meetings must have fifty percent of qualified voters.
General Council meeting are the first Saturday of February, May, August, and November of each year. Executive Committee holds meetings at least once
a month established by the President.

 Education and Media
Newspaper: Moody County Enterprise, Flandreau, SD

 Leaders: Past and Present
Chief Little Crow spent much of his life in Minnesota, where he was the head of a Santee band. Little Crow, a bold and passionate orator, established
himself as a spokesman for his people. After becoming chief around 1834, he sought justice for his people, but also tried to maintain relations with the
whites. In 1862, he led the fight now known as the Minnesota Santee Conflict. In fact, this war was launched only in the face of starvation and only after
the federal government didn't present land payments as promised. Little Crow was killed the following year. He is buried near Flandreau.

President: Anthony Reider
PO Box 283
Flandreau, SD 570280283
Phone (605) 9973512
Fax (605) 9973878

View Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
Visit the Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Web site

 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 
603 West Broad 
P.O. Box 283 
Flandreau, SD 57028 
Phone (605) 9973512
Fax (605) 9973878
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Lower Brule Sioux Tribe
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Reservation: Lower Brule Reservation; Lyman and Stanley Counties
Division: Teton
Bands: Sicangu (Brule or Burnt Thigh)
Land Area: 132,601 acres
Tribal Headquarters: Lower Brule, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 1,308
Major Employers: Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, Lower Brule Sioux Tribe Golden Buffalo Casino, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health Service. The Lower
Brule Farm Corp. is the nation's numberone popcorn producer.
Lower Brule Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: Yes; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA
Date Approved: October 5, 1935
Name of Governing Body: Lower Brule Sioux Tribal Council
Number of council members: (3) three Councilmen
Dates of Constitutional amendments: June 17, 1974; September 2, 1986
Number of Executive Officers: (4) Chairman, ViceChairman, Treasurer, and Secretary

 Elections
General Election is First Tuesday of September in even numbered years
Chairman, ViceChairman, and Treasurer are elected at large. The tribal council appoints a Secretary, a Sergeant at Arms, a Chaplain, and other officers
as necessary. Offices are held for two years.
Number of Election districts or communities: One

 Meetings
Meetings are held the first Wednesday of each month.
Quorum number: five members

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Lower Brule Community College, Lower Brule SD
 Leaders: Past and Present

Chief Iron Nation (18151894) led the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe through some of its most challenging years. He worked diligently, both as a warrior and
statesman, to ensure the survival of his people. Iron Nation signed the treaty to establish the Great Sioux Reservation in 1868. He has been described as
a just and noble leader.

Chairman: Michael Jandreau
PO Box 187
Lower Brule, SD 575480187
Phone (605) 4735561
Fax (605) 4735606

 View Lower Brule Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
 Visit the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe's Web site

Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 187 
Lower Brule, SD 575480187 
Phone (605) 4735561 
Fax (605) 4735606
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Lower Brule Sioux Tribe
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Reservation: Lower Brule Reservation; Lyman and Stanley Counties
Division: Teton
Bands: Sicangu (Brule or Burnt Thigh)
Land Area: 132,601 acres
Tribal Headquarters: Lower Brule, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 1,308
Major Employers: Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, Lower Brule Sioux Tribe Golden Buffalo Casino, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health Service. The Lower
Brule Farm Corp. is the nation's numberone popcorn producer.
Lower Brule Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: Yes; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA
Date Approved: October 5, 1935
Name of Governing Body: Lower Brule Sioux Tribal Council
Number of council members: (3) three Councilmen
Dates of Constitutional amendments: June 17, 1974; September 2, 1986
Number of Executive Officers: (4) Chairman, ViceChairman, Treasurer, and Secretary

 Elections
General Election is First Tuesday of September in even numbered years
Chairman, ViceChairman, and Treasurer are elected at large. The tribal council appoints a Secretary, a Sergeant at Arms, a Chaplain, and other officers
as necessary. Offices are held for two years.
Number of Election districts or communities: One

 Meetings
Meetings are held the first Wednesday of each month.
Quorum number: five members

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Lower Brule Community College, Lower Brule SD
 Leaders: Past and Present

Chief Iron Nation (18151894) led the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe through some of its most challenging years. He worked diligently, both as a warrior and
statesman, to ensure the survival of his people. Iron Nation signed the treaty to establish the Great Sioux Reservation in 1868. He has been described as
a just and noble leader.

Chairman: Michael Jandreau
PO Box 187
Lower Brule, SD 575480187
Phone (605) 4735561
Fax (605) 4735606

 View Lower Brule Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
 Visit the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe's Web site

Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 187 
Lower Brule, SD 575480187 
Phone (605) 4735561 
Fax (605) 4735606
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Reservation: Pine Ridge Reservation; Shannon and Jackson County
Tribal Headquarters: Pine Ridge, SD
Time Zone: Mountain
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 38,000
Oglala Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA
Date Approved: January 15, 1936
Name of Governing Body: Oglala Sioux Tribal Council
Number of Council members: (18) eighteen council members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: December 24, 1969; December 3, 1985; July 11, 1997
Number of Executive Officers: (4) President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer

 Elections
Primary election is held in October and the General in November.
President and VicePresident are elected at large by voters, term of office 2 years; Secretary and Treasurer are appointed by Tribal Council.
Council members serve a term of two years.
Number of Election districts or communities: 9
Proportion of representatives: one representative for each 1,000 members

 Meetings 
Quorum number: 2/3 members
There are four meetings in each year in January, April, July, and October.

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Oglala Lakota College, Kyle, SD
Radio: KILI 90.1 FM, Porcupine, SD
Newspapers: Black Hills People’s News, Pine Ridge Village, SD
View the Lakota Country Times

 Leaders: Past and Present

Red Cloud, an Oglala chief, was a respected warrior and statesman. From 18661868, he successfully led the flight to close off the Bozeman Trail, which
passed through prime buffalo hunting grounds. Once settled at Pine Ridge, Red Cloud worked to establish a Jesuitrun school for Indian children. He is
buried on a hill overlooking the Red Cloud Indian School, which was named in his honor.

In 1964, Billy Mills won the 10,000meter race at the Olympic Games in Tokyo. He was the first American ever to win that race, and he did it in record
time. Billy Mills, an Oglala Lakota, was born on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

President: John Yellow Bird Steele
PO Box 2070
Pine Ridge, SD 577702070
Phone (605) 8675821
Fax (605) 8671449

View Oglala Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
View the Oglala Sioux Tribe's website

 Oglala Sioux Tribe 
PO Box 2070
Pine Ridge, SD 57770
Phone: (605) 8675821
Fax: (605) 8672609
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Reservation: Rosebud Reservation; Todd, Mellette and Tripp Counties
Division: Teton
Band: Sicangu (Brule or Burnt Thigh)
Land Area: 882,416 acres
Tribal Headquarters: Rosebud, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 21,245
Major Employers: Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Todd County School District
Rosebud Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: Yes; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: November 23, 1935
Name of Governing Body: Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council
Number of Council members: (20) twenty Council members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: June 19, 1962, May 2, 1966, September 4, 1973, December 29, 1977, September 23, 1985, July 31, 1987,
February 4, 1988
Number of Executive Officers: (5) President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer, and SergeantAtArms

 Elections
Primary Election Fourth Thursday of August and General Election Fourth Thursday of October. President and VicePresident are elected at large for two
year terms. Tribal Council is elected from their districts every two years and appoints the Secretary, Treasurer, and Sergeant AtArms. 
Number of Election districts or communities: 13 districts
Proportion of representatives: one representative per seven hundred and fifty members

 Meetings 
Meetings are held once a month the second Wednesday and Thursday.
Quorum number: 11 members

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Sinte Gleska University, Mission, SD
Radio Stations: KOYA 88.1 FM, KINI 96.1 FM
Newspapers: Lakota Country Times, Sicangu Sun Times, Todd County Tribune, Mission, SD

 Leaders: Past and Present
Ben Reifel, a fiveterm U.S. Congressman, was born near Parmelee on the Rosebud Reservation in 1906. During his lifetime, he worked for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, served in the U.S. Army, and received a doctoral degree from Harvard University. Reifel ran for office in 1960 and served until his
retirement in 1971. He died in 1990.

White Eagle was the first American Indian to sing lead roles in American musical theater and opera. He graduated from the prestigious Merola Opera
Program at the San Francisco Opera and has performed with the Pennsylvania Opera Theater, Florentine Opera, Cleveland Opera, and others. White
Eagle was a memeber of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe.

President: Rodney Bordeaux
PO Box 430
Rosebud, SD 575700430
Phone (605) 7472381
Fax (605) 7472243

View Rosebud Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
Visit the Rosebud Sioux Tribe Web site

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
Box 430 
Rosebud, SD 57570 
Phone (605) 7472381 
Fax (605) 7472243
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Reservation: Rosebud Reservation; Todd, Mellette and Tripp Counties
Division: Teton
Band: Sicangu (Brule or Burnt Thigh)
Land Area: 882,416 acres
Tribal Headquarters: Rosebud, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 21,245
Major Employers: Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Todd County School District
Rosebud Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: Yes; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: November 23, 1935
Name of Governing Body: Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council
Number of Council members: (20) twenty Council members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: June 19, 1962, May 2, 1966, September 4, 1973, December 29, 1977, September 23, 1985, July 31, 1987,
February 4, 1988
Number of Executive Officers: (5) President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer, and SergeantAtArms

 Elections
Primary Election Fourth Thursday of August and General Election Fourth Thursday of October. President and VicePresident are elected at large for two
year terms. Tribal Council is elected from their districts every two years and appoints the Secretary, Treasurer, and Sergeant AtArms. 
Number of Election districts or communities: 13 districts
Proportion of representatives: one representative per seven hundred and fifty members

 Meetings 
Meetings are held once a month the second Wednesday and Thursday.
Quorum number: 11 members

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Sinte Gleska University, Mission, SD
Radio Stations: KOYA 88.1 FM, KINI 96.1 FM
Newspapers: Lakota Country Times, Sicangu Sun Times, Todd County Tribune, Mission, SD

 Leaders: Past and Present
Ben Reifel, a fiveterm U.S. Congressman, was born near Parmelee on the Rosebud Reservation in 1906. During his lifetime, he worked for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, served in the U.S. Army, and received a doctoral degree from Harvard University. Reifel ran for office in 1960 and served until his
retirement in 1971. He died in 1990.

White Eagle was the first American Indian to sing lead roles in American musical theater and opera. He graduated from the prestigious Merola Opera
Program at the San Francisco Opera and has performed with the Pennsylvania Opera Theater, Florentine Opera, Cleveland Opera, and others. White
Eagle was a memeber of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe.

President: Rodney Bordeaux
PO Box 430
Rosebud, SD 575700430
Phone (605) 7472381
Fax (605) 7472243

View Rosebud Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
Visit the Rosebud Sioux Tribe Web site

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
Box 430 
Rosebud, SD 57570 
Phone (605) 7472381 
Fax (605) 7472243
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Reservation: Former Lake Traverse; parts of Marshall, Day, Codington, Grant and Roberts Counties
Division: Santee
Bands: Sisseton (People of the Marsh), Wahpeton (People on Lake Traverse)
Land Area: 106,153 acres (without boundaries)
Tribal Headquarters: Agency Village, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Dakota
Enrolled members living within former reservation area: 9,894
Major Employers: Dakota Sioux Casino, tribal government, Bureau of Indian Affairs
Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: YesÂ  
Date Approved: October 16, 1946
Name of Governing Body: SissetonWahpeton Sioux Tribal Council
Number of council members: (7) seven council members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: November 21, 1978, June 9, 1980
Number of Executive Officers: (3) Tribal Chairman, Vice Chairman, and Tribal Secretary

 Elections
Primary election is held in October and the General in November.
Members of Council shall serve terms of four years. Any Council and Executive Committee member shall serve no more than two (2) consecutive terms
for a total of eight (8) years in the same office. Any Council member or Executive Committee member may again file for office after a two (2) year time
period.
Number of Election districts or communities: 7

 Meetings
The Council shall meet regularly on the first Tuesday, Wednesday and third Thursday of each month or upon call of the Chairman of the Council.
Quorum number: General Council members is ten percent of eligible members

 Education and Media

Tribal College: SissetonWahpeton Community College, Sisseton, SD
Weekly newspaper: Sota Iya Ye Yapi

 Leaders: Past and Present
Paul War Cloud, a SissetonWahpeton, was born in 1930 near Sica Hollow. A selftaught artist, War Cloud realistically depicted Dakota culture and
tradition in his paintings. Many of his works are on display at the Tekakwitha Fine Arts Center in Sisseton. A War Cloud mural, "Unity Through the Great
Spirit," hangs at the Cultural Heritage Center in Pierre. War Cloud died in 1973.

Chairman: Robert Shepherd
PO Box 509
Agency Village, SD 572620509
Phone (605) 6983911
Fax (605) 6983708

Visit SissetonWahpeton Oyate's Web site
View SissetonWahpeton Oyate Constitution (PDF)

 SissetonWahpeton Oyate
P.O. Box 509 
Agency Village, SD 572620509 
Phone (605) 6983911 
Fax (605) 6983708
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Reservation: Standing Rock Reservation, Corson County SD
Division: Yanktonais, Teton
Bands: Hunkpapa, Blackfeet, Tanktonais and Cutheads
Land Area: 562,366 acres in South Dakota
Tribal Headquarters: Ft. Yates, ND
Time Zone: Mountain (South Dakota side), Central (North Dakota side)
Traditional Language: Dakota and Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 10,133
Major Employers: Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, which administers 4050 programs, Sitting Bull College, Prairie Knights Casino, Grand River Casino and
school districts
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: April 24, 1959
Name of Governing Body: Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Council
Number of members: fourteen (14) Councilmen, Eight are elected from election districts, six are residents of the reservation without regard to residence in
any district or state. 
Dates of Constitutional amendments: May 11, 1984; October 15, 1984
Number of Executive Officers: (3) Chairman, ViceChairman, and Secretary

 Elections 
Primary election is held no more than ninety (90) and no less than thirty (30) days before the general election, General elections are held every odd
numbered year. All officers are elected for terms of four (4) years. Terms of office are staggered. 
Number of Election districts or communities: 8

 Meetings 
Quorum number: eleven
Meetings are held each month at the Tribal Headquarters

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Sitting Bull College, Ft. Yates, ND
Radio: KLND 89.5 FM, Little Eagle, SD
Newspapers: Teton Times, McLaughlin, SD
Corson/Sioux Co. NewsMessenger, McLaughlin, SD

 Leaders: Past and Present
Sitting Bull, a Hunkpapa, was an influence and respected man. Not only did he serve as a spiritual leader, he also was the last known leader of the "Cante
Tinza," an elite warrior society. Sitting Bull helped to defeat Custer at the Battle of Little Big Horn. And he traveled with Buffalo Bill Cody's "Wild West
Show" for a time. Sitting Bull was killed by Indian police on Dec. 15, 1890.

Patricia Locke (Ta Wacin Waste Win), a Hunkpapa Lakota and Chippewa, lives on the Standing Rock Reservation. A MacArthur Fellow, 11911196, she
has assisted 17 tribes in establishing community colleges on their reservations. Locke has taught at major American universities including the University of
California at Los Angeles. She is the author of 29 articles and publications.

 Chairman: Charles Murphy
PO Box D
Ft. Yates, ND 585380522
Phone (701) 8548500
Fax (701) 8548595

View Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
Visit the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Web site

 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
P.O. Box D 
Fort Yates, ND 585380522 
Phone (701) 8548500
Fax (701) 8547299
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Reservation: Standing Rock Reservation, Corson County SD
Division: Yanktonais, Teton
Bands: Hunkpapa, Blackfeet, Tanktonais and Cutheads
Land Area: 562,366 acres in South Dakota
Tribal Headquarters: Ft. Yates, ND
Time Zone: Mountain (South Dakota side), Central (North Dakota side)
Traditional Language: Dakota and Lakota
Enrolled members living on reservation: 10,133
Major Employers: Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, which administers 4050 programs, Sitting Bull College, Prairie Knights Casino, Grand River Casino and
school districts
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  IRA 
Date Approved: April 24, 1959
Name of Governing Body: Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Council
Number of members: fourteen (14) Councilmen, Eight are elected from election districts, six are residents of the reservation without regard to residence in
any district or state. 
Dates of Constitutional amendments: May 11, 1984; October 15, 1984
Number of Executive Officers: (3) Chairman, ViceChairman, and Secretary

 Elections 
Primary election is held no more than ninety (90) and no less than thirty (30) days before the general election, General elections are held every odd
numbered year. All officers are elected for terms of four (4) years. Terms of office are staggered. 
Number of Election districts or communities: 8

 Meetings 
Quorum number: eleven
Meetings are held each month at the Tribal Headquarters

 Education and Media
Tribal College: Sitting Bull College, Ft. Yates, ND
Radio: KLND 89.5 FM, Little Eagle, SD
Newspapers: Teton Times, McLaughlin, SD
Corson/Sioux Co. NewsMessenger, McLaughlin, SD

 Leaders: Past and Present
Sitting Bull, a Hunkpapa, was an influence and respected man. Not only did he serve as a spiritual leader, he also was the last known leader of the "Cante
Tinza," an elite warrior society. Sitting Bull helped to defeat Custer at the Battle of Little Big Horn. And he traveled with Buffalo Bill Cody's "Wild West
Show" for a time. Sitting Bull was killed by Indian police on Dec. 15, 1890.

Patricia Locke (Ta Wacin Waste Win), a Hunkpapa Lakota and Chippewa, lives on the Standing Rock Reservation. A MacArthur Fellow, 11911196, she
has assisted 17 tribes in establishing community colleges on their reservations. Locke has taught at major American universities including the University of
California at Los Angeles. She is the author of 29 articles and publications.

 Chairman: Charles Murphy
PO Box D
Ft. Yates, ND 585380522
Phone (701) 8548500
Fax (701) 8548595

View Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Constitution (PDF)
Visit the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Web site

 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
P.O. Box D 
Fort Yates, ND 585380522 
Phone (701) 8548500
Fax (701) 8547299
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Reservation: Yankton Reservation; part of Charles Mix County
Division: Yankton
Bands: Ihanktonwan
Land Area: Approximately 40,000 acres (without boundaries)
Tribal Headquarters: Marty, SD
Time Zone: Central
Traditional Language: Dakota
Enrolled members living within area: 3,500
Major Employers: Fort Randall Casino, Indian Health Service, tribal office, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Marty Indian School
Yankton Sioux Tribe's 2010 Statistical Profile (pdf)

 Government
Charter: None; Constitution and Bylaws: Yes  nonIRA
Date Approved: April 24, 1963
Name of Governing Body: Yankton Sioux Tribal Business and Claims Committee
Number of committee members: (5) five committee members
Dates of Constitutional amendments: March 20, 1975
Number of Executive Officers: (4) Chairman, ViceChairman, Secretary, Treasurer

 Elections 
Primary election is in July and the General is every two years on the first Thursday in September. Executive officers are elected at large and serve two
year terms in office.
Number of Election districts or communities: 5

 Meetings: 
Regular business meeting are held once a week usually on Tuesday. An annual General Council Meeting is set for the third Tuesday in August each year.
Quorum number: 5 members

 Leaders: Past and Present
Legend has it that when he was born in 1804, Struck By The Ree, a Yankton chief, was wrapped in an American flag by Meriwether Lewis. Lewis and
Clark were in the area exploring Louisiana Purchase lands. As a leader, Struck By The Ree managed to befriend the whites, yet remain dedicated and
loyal to his people. He died in 1888 at Greenwood.

 Chairperson: Thurman Cournoyer Sr.
PO Box 1153
Marty, SD 57380
Phone (605) 3843641
Fax (605) 3845687

View Yankton Sioux Tribe Constitution (pdf)

 Yankton Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 1153 
Wagner, SD 57380 
Phone (605) 3843641 
Fax (605) 3845687
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Appendix F



We would like to get your opinions on an important issue facing our campus. This 
survey will only take a couple of minutes and is anonymous. Would you help us out 
by answering these questions? 

Student Opinion Survey  
Please circle the best answer.

        

     

     

     

Do you have a health condition that makes it difficult for you to be around cigarette 
smoke? ___Yes  ___No

If yes, please explain ______________________________________________

If you are currently a smoker, would you like help quiting? __Yes __No __Don’t smoke

Any comments you would like to add?

THANKS FOR SHARING YOUR OPINIONS WITH US!

Student Opinion Survey

tobaccofreecollegesnc.com

Probably 
Not Maybe Quite 

Likely Definitely Neutral/
Don’t Know

1. Do you believe that more needs to be  
 done on our campus to reduce tobacco  
 use?

2. Do you believe that secondhand 
 smoke is harmful to nonsmokers?

4.  Do you think that faculty would   
 support creating a campus-wide, 
 tobacco-free policy?

5.  Do you think that staff would   
 support creating a campus-wide, 
 tobacco-free policy?

6.  Do you think that students would   
 support creating a campus-wide 
 tobacco-free policy?

3. Would you support a campus-wide,  
 tobacco-free policy that would apply to  
 students, faculty, staff and visitors?

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4



Faculty/Staff 
Opinion Survey

We would like to get your opinions on an important issue facing our campus. This 
survey will only take a couple of minutes and is anonymous. Would you help us out 
by answering these questions? 

Faculty/Staff Opinion Survey  
Please circle the best answer.

Do you have a health condition that makes it difficult for you to be around cigarette 
smoke? ___Yes  ___No

If yes, please explain ______________________________________________

If you are currently a smoker, would you like help quiting? __Yes __No __Don’t smoke

Any comments you would like to add?

THANKS FOR SHARING YOUR OPINIONS WITH US!

tobaccofreecollegesnc.com

1. Do you believe that more needs to be  
 done on our campus to reduce tobacco  
 use?

2. Do you believe that secondhand 
 smoke is harmful to nonsmokers?

4.  Do you think that other faculty would  
 support creating a campus-wide, 
 tobacco-free policy?

5.  Do you think that other staff would  
 support creating a campus-wide, 
 tobacco-free policy?

6.  Do you think that students would   
 support creating a campus-wide, 
 tobacco-free policy?

3. Would you support a campus-wide,  
 tobacco-free policy that would apply to  
 students, faculty, staff and visitors?

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

       0              1           2   3       4

Probably 
Not Maybe Quite 

Likely Definitely Neutral/
Don’t Know
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SAMPLE	  PETITION	  
	  
We,	  the	  undersigned	  students,	  faculty	  and	  staff	  of	  [name	  of	  institution]	  care	  about	  our	  health	  and	  the	  
health	  of	  those	  around	  us.	  
	  
We	  are	  aware	  of	  the	  dangers	  commercial	  tobacco	  poses	  to	  each	  and	  every	  one	  of	  us	  whether	  we	  are	  
smokers	  or	  nonsmokers.	  	  We	  therefore	  want	  to	  make	  sure	  that	  while	  we	  are	  in	  this	  learning	  
environment	  that	  exposure	  to	  tobacco	  smoke	  will	  not	  have	  to	  be	  one	  of	  our	  concerns.	  
	  
We	  are	  well	  aware	  of	  an	  individual’s	  right	  to	  autonomy	  and	  in	  no	  way	  do	  we	  want	  to	  compromise	  this	  
right.	  	  However,	  just	  as	  any	  other	  public	  health	  issue,	  once	  an	  individual’s	  action	  begins	  to	  endanger	  
the	  lives	  of	  others	  it	  is	  no	  longer	  a	  matter	  of	  individual	  right	  or	  convenience.	  
	  
We	  view	  this	  educational	  institution	  as	  a	  place	  where	  knowledge	  is	  shared,	  discussed,	  and	  integrated	  
into	  our	  daily	  lives—yet	  the	  way	  this	  campus	  acts	  on	  commercial	  tobacco	  issues	  is	  at	  odds	  with	  the	  
current	  scientific	  knowledge	  about	  tobacco.	  
	  
Therefore,	  we	  would	  like	  the	  following	  components	  to	  be	  included	  in	  a	  tobacco	  policy	  for	  our	  campus:	  
	  
1. Prohibit	  smoking	  on	  all	  college	  property,	  including	  residence	  halls.	  
2. Prohibit	  the	  free	  distribution	  of	  tobacco	  products	  on	  campus,	  including	  affiliated	  fraternities	  and	  

sororities.	  	  
3. Prohibit	  the	  sale	  of	  tobacco	  products	  on	  campus.	  
4. Prohibit	  tobacco	  advertisements	  in	  college-‐run	  publications.	  
5. Promote	  tobacco	  treatment	  services	  and	  products	  through	  university	  health	  services.	  
	  
We	  are	  signing	  this	  petition	  in	  policy	  comprised	  of	  all	  of	  these	  components.	  This	  issue	  is	  important	  to	  
us	  and	  we	  urge	  you	  to	  show	  your	  order	  to	  show	  our	  support	  for	  the	  enactment	  and	  implementation	  of	  
a	  tobacco	  concern	  for	  the	  health	  of	  all	  students,	  staff,	  and	  faculty	  by	  passing	  and	  enforcing	  these	  
policies.	  
	  

Printed	  Name	   Signature	   Address	  
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the	  lives	  of	  others	  it	  is	  no	  longer	  a	  matter	  of	  individual	  right	  or	  convenience.	  
	  
We	  view	  this	  educational	  institution	  as	  a	  place	  where	  knowledge	  is	  shared,	  discussed,	  and	  integrated	  
into	  our	  daily	  lives—yet	  the	  way	  this	  campus	  acts	  on	  commercial	  tobacco	  issues	  is	  at	  odds	  with	  the	  
current	  scientific	  knowledge	  about	  tobacco.	  
	  
Therefore,	  we	  would	  like	  the	  following	  components	  to	  be	  included	  in	  a	  tobacco	  policy	  for	  our	  campus:	  
	  
1. Prohibit	  smoking	  on	  all	  college	  property,	  including	  residence	  halls.	  
2. Prohibit	  the	  free	  distribution	  of	  tobacco	  products	  on	  campus,	  including	  affiliated	  fraternities	  and	  
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3. Prohibit	  the	  sale	  of	  tobacco	  products	  on	  campus.	  
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We	  are	  signing	  this	  petition	  in	  policy	  comprised	  of	  all	  of	  these	  components.	  This	  issue	  is	  important	  to	  
us	  and	  we	  urge	  you	  to	  show	  your	  order	  to	  show	  our	  support	  for	  the	  enactment	  and	  implementation	  of	  
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policies.	  
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